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Waldo County are a good deal like a ruba
for
moment perhaps
The Woman’s Hospital Aid of
the Government, yet
the Waltheir former smooth- do
County Hospital held their annual
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through us, during my
service, especially the Supt., Miss
Ruth Coombs, who in every way has
term

of

served

us

faithfully,

so

ever

the sick and suffering

over

watchful

ones

under

her care, that everything possible might
be done for their comfort.
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action.”

all, and
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ran across a

cut

up.

fellow in

we were

unable to do all that

would like to have done, but I am
pleased with what we have done for the

The purchase of the Liberty Bonds has
stimulated the demand for safe deposit
boxes, which we have been unable fully
to supply as fast as desired. One new
chest of boxes installed during the year
has been completely taken, and we have
orders awaiting another new chest being
constructed and which is expected at any
time.
This Institution depends on the quality
of its Services as its greatest and most
potent advertiser. The varied ways in
which we are able to be of use to and
help the people are continually expanding and being utilized.

year may be a prosperous one to the Aid
and what we were unable to accomplish

QUALITY OF SEKVICE BEINGS NEW

the Woman’s Hospital Aid:
We present to you herewith

Hospital, as will be shown in the secretary and treasurer’s report. Hope urges
on, and tells
better. So let

us

us

that tomorrow will be

us

hope that the coming

last year may be done this coming year.

Respectfully,
MRS. ELMER Small, President.
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brief ac-

the much needed institution, the Waldo

condition,
ne

they put

junct to help relieve the pain and suffering of the many unfortunate ones who
place of this kind to give
them aid. This is only helping in a small
way, when we consider the time given
by the many physicians on the staff of
the Hospital.
Respectfully submitted.
rely

jI
;

upon

a

Julia A.
THE

Vickery,

Sec.

TREASURER’S REPORT.

Hospital Aid:
The financial statement of the society
is as follows:
Cash Jan. 1, 1918,
$187.74
$ 85.16
Expenses for 1918,
102.58
Cash Jan. 1, 1919,

our

Departments—Checking, Savings,
Checks, Foreign Exchange,

many

investments, etc., are all too well known
now thruout the district covered by this
Institution to need repeating. Avail yourselves of them. Bring to us your Savings
Accounts, Checking Accounts.; come in
and talk over with us any Business enterprise that interests or puzzles you, and
you will always feel a hearty welcome,
Tho we are always rushed, we always
have time to devote to one more.

Belfast,

Total,
Note of the Association,
Respectfully Submitted,

Julia G. Ferguson.

LEGISLATIVE
Rep. Walter
has introduced

last shipment

sent out

a

Cowan,of Winterport
resolution of

censure

against William Randolph Hearst and
urging Maine representatives in Congress
to do all possible to prevent the landing
of troops at the port of New York while
Mr. Hearst remained on the reception

Maiue

Red Cross Notes.
The

A.

MATTERS.

by the committee.
|

The resolution was received
and tabled for printing.
Addressing the House Mr. Cowan said
that all were familiar with the fact of what
sweaters for nurses, 156 gray sleeveless
Mr. Hearst lias done during the war and
sweaters, 73 convalescent robes, 55 pairs the attitude which had been maintained
of socks and 50 pajamas.
While it was true, no
We are now ; by his papers.
working on what is, in all probability, doubt, that, the war being ended, many
b
| were apt to become tired of trite sayings
our last large allotment.
It consists of
I)
repeated, he felt that this was an occa70 women’s skirts, 100 children’s dresses, sion which demanded resentment. It
|
ii,
50 girls’ dresses, 60 layettes, 130 pairs of should be borne in mind that had not the
of this nation—the men we sent
boys’ underdrawers, 160 aprons, and 330 troops
from Maine—performed their duty in
other pieces which have not yet been re- France last
July, the German hordes
s" secure.”
] ceived, making in all 1200 garments, if 1 would have broken through and reached
turning point came on July we
count each entire layette as but one the coast. Now, to have this hypocritiAmericans came across
HL,.,1*11
pro-German Mr. Hearst
vh lory at the Marne.”
piece. These must all be in Boston on cal, un-American,
upon the committee of reception to the
March 1st, which means that they must returning heroes was a
Subscribed $1,183,050 to
disgrace and an
be completed in five weeks. Plea3e make insult. From the start of the war Hearst
1
1 bird & Fourth
L, L.
with
Germany. He did all possia great effort to give all possible ti
e to enlisted
1,1 our report, the feature
ble to aid their cause. He minimized their
this work for the next few weeks.
crimes and decried all acts of the Allies.
sIjut foremost for the past
Third and Fourth Liberty There is something for everyone to do.
When he found himself unable to prevent
to. Waldo County subit
We are indebted to Mrs. C. E. Rhoades’ America entering the combat he sought
to prevent her rendering material aid to
ir'.lhU to the Third Loan end class of
boys in the Baptist Sunday the Allies. He sought to cover his lack
h,’”le Fourth, It is truly amazK.l'hs money comes from, yet it school for a fine knitted afghan, their of patriotism by
American
and I am one of the
One cannot go thru it,
it realizing it was all so
To see young fellows
ir lives or return home
ire, all because of a crazy
mi Germany, is an indicthole of civilization. If the
does not put Germany
she will rise to menace
"ir1
On looking back now
'he inside information from
have been over here for 18
der how we at home were
er
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People’s Methodist church, Rev.Charles

Miss Russell of Boston arrived Monday
to visit Capt. and Mrs. A. C. Batchelder.
Mrs.

Esther S.

Mayhew took place Wednesday evening
at the home of Fred Waldo Brown, Cedar

Mrs.

oriusn

A

voy.

oruisei

accuiinjameu

us

The transports were all British vessels.
Two days out from England we were
met by twelve U. S. destroyers and a
We

sub chaser.

to see

glad

some

were

them for submarines had been around a
night or two before, but had not attack-

On the day our escorts met us, at
about 2.30 p. m., a lively submarine batWe were called to our
tle took place.
watched

we

the hurri-

week

of Mrs. Horace E. McDonald.

Howard E. Wilson of this city, a stuM., will spend the win-

dent at the U. if
ter in

we

took box

in the P. M.

cars

and set out for our training center.
9th

we

Aug.

Ferrand,

detrained at Clermont

Puyde Dome, France, and hiked to CeyYou know what

rat.

—Aug. 9th to Nov

we

1st.

did after that
I

can

tell you

and tell it better when I sit by the
light in the dining room. I hope that
will be in a few months. If we do not
leave before Feb. 1, 1919, we will be enmore

gold .service stripe

titled to

a

sleeve.

I would like that.

six

months’

service

on

the left

For less than

overseas

we

get

a

blue stripe.
Love to

all,

Danvers, Mass.,

where he has

em-

ployment.

Miller, son of Mrs. Mabel WilMiller, whc has been at Camp Upton,

Albert
son

New York, has received his discharge
and returned hi me.
Rev. Eugene S. Philbrook of Augusta
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. B. L.

was

officiate at the

a
a

relatives and

now

Plymouth,

of

Stewart,

while Mr. Cassens is on an exbusiness trip in Aroostook and
Washington counties.

N.

tended

Chester Cross of Boston, formerly of
Lincolnville, who was recently operated
on at the Tapley
Hospital, left last Satura
beautiful
day and will visit his sister, Mrs. Earl L.
daybreak pinks; Mrs. Vickery

Mrs.

Lulu Carter

Hills,

who

serving the past few months
Matron, was presented with
bouquet of
also presented with the

was

flowers;

has been

as

Worthy

same

kind of

Past Patron V. A. Simmons

presented with

a

Talbot, before returning home.

Mrs. J. G. Paul went to Portland Tuesday to meet her son, Prof. Charles E.
Paul of Chicago.
He was called to Bos-

was

handsome hat brush in

case.

A social hour

cream

and cake

were

was

enjoy'ed and ice

served.

There

ton

were

a

a

crepe

trimmings.

Mr. and Mrs. Wilbeen in special service in the South since lastsummer, when

maid wore blue messaline with white lace

contralto in its choir.

The ladies of the

parish recently gave her

a

lie enlisted in

the auto department, has
resumed his position in ttie repair department of the Locke jewelry store.

Arthur Clifford Tinker of this city died
in Onset, Mass., Jan. 14th, at the home
of his great aunt, Rev. Meda C. Smith,

Her brides-

where he had been visiting

Hall, son of
Hail, who lias

Donald

ARTHUR CLIFFORD TINKER

becoming

business and came to Portland to
over night and meet his mothei.

liam L.

few friends were in at-

The bride wore

on

remain

no

gown of Pekin blue crepe-de-chene with
embroidery of the same shade and white

Georgette

Mrs. Fred Cassens of Camden is spending the winter with Mr. and Mrs. T. V.

special features as the charter is draped
brother of the groom and in mourning for the late Charles H. Croscousin of the bride. Only by.

An informal reception followdeck we had a good view. Over garniture.
ed immediately after the ceremony. Later
forty depth bombs were dropped by the
there was a heavy confetti shower. Their
chasers and destroyers, and it was reand valuable gifts, including checks,
ported that two subs were destroyed. many
cut glass, china, linen, etc.,
None of our ships were attacked, but one sterling,
the back parlor and
were displayed in
U-boat ran across our bows and just
Later in the evenwere greatly admired.
escaped being rammed by our ship. They
a varied assortment of delicious reing
did not have any chance with all our defreshments, including a w'edding cake,
stroyers. We enjoyed the battle imalso a gift, were served by the nieces of
not
had
exciteany
mensely for we had
the groom, Mrs. Louise Innes Bowker of
ment for a long time. The convoy split
Belfast, Miss Margaret Innes of Augusta,
in three parts that night, each going to
Miss Leona Innes of Farmington and Miss
Later that night we
different ports.
Jessie A. Innes of Belfast. Mr. Innes has
did
look
it
and
land
certainly
sighted
been in the west for about twenty years
good.
and came home recently from ScottsblulT,
We dropped anchor in the harbor of
Neb., and his many friends are pleased
Barry or Berry, Wales, the next morning, that he has located in this
city, where he
July 31st, and later sailed for Newport, is
The bride is the
respected.
highly
and paraded
where we disembarked
only daughter of her widowed mother
through the city. We got a great recepand they will make their home with her.
tion; we took a train for Winchester that
She is a graduate of the Belfast High
T. M. and got to a rest camp about 7 P. M. school and is a
young woman of genuine
On Aug. 3rd we sailed from Southampton
worth. All her life she has been identifor Havre, France, and Sunday morning,
fied with the Baptist church and its allied
Arg. 4th, landed and marched to another societies, has served as pianist and as

Monday

business.

on

Mrs. William H. Simpson of Fairfield
was in Belfast the past week, the guest

H., a beautifully engraved past matron’s
jewel, the chapter’s gift; Past Matron,

Sergt. Everett S.
and

short time,
having gone to Massachusetts to spend
He had been
Christmas with relatives.

cane

rest camp.

Plymouth,

Mrs. Grace Gentner Freeman of ProviR. I., hat been in Belfast the past

Davis while in Belfast to
Conductress,
Hartshorn; Finance Committee, Innes-Burgess wedding.

Simmons Corliss,

formerly of the Belfast Baptist church,
officiated with a new and impressive home
service. Miss Jessie A. Innes, a cousin
of the bride, played the wedding march
as the couple entered the parlor accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. George E. Innes,

tendance.

was on

visiting her

dence,

will forward to Past Matron Mrs. Alice

gess, Monday, January 20th, at 8 p. m.,
Rev. Eugene S. Philbrook of Augusta,

the latter

As our raft

Simmons is

N. H.

piano solo, Mrs. Read. The secretary,
Miss Alberta Wadsworth received and

Louise Burgess took place at the home of
the bride’s mother, Mrs. Annie L. Bur-

that the alarm had not been false for a
submarine had been seen a few miles

boat stations and from there

A.

Mrs. E. M. Corliss in

Ralph H. Howes, Mrs. Cordelia H. Brown,
Mrs H. L. Woodcock has closed her
Estelle K. Millett; organist, Mrs. home on Church street
and will be the
who
the
using
officiated,
street,
single Isabel Conant Howes.
The appointive
of Mrs. Wm. B. Swan while Mr.
guest
ring service. Mr. Anderson was a Boston j officers were: Marshal, Miss Emeroy
Woodcock is in Florida.
boy and when very young enlisted in the
Ginn; Ada, Mrs. Mildred E. Neal; Ruth,
Mrs. George Wallace has returned to
He
is
a
member
of
the
Waldo Miss Cassie L.
Navy.
Banks; Esther, Mrs. Maude her home in
Tremont from the Tapley
County Veterans’ Association and is al- S.
Bramhall; Martha, Mrs. Onie M. Banks;
Hospital, where she recently underwent
ways on their program for voca.l solos.
Electa, Mrs. Eva E. Nye; Warder, Mrs. a
very critical operation.
He came here recently from Montville.
Martha W. Varney; Sentinel, Eugene L.
For the past few months he has been emState Senator and Mrs. E. H. Lewis of
Cook. The installation was followed by
ployed as assistant janitor at the Belfast a short program including a piano duet by' Boothbay were in Belfast over Sunday
Mrs. Anderson is a naCustom House.
Mrs. Isabel C. Howes and Mrs. Cleora H. from Augusta the guests of the latter’s
tive of Abbott and for a short time has
Read; vocal solo, Mrs. Jessie Hart Allen; brother, Capt. C. B. Swett, and family.

We were sailing a zigzag course for
ed.
safely. We had life boat drills everyday and some times were called out in
the night. The morning after one of
the former
those night alarms we were informed

the fight.

V.

daughter,

W. Martin, Paslor, Parsonage, No. 7 Court
street, telephone 213-11. Sunday morning,

of Enoch F. Anderson and Mrs. Lena E.

a

Mrs. Herbert Myrer of Larrabee is a
guest of Mr. and Mrs. T. V. Stewart.

session last
number of invited

Alexander Duncan Innes and Miss Edith

Horace
187.74
250.00

CITY NATIONAL BANK,

1

experience to gothiu

interfere with right and duty and believing sincerely that we are a necessary ad-

Travellers’

tad maltreated everyons
re.
One old lady had a i
on her head where she r
a German.”
lied thru the Town. At
iireet we found the street
bodies where the Gerthe road and our boys
oded the mine and killed
it

We feel that every member who has
visited the Hospital the past year has a
personal interest in it, allowing naught to

To the Officers and Members of the

The Services which we render thru

1

has just finished two quilts
beds and others have been

nurses

given by friends.

KNOWN

Company and advanc- !

home could only see these
'■ople bent over with age
of misery for four years!

The Aid
for the

BLANCHES OF SERVICE GENERALLY

■

so

room.

yours.

irial Company of 160, we
n.
Some were out for
unded; but many were
ysical exhaustion. Othn
the battalion were in

It does not
and the camps were warm.
likely that we will stay here long.

seem

away.

count of the doings of the society for the
past year, which has been a great help to

During the past year, our volume of
business has grown to the point where it
has been necessary to move our bookkeeping department into our balcony. When
we came into our new building we thought
we had
space sufficient to cover our
growth for some years, but we have already nearly outgrown it, and will have
done so in the near future; however, we
are willing and shall be glad to provide
still greater banking space when the demands of the Public require it.
We can
easily and without large expense put our
present building one or two stories higher.
We are here to serve not only ourselves,
but you, the public.
Make our home

sitting with

the one we just left. At St. Christopher’s Farm there was plenty of wood

as

without

we

If we loan a man money we wish to
feel reasonably certain that the loan will
be a benefit to him; for only by working
a benefit to him can it be a benefit to us.
We invite everyone to come to us at any
time to talk over his business ideas and
plans. It is always a pleasure to us to be
of service either directly or collaterally.

we got the first meal
ihe day before.”
asualties were from
f the boys go thru unbear it with a smile.
I
pluck as the Yankees

winter I had rather be in Germany than
this part of France. There is no wood
here and the place is not so comfortable

friends to administer to their

or

Mr. O. E. Frost has returned from
business trip to Boston and vicinity.

open

coming over, but two of these days were
spent in Halifax harbor. We took the
boat at Boston about midnight July 15th been at Lincolnville and in Belfast, where
many wants, that they could go to the
Hospital and have the care they so much and the next morning at 8 left the harbor she bas been employed. They will make
It is, therefore, the duty of the with other transports and a U. S. de- their home in the Cox house on Miller
needed.
people to have an interest and help such a stroyer. We got to Halifax the morning street.
of the 18th and left the morning of the
worthy institution.
The
INNES-BURGESS.
marriage of
The past year has been very hard for 20th with twenty-one ships in the conmany

County Hospital.
During the epidemic of influenza our
President, Mrs. Elmer Small, stood ever
ready to see that plenty of sheets and
pillow slips and other necessary articles
absolutely confidentially.
and everything possible
were supplied
It is our first ambition to be of the
’s from
a
recent letter
greatest service to the greatest number of done to aid theSupt., Miss Ruth Coombs,
may be of interest:
individuals.
We intend to accommodate who so ably managed things and worked
:< rstood what Sherman
every one who applies to the extent that so untiringly.
Our little Hospital was
iid, ‘War is Hell,’ but it in our judgment it is safe to extend
appreciated more than ever by the public
ribe this affair so re- credit.
history.”
If we deny a man a loan, it is only be- at that time.
was always single file
cause the proposition does not look propDonation week proved successful as
jetween men, so Gererly safe-guarded to us and as tho it usual and many necessary things were
not find us bunched.”
would work out advantageously to the
at this time.
was to open the Drive
individual, and we tell the applicant given
y 1 was in was to lead
The club refurnished the reception
frankly our position.

also are we and the
will soon be serving
irtesy. Courtesy, howmod to the Officers of
ut is the objective point
and a potent underlying
so

■

No doubt there would be more seasick1 think the people realize now, as they : ness going back now, for the sea is
never have before, how
much we need ; rougher in the winter, but it would not
the Hospital. We fully realize what it take so long to go back.
We were fifteen days on the water
meant during the month of October when
a

PERSONAL.

Replying to inquiries regarding the
Services will be held next Sunday at
payment of water bills the City Govthe North Church at 10.45 a. m. with
ernment adheres to its former advice to
preaching by Rev. Win. Vaughan.
the people not to settle any water bills
First Parish, Rev. A. E. Wilson, min- for the
present six months before Febister.
Regular preaching service Sunday ruary 1st.
at 10.45 a. m. Sunday school at noon.
The City Council will make such arAll cordially invited.
rangement before February 1st, as we
Services will be held next Sunday at hope may render payment of the increase
the Baptist church at 10.45 a. m.
Prof. unnecessary.
Calvin M. Clark of Bangor will supply
the pulpit Sunday school at noon; ChrisSECRET SOCIETIES.
tian Endeavor at 6.30 p. m. and evening
service at 7.30. Prayer meeting this,
Primrose Chapter, O. E. S
held their
Thursday, evening.
annual installation at an

1

for

all who may in any way have aided the

We are aiding the Farmers in an inof their Herds thru loans on their
Live Stock and on their Farms.
Our
Loans on Live Stock amount to $39,000.
People are being educated to the point
that it is much better and more satisfactory to obtain their loans directly from
the Bank, where everyone’s business is
handled in a strictly business way, and

lucky not to receive

and

PAYMENT OF WATER BILLS

CHURCHES

Friday evening with a
Past Worthy Matron
guests present.
Julia A. Vickery was the installing officer
the fighting stopped they went back to
preaching, 10.45; Sunday school, 12; Sun- and was assisted by P. W. Matrons Corthe U. S.
day evening, preaching 7.30. This, Thurs- 1 delia H. Brown as Marshal and Hattie S.
I wonder if Harry Woods has gone
day, evening prayer meeting at 7.30. Aj Ritchie as Chaplain. The work was beauback? He is a first lieutenant now. Madicordial invitation is extended to the pub- tifully done and the text committed to
son Banton has been made a lirst lieutenlie to attend the services at Peoples’ memory. The elective officers were: Worant and I heard that Allen Neal was holdChurch. Strangers in town especially thy Matron, Mrs. Essie P. Carle; Worthy
ing that rank now.
welcome.
Patron, Zenas D. Hartshorn; Associate
1 haven’t ary idea where we will go
Matron, Mrs. Estelle K. Millett; Secrebut
it
wili
hope
when we leave Troyon,
Wedding Bells.
tary, Miss Alberta Wadsworth; Treasurer,
be towards the coast. However, if we
Mrs. Ida F. Bray; Conductress, Mrs. Kitty
are destined to remain in Europe for the
ANDERSON-MAYHEW. The marriage S.
Mrs.
Small; Associate
Some of the fellows were in England
only nine days after landing, and after

untiring efforts and the interest

they have shown. I have found them always ready and willing to give advice
and lend a helping hand. I wish to thank

crease

aiJLOYEES

a

president, secretary
their

BUSINESS,

DFCT1VE POINT OF
L

year

me during the year I have served as
your
I want to thank the vice
president.

IAKFN

AT THE FRONT

K

UEPOSIl

NEW

BOXES

Your letter of Nov. 18th
the 12th, probably
came before the one of
because they did not go the same route.

On retiring as president of your
Aid,
I want to thank you for the kind support
you have ever been ready to extend to

We purpose and expect to erect in Belfast a bank which shall not only be one
of the Largest but one of the Foremost in
the State; one that will pull Waldo
County into Belfast, and not only that
but a magnet to pull from All parts of
the State. The City National Bank is
already doing that.
This Bank has placed Belfast before
the people thruout the State more than
all other features of recent date combined.
We have the strength and foresight of management and directorate to
We have the
build such an institution.
Foundation on which to build it and
available Resources within reach from
which to build it. Therefore, become a
bigger worker for your own County and
Town by throwing added and new business
into The City National Bank for
your own Benefit and the Benefit of the
whole Community.
We will increase our Capital invested
the
as the situation demands, provided
taxing authorities are not so shortsighted
To penalize
as to make this inadvisable.
Success by over-burdening it is like lifting one by his bootstraps. The downward
push exceeds the upward puli. It drys
up the source instead of expanding it.

atement, our Deposits
$105,000, and this in
.<

Troyon, France, Dec. 14, 1918
Dear Mother:

THE PRESIDENT’S REPORT.
To the Members of the Women’s Hospital Aid:

BIG FUTURE AHEAD

CREASE $105,000.

H. B. Atkinson

were elected as follows:
I expected you would be anxious when
President, Mrs.
Eugene L. Stevens; 1st vice president, I did not write for over two weeks, but that
Mrs. George G. W
ardwell; 2nd vice pres- was the time when we were moving from
ident, Mrs. Frank G. Mixer; 3rd vice Ceyrat to the front, and I did not have a
president, Mrs. Frank I. I^ilson; secre- chance to write until I got back to the
tary and auditor, Mrs. Elmer Small; echelon where the rest of the battery
treasurer, Mrs. Julia G. Ferguson. The was. There were only about eighty Batannual reports were submitted and other
tery D men at the front, the remainder
routine business transacted. The reports staying at the echelon, as the place of the
follow:
reserves is called.

THRIFT A HABIT
The habit of Thrift which has been in
a measure forced upon the people, on account of the needs of the Government,
will undoubtedly prove a lasting benefit.
Our citizens more than ever have been
taught to conserve, save and deny themselves some of the things unnecessary.
We have learned that some things which
we have thought we must have were unnecessary, and that an investment in a
good security, or a deposit in the Bank is
far more satisfying and enjoyable.
Altho, but for the war. the Deposits of
this Bank would undoubtedly have been
far greater at the moment than they are
as of January 1, yet from the habits and
teachings acquired on account of the
War, no doubt in the coining years our
business will grow even much faster than
ever before.

many, incident to the
gular work and the
that, with the shortelp, it has been quite
s'i'p with all according
» a few
days belated,
its its usual gratifiea.!iolders, Patrons and

i

ensuing

THE

Corp.

A Letter from

stockholders and Pa- ber ball, indented
at each call of
of the City National
quickly resuming
ness and shape.
o! Belfast.

FIVE CENTS

a

Mrs.

home last

Hatch, son of Mr
Hatch, returned
Friday night, after having reWalter

G.

ceived his honorable discharge from the
service.
He enlisted in July, 1918, and
went to Burlington, Vt., to receive training in tlie signal corps department at tlie

poor health for some time, but his
death was hastened by a severe attack of
iniluenza. He was a resident of Belfast
in

University of Vermont. He remained
years, coming here from
there about four months anti was sent to
Chester, N. H. He lived for a time with
Camp Meade, Mu and was ub r read;
his grandmother, Mrs. James Cunningto go across when the armistice v as
ham of East Belfast, who died in Dec.
signed. He received iiis discharge at
Since then he had made his home
1913.
Camp Devens last week.
He was
with Mrs. Annie L. Burgess.
born in Boston April 12, 1895. He worked

for about five

CAPT.

in the Leonard & Barrows shoe factory,
in the Mathews Brothers’ mill, and later

Capt. Ephraim W Wiley died at his
home in Searsmont Jan. 14th at the age
of 81 years, 9 months and 23 days.
He
enlisted to serve in tile Civil War Sept.
10, 1801, in Company H, Bth Main Vol-

He was a
for the Pejepscot Paper Co.
member of the Belfast Baptist church
and of its allied societies.

In the spring

he joined Waldo Lodge of Odd
Fellows. Three brothers, Herbert in the

of 1918

■

unteers and

Feb.

the family lot in Lynn, Mass. In a personal note from Onset we learn the follow-

was

was

as

23, 1806;

Post, G. A. R., and of the Waldo County

i ng facts in regard to the funeral: “Rev.
A. F. Gallop of Onset Junction preached
the funeral service and

mustered out

Captain
having also served six
months in the Freedmen’s Bureau.
He
was a
member of Thomas H. Marshall

U. S. Navy, Percy and George of Byfield,
Mass., survive. The interment was in

]

EPHRAIM W. WILEY

Veteran’s Association.
war

record and

He had

a

line

upright citizen, a
kind husband and father. On returning

assisted by

was

an

of Mr. and Mrs. John Innes of

another brother in the ministry.
Two
from the war lie located in Searsmont,
duets, “The Pearly White City” and ;
hut moved to Belfast in 1893 and later reI
“Beautiful Beckoning Hands,” were sung
turned to his home town.
His wife, forby Post Master and Mistress, Mr. and j
merly Miss Elizabeth J. Ross, and their
Mrs. Eugene C. Ellis of Onset Junction
six children survive; Mrs. Helen W.
The Odd Fellows were in attendance and j
Stevenson of Byfield, Mass.; Chester T.
performed their funeral service, with
of Lawrence, Mass.;
dward T. of Milfour of their members acting as bearers.
Dexter K. of Houlton. Maine;
A beautiful wreath was sent from his | ford, Mass.;
Fred A., who lives at home and Pearl I.,
Lodge in Belfast. Among the other floral tributes was a beautiful
from in France. The funeral was held at his

Mrs. Robert Burgess Innes
whose husband is now on his way home
from France. Phineas Innes of Sears-

his three brothers, a spray of white pinks
from his aunt, Miss Leona E. Cunningham, R. N., of Lynn and a spray of cal-

linen and china

shower at the home of Mrs. B. L. Robert-

Among the out-of-town guests were
Margaret Innes, clerk in the vital j
statistics department at the State House
in Augusta, George Innes of Searsport,

son.

Miss

who

some

time ago enlisted in the Naval

Reserve and is stationed at

Newport,

R.

I

Miss Leor.a Innes, a student at the
Farmington Normal school, all children

|

Searsport;
of Portland,

port, who

is

Farmington,

pillow

late home Thursday when the Post and
its allied bodies and former neighbors in
Relfast sent Hags and flowers.

I

the winter in j las from his uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs.
to attend the wedding. ; Edward Kendall Smith.”

spending

came

EAST BELFAST,

MARY L. T AGGETT.

CARRIE DURHAM DOLLOFF.
Mary Louise, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
George S. Daggett of this city, died at
her home Jan. 5th at the age of 23 years.
Death came very suddenly as a result of
influenza.
Mary was one of the best, the

The many friends of Carrie Durham
were deeply grieved
to learn of

Dolloff

her death

on

Jan. 2nd.

After

an

CASTON.

Mr. George Pendleton is gaining alter
being ill with bronchitis.

The remains of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Caston arrived here last Thursday evening

Mrs. Robert Innes returned from Guilford Saturday after visiting her mother,
Mrs. Dodge.

RAY

illness

AND

MILDRED

KNIGHT

only two weeks her gracious spirit from Gardiner, where
they died Jan.
standards and principles of her lif- being slipped quietly away to be with
Him, Uth, the former of pneumonia and the
the highest and purest. Those who knew “who doeth all things well.” She was
latter of influenza within a few minutes
her best loved her most, hence in her the daughter of Capt. Tolford and Mrs.
of each other.
They were both about 25
own home and family she was beloved
Caroline Merrithew Durham, long time
years of age and were an unusually deand depended upon greatly. She was so residents of
Belfast, where she was born voted couple. Mr. Caston was born in
reliable and true that the hearts of her in 1856.
The family moved to Monroe
Pittston, the son of Robert B. and Evelyn
people safely trusted in her and all join in when she was nine years old. She atCaston.
He was employed on
one common grief and sorrow.
The buri- tended school there and later entered (Willey)
the Oakland Farms, and was a very exhome
Jan. 7th, Castine
al services were from her
Normal, from which she grad- emplary young man. Mildred I). Caston
Rev. Mr. Hunt of Morrill officiating. uated in 1875.
After teaching two years,
was well and very favorably known in
The flowers were many and beautiful, she married Manter Dolloff of Monroe.
this vicinity. She was born in Belmont
1
showing the high regard and esteem in After short residences in Belfast and
July 14, 1894, the daughter of George W.
which her friends held her. The inter- Pittsfield, they made their home in Gardiner, where for the past 22 years she was and the late Isabel (Pierce) Knight and livment was in Morrill, where she was born
loved and esteemed by old and young ed at home until her
marriage to Mr. Casand lived until she was eight years dd. alike.
Possessed with a cheerful optimton about three years ago. They are surShe belonged to the Baptist church at ism and an uplifting faith, she always
vived by their only child, George, about
that place. She was an active member looked for the best in every person and
every situation. Ever ready to speak a 15 months old. Mrs. Caston is survived by
of Riverside Grange. She leaves to
good word and do a kind deed for all she her father, one brother, Everett Knight
mourn for her many loving relatives and came in contact with, hers was an unof Belmont and three sisters, Mrs. Elizafriends. She is survived by her parents usually sweet and lovable personality.
She could always be relied upon to be- beth Morrill of Belmont, Mrs. Georgia
Stella
two
Mrs.
and
Flood and
sisters,
friend and support every worthy cause. Kendall of Morrill, and Mrs. Edna Cross
Mias Georgia Daggett, also her grand- She was a member of the
grange, the W. of Pittston. Mrs. Cross was caring for the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Allen Daggett of C. T. U., Heath Relief Corp and the
when they died and conMethodist
church.
She
was
62 years of young couple
Morrill, an aunt, Mrs. Ralph,Hayward
and is survived by her husband and tracted the disease from them. A serof Waterbury, Conn., and an aunt, Mrs. age
four children: Mrs. Evelyn Dolloff Dill vice was held at their late home in GardiEflie Gordon, and other relatives and of Iowa City, Iowa; Miss Gladys
Dolloff, ner. The double funeral was held Saturfriends in East Liberty. They, with the ■ teacher at Colorado Springs, Colo.; Fred
Durham Dolloff of Fort Mott, N. J., and day at 1 p. m. at the Knight home in
-*
°
community, have the sincere sympathy FV«nlf nAUAff
--i-i—.i—
i
of

j

I

Mr. Roscoe Black returned
Wednesday
from Massachusetts, where he has been
visiting his daughters.
Mr.

Irvin

Jackson

Bowden of Poor’s

and

Mills,

sister, Mrs.
Saturday

spent

with Mrs. R. B. Stephenson.
Mrs. Emma Mason Sylvester of Conarrived Monday to attend
the funeral of her mother, Mrs. Susan L.

cord, Mass.,
Mason.

Miss Ethel L.

Savery

last Friday from

the

returned home
Castine Normal
School, where she is taking a short
course, and will remain here during the
time the school is quarantined on account
of the epidemic of inlluenza.

The death of Mrs. Susan Tripp Mason,
widow of the late Isaac Mason, occurred
at her home on Swan Lake avenue of inlluenza Sunday morning.
daughter of Luther and

She was the
Abbie (Chase)

Mason. She was born in Swanville May
1, 1837, and is survived by two daughters
and one son, Mrs. Emma Mason Sylvester of Concord, Mass., and Mrs. Alice
Mason Mitchell and William Mason of
Belfast. The funeral was held Wednes-
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ONLY TREJliM'
THAT GAVF RFLfEF

“This may be said of the politicians in
the field of politics, that they play their
hand rather openly. I don’t mean all the

BELFAST, THURSDAY. JAN. 23, 1910.

time, but they are always up to the same
job. Now the college politician does it
He plays it very shrewdly
carefully.
and he has such a gift of speech that he
could make black sound as if it were

Co.

adveri.sing Terms.
For one square, one
inch length in column, 50 cents for one week
and 85 cents for each subsequent insertion.
SlTBficmm }N Terms In advance. $2 00 a
year, $1.00 frr six months; 50 cents for three
months

white at any time that he choose.
literary gift is a very dangerous gift, to
possess if you are not telling the truth,
and 1 would a great deal rather, for my

Should Not Meet.

The danger signal herewith illustrated is now in operation in Cali-

part, have a man stumble in his speech
than to feel that he was so exceedingly
Mr. Dogberry was an unimportant per- smooth that he had better be watched
sonagi in one of Shakespeare’s plays who day and night.’’
wished people to know he was a jackass
President Wilson at buffalo,
and insisted that a record should lie made
September 2, 1912.
of that fact.
Mr. Robert M. LaEollette
Mr. Gregory has resigned as Attorney
is the Dogberry Republican
member of
the I .oiled States Senate and lias shown General of the United States because., as
on
himself to he sucli by a recent speech. A he says, he cannot support his family

:

A REPUBLICAN DOGBERRY

pronounced that I bought two

salary of $12,000 a year. As far as the
general public is informed, his official
career has been notable only for his ac-

few days ago he told the Senators that

was

Whatever else he has done or failed to do
has escaped criticism and this indicates
that he has been an excellent official.
Perhaps the reasons why we have heard

It is well known that

when Lenine and Trotzky left New’ York
for Russia they boasted that they had

him

JAS. J. ROY ALL.

!
j
|

60c. a box, G for $2.50, trial size 25e.
At dealers or frem FRUIT-A-TIVES
Limited. OGDEASBURG, N. Y.

ceptance of the office and his resignation.

and that they had tried and filled to inthe L mted States to assist them

duce

perfect”

posed to build a ship canal from Merry- I
meeting Bay to Lewiston. The enorm us
expenditures of State and nation should,
and probably will conserve “pork” for
several years.
If the present Legislature

because he has

‘Mother says WILLIAM TELL
FLOUR never misses.
I guess
that’s why they named it WILLIAM TELL. Things always
come out right, there isn’t any
waste, and it goes further.
Mother says WILLIAM TELL
FLOUR just saves itself.”

sharp

dozen

I continued using “Fruit-a-tives”
until the twenty four boxes were
finished, when my physical condition

j

turns and blind crossings.
At the particular turn where the signal has been tried, the road is so narrow that it is absolutely necessary that
cars should not meet; if they do, there
" ill either be a collision or a'backing out by one of them to the neck of
the bottle.
Moreover, the curve is

boxes.

i

a

the Bolsheviki aggregation in Russia had
been against the Germans from tile tirst

has been so efficient in
the hazard at a certain
curve that a petition has
been circulated, favoring the installation of the device at other dangerous

fornia, and
eliminating
sharp, blind

Central Wharf, B' —on, Mass.
“For three years, I was troubled
with Constipation, accompanied by
Jh:mss and Violent Headaches.
I took medicines and laxatives, but
without permanent relief.
Bast October, I heard of “Fruit-atives” or Fruit Liver Tablets. I
used one box and the results were so

j

SIGNAL AT DANGEROUS CURVE
Automatic Apparatus Eliminates Hazard Where It Is Imperative Cars

! Suffered Three Ysers Before
The
Finding “Frief-a-fives”

A. I. HR OWN, Editor.

•against the Huns.

j

and blind.
The apparatus which has been put
in to meet this condition consists of a
trigger trap in a box 12 inches wide
and any desired length.
This is burled level with the surface of the highway,
with
the
trigger projecting
about two inches above thb trap.
When this trigger is run over by an automobile the wheel presses it downward, and in this way pulls a wire

DAISY BAKER

Milled accord
U. S. Food Regu.

plenty of German funds in their pockets so little about
and has not
and intended to stir up a revolution which j done no bragging himself
of Maine does not “cut out” needless exwould paralyze Russia.
Recent events | employed a press agent.
penditures, tne political lire .01 its memshow that these two rnen had been busy
The trial of the Boston Fish Trust is
still dragging along in the Federal court.
A poor man, if suspected of stealing a
three pound haddock from this concern,

in this country, for months, in organizing
Bolsheviki bands, especially in New'York
and they openly declare that if they
an, they will overthrow’ the government
of the United States.
Everybody knows
't y,

that when Lenine and
Russia

they gathered

a

arrived in

lawless

force

immediately

>vhich

manifested hostility
nations.
They murdered

the allied

to

Trotzky

j
:

"aptain Cromie, the British attache at
Petrograd. They imprisoned American
onsuJs. They expelled Minister Francis
from Russia and while they were thus
manifesting iheir hostility to England,
the United States and France, they alowed German officers to go where they
iked, to do what they hked, and, in several

instances,

are

asked advice from them

and followed it.

They never resisted the
Germans for n day
When the Allied
troops marched to aid in defending Finland against the Huns the Bolshevists
declared war against them and fought
them
By treaty, they delivered Russia,
hound baud and foot, to Germany, and
released German prisoners of war to light
with them against any allied troops
which might be in Russia.
In the face

bers will be

ended sine

die,

when the

than any State tax has

He went to Europe as a sort
of advance agent of the presidential entourage, and it was supposed he would be

immediately following the Civil
It is said that Representative
Brann, formerly Mayor of Lewiston, will
ask for an appropriation of $1,000,000 to
be used in erecting four war memorial

buildings,

fur democracy.
It seems, however,
iiat Mr. Wilson has decided that the 100

sate

what

is

of American newspapers
are to be told what

to tell

:he correspondents just
Mr. Wilson desires the people of

When he has gotten his bill before
the Maine House and has delivered an

profitably employed in buildings building
in Lewiston, Ins object which is purely
political, will have been accomplished.

trict what

rendered null and void

treaty act of July 3, 1918, which was
ratified to protect game and song birds
migrating between Canada and the United
a

This treaty remains in full force,

odd, but it is true, that you
be constipated and not know it.
You can see why it is.
Take a glass
and pour in water until full. If you keep
on pouring in water after the glass is full,
it will run over, but the glas3 stays full.
Just so with your bowels; they get full
of waste matter, and then they pass off
or expel from the body only about the
same amount that goes into it in the form
of food.
So you may have a movement of the
bowels every day and yet there will remain waste matter that ought to be removed.
Give you bowels a gentle but t' orough
cleaning out and you’ll feel great.
A fine prescription for this is put up
and sold under the name of Dr. True’s
Elixir.
Doctors and druggists use it in
their own families.
Costs but little and
brings health to men, women and children. Sweet and pleasant tasting. Works
ently. Children like it. Remember the
game, Dr. True’s Elixir.

year.

no more.

old law which

States.

It

j

an

amount of labor

can

seems

may

congressionof course be

impassioned and patriotic speech and has
told the working men of the Second Dis-

by

—

our

Not long ago the newspapers said the
migra.ory bird lew had been declared to
be unconstitutional. This referred to an
was

and
Don’t Know It!

People Constipated

districts. This will
promptly turned down. Nobody believes
that Mr. Brann expects to push the bill
through. It is whispered among the
knowing ones that the gentleman from
Lewiston intends to be a candidate for
Congress on the Democratic ticket next

i.i Paris

this country to know, and

in each of

one

al

they shall say to the folks back home, by
Mr. Ray Stannard Baker. This gentleman

the

War

censor

es

since

years

of the doings of the
peace congress and that he would at least
et us know wl cn the world was made

co are new

been

be

This scheme may prove to be as abortive
as that of Dan McGillicuddy’s which pro-

Poultry

N<,

in

January

and

At

Boston

door sp ice and excellent light and this
with ihe new wire coops it will
make a splendid place to show birds to

advantage.

..

Realizing the importance of pure bred
birds, that are bred in accordance to
standard requirements we are, as in the
past, offering prizes for such. We also
appreciate in these nard times of high
priced feeds and labor the great importance of utility'.
In co-operation with the
Department of Agriculture we are offering very liberal premiums this year on
utility quality and we have engaged Prof.
Harry D. Monroe ot Storrs, Conn., who
has charge of the egg iaying contest of
that college to place the utility prizes and
to give demonstra ions on selection by
conformation, breeding, etc., and he will
be ready to answer questions at any time
during his stay. The. Animal Industry
Bureau of the United States Department
of Agriculture has assigned Prof. D. M.
Greene, one of their poultry experts, for

):
Bonds, securities, etc., (otner man u.
Bonds, other than II. S. bonds pledged to secure postal savi- gs (•• [ .-i
Securities, other than U. S. bonds, (not including stocks,) owned

pledged..

Collateral Trust and other otes of c< rporations issued for not !*
ONE YEAH nor more than THREE 'i EARS’ time
Total bonds, securities, etc., other than U.
Stocks, other than Federal Reserve Bank stock
Stock of Federal Reserve Bank (50 per cent of subscription )
Value of banking house, owned and unincumbered.
Equity in banking house..,.
Furniture and fixtures
Heal estate owned other than banking house.
...

....

..

Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank..
Cash in vault and net amounts due from national banks.
i
Total of Items.
Checks on banks located outside of city or town of reporting bank a; J
other cash items..
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due from U. S. Treasurer
Interest owned hut not collected
approximate- on Note* and Hi, s
Receivable not past due.
and
Thrift
Certificates
War Savings
Stamps actually owned.

Total._•.

|

which runs underground to a signal
C ipital stock paid in.
This- wire is connected with a
post.
Surplus fund
ratchet which revolves the arm on our use in any lecture or demonstration Undivided profits..
Less current expenses, interest and taxes paid.
the signal post, warning any autolst
work we wish during the show. The ; Interest and discount collected or credited, in advance of maturity a
who may be coming in the opposite dinot earned (approximate)..
Extension Service of the University of
! Circulating notes outstanding..
rection to wait for the first car to
Maine have given us the use of both the Net amount due to banks, bankers anu trust companies....
pass him before he ventures on the j
Total of Items..
State Poultry Experts, J. S. Carver of
dangerous stretch.
Demand deposits (other than bank deposits) subject to Keserve
Of course it would he out of the j Orono and George P. Coffin of Augusta.
(deposits payable within 30 days):
There will be on exhibition a pen of ten
question to employ here a signal that
Individual deposits subject to check
Barred Plymouth Rocks bred by the
had to he reset.
The car which set it
Certificates of deposits due in less than 30 days (other than for m
might fail to run over a resetting trig- Maine Experiment Station, each bird
borrowed).
Cashier’s checks outstanding..
ger; and the car criming the other I having a high egg record and the Chami
Dividendsjunpaid..
way could not he left to reset It, be- pion Plymouth Rock hen of the country
Total demand deposits.(other than bank deposits) subject to reserv.
cause there is not always such a car.
Time deposits subject to Keserve (payable after 30 days, or sui
with a record of 298 eggs will be one of
So advantage is taken of the fact that
ject to,30 days or more notice, and postal savings):
the number. Charts and exhibits on feed,
Certificates of deposit (other than for money borrowed).
while highly dangerous, the narrow i
Postal
be
will
hen
savings deposits.
and net profits on each
piece of road is fairly short. The dan- i eggs
Other time deposits...
Total of time deposits subject to Reserve..
ger Indication consists merely In mo- shown. All in all this is going to be a
tion of the signal arm, not in any par- show worth seeing, that will not only be
Total.
ticular position thereof; and a car a pleasure to attend but also one where
which Is near enough to the signal post
of
value.
can
carry
away
something
State of Maine, County of Waldo, ss;
you
to enable its driver to see such mo1, W. R. Blodgett, Cashier of the above-named bank, do solen nly
Another new feature is that all this is
statement is true to the beat of my knowledge and belief.
tion will not reach the curve until the j
free to the public. No admission will be
W. R. BLOI
signaling car has passed off it.— \
Subscribed and sw'orn to before me this 11th day of January, 1918.
at any time.
The one object is
charged
Popular Science Monthly.
J H. SULLIVAN, Judge of the Searsp*
to help the poultry interests of the State.
Attest: B, F. COLOORL.
Correct.
L>. C. NICHOLS.
M.
H.
Tucker,
Laying Out Residence Districts.
WM. C. PEND LI-1
For the Executive Committee
of taste In the
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Tobacco Co.

ing

as

It

help cutting loose joy’us
A remarks
every time you flush your
smokespot wifh Prince Albert—it hits
you so fair and square. It’s a scuttle full of jimmy
pipe and cigarette makin’s sunshine and as satisfyit is delightful every hour of the
twenty-four!

late to hop into the Prince Albert
pleasureP. A. is trigger-ready to give you more
tobacco fun than you ever had in
your smokecareer.
That’s because it has the quality.
s never too

pasture!

For,

Quick
you know Prince Albert you’ll write it down
that P. A. did not bite your
tongue or parch your throat.
And, it never will! For, our exclusive patented process
cuts out bite and parch.
Try it for what ails your tongue!
as

red
t<dy red tins, handsome pound and half pound tin
humidors—and—that clever, practical pound crystal
glass humidor with
sponge moistener top that keeps the tobacco in such perfect cortdition.

T°ppy

R. J.

baf*-

Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.
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SPANISH INFLUENZA
MORE DEADLY
THAN WAR
Said That Epidemic Cost More Lives Than

Tlie

American Loss in Battle. Danger Not
Great Care Necessary To
Over.
Prevent Further Outbreak.

Republican Jouma

Clubbing Pates

The appalling ravages of Spanish InSpade Deep.
are perhaps best
Loosen up the soil to catch and store 1 fluenza in this country
realized by the statement recently made,
the winter rains. Vegetables and fruits ;
that more deaths have resulted in little
are mostly water.
Get all the water
more than a month from this disease than
you can for war service for your grow- through our whole eighteen months parIf
next
ing crops
spring.
you put your ticipation in the battles of the European
garden into condition of a sponge and War.
Our greatest danger now, declare aunext spring prevent surface evaporis the great American tendency
ation, you will be safeguarding against thorities,
to forget easily and to believe the peril is
a
unless
drought.
deep
you
Spade
over.
Competent authorities claim the
would bring to the surface poor gar- coming of cold weather is very apt to
den soil.
bring a return of this disease and there
should be no let-up throughout the winter months of the following easily obEnd of the Dream.
that In"It looks as if Jones Is hotter satis- served precautions, Vemembering
fluenza is far easier to prevent than cure.
fied with Ids wife.” “Yes, he is. You
Avoid
Influenza is a crowd disease.
see, he went back home on a visit
Influenza
crowds as much as possible.
!
and saw the girl he has been dream- germs spread when ignorant or careless
ing of for the past twenty years.”— persons sneeze or cough without using a
handkerchief. Cover up each cough or
Do not spit on the floor, sidesneeze.
walk, in street cars or public places.
Avoid the. use of common drinking cups
and roller towels in public places. Breathe
Remedies
for
of
Dr
full
list
Humphreys
The
some reliable germicidal and antiseptic
internaland external u.-e, meets the needs of
air to destroy the germs that do find
families ior nea.fy every ailment from Infancy ;
lodgement in your nose and throat.
to old age—described in Dr. Humphreys Manual

for 1919
The following clubbing offers are
subscriptions to 'The Journal paid one y
in advance:
The
The
The
The

Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal

and
and
and
and

Remember,

mailed free.

PARTIAL LIST
Ho.
FOR
1. Fevers, Congestions Inflammations
2. Worms, Worm Fever
3. Colic, Crying Wakefulness of Tiiiants
4. Diarrhea of Children and adults
7. Coughs, Colds. Bronchitis
3. Toothache. Eaceache Neuralgia
9. Headache, Sick Headache Vertigo

lO. Dyspepsia,Indigestion.Weak Stomach
13. 'Croup, Hoarse Cough. Laryngitis
14. Eczema, Eruptions.
15. Rheumatism, Lumbago
13. Fever and Atfue, Malaria
17. Piles. Blind. Bleeding. Internal. External
19. Catarrh. Influenza. Cold in Head

20. Whoopind Couifh
Asthma. Oppressed. Difficult Breathing
27. Disorders of the Kidneys
30. Urinary Incontinence
34. Sore Throat, Quinsy
77* Grip, Grippe, La Grippe
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For sale by druggists everywhere.
HUMPHREYS’

Conner

William

HOMEO. MEDICINE CO.,
p.nd Ana Streets. New York-

no

!

Farm and Home,
$2
McCall’s Magazine, 2,
Woman’s Magazine, 2
Thrice-a-Week World,2

i

1

The publications included in our cluI
offer may be sent to different no
dresses. Send in your subscription to 11

bing

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB CO.

Belfast,

i'HUMPHREVS’

Copyright
1919 by
P. J. Reynolds
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LIABILITIES.

Life._
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Liberty Loan Ronds:
Liberty Loan Bonds. 3 1-2, 4 and 4 1-4 per cent, unpledged.
Payments actually made on Liberty 4 14 percent bonds of the i -ur
Liberty Loan owned

year

residence districts need not
he expensive.
It Is, In the highest
It. Is possible to
sense, economical.
get far more attractive and beautiful
homes at the prices we now pay for
monotony and ugliness and frequently
for unsanitary dwellings.
What Is
needed is to plan for these things as
carefully ns the manufacturer plans
his factory or the railroad manager
his system of tracks.

can t

$,

Tctal loans.
Foreign Hills of Exchange or Drafts sold uith indorsement of this
Overdrafts secured, none; unsecured, 95 03
U S. bonds deposited to secure circulation (par value).
Premium on U. S. bonds,

of the very best in New England for an
exhibition of this kind having ample

Employment

V/OU

December 31, 1918

on

......

The show will he held in the Exposition
Building, Portland. This building is one

out

Ill I F

\j

the State of Maine, at tl

RESOURCES.
Luar.fi and discounts, inc'uding rediscounts.

21 to 24th.

Highway Block Signal and the Trap
at the End of the Dangerous Stretch
Which Operates it.

Searsport,

in

business

Show the second week, it seemed best to
postpone the State Show until January

the best

REPORT of the condition

THE SEARSPORT NATIONA1

Show had to be changed, and as the Bangor and Western Maine shows both came
the first week

CO.

Show

Because of the embargo on live poultry
for exhibition purposes the date of the

now

the discard.

representat: \

The Maine State

least reasonable economy will be made
effective. The people expect this Legis-

(Special correspondence of The Journal.)

AUGUSTA, Jan. 20. The Legislature is lature to keep the State tax down to at
well organized, but the real work of least the
average during the past few
the daily sessions will not begin till the
even
if it does nothing more.
years
bills presented have been passed upon by
National prohibition has been ratified by
the committees which have been appointvote of both branches.
Ail the Republied and are ready to listen to arguments
cans but one in
the House voted for it
for and against their passage. The hopand the Democrats were about evenly ‘dijf all these facts Senator LaFollette
per is open for the biennial grist and the
vided.
About the lobby, appropriations
champions the Bolsheviki and claims
acts and resolves for appropriations will
and water powers are matters openly dishat they have been our friends.
Men of
be many and will call for a large amount
not conspicuous ability are often elected
; cussed, but on the quiet the feeling is
It is estimated that a State
of money.
to Congress, and serve their constituents
growing that there is a great waste of
tax of nine and one half mills for 1919
money in the operations of the highway
faithfully and well, but a Dogberry should
and eight and one quarter mills for 1920
not be allowed to put himself on record
department. It may not happen this
will be necessary to enable the State to
m the United States Senate.
session but the tune is not far distant
pay the bills, if all asked for appropriawhen the limelight will be turned in that
Mr. George Creel has really gone into tions are granted. This is much larger direction.
A. T BROWN.
jj

the accredited

SWAN, WHITTEN

finally adjourns. Many of
the heads of departments in the State
House are asking for a higher salary.
would be in the station house in half an
The feeling is rapidly growing that these
would
be
next
trial
the
his
morning
hour,
men
should follow the example of Mr.
at ten o’clock and would not last more
McAdoo and Mr. Gregory if they cannot
that twenty minutes in the police court.
support their families. They are not
The procedure in the Federal courts is
men of exceptional ability except in their
so slow that a reasonably smart set of
own estimation.
There are plenty men
recould
rich
the
time
get
during
grafters
willing to take '.heir places for the presquired to try out a case against them.
ent salary, and they are capable cf tilling
them.
A few resignations will not put
Mr. Walter 1). Hines has been appointthe State out of business.
Governor
He
ed director tieneral of the railroads.
Milliken in his inaugural address someis an experienced railroad man, and
what committed himself to an increase
knows |omethintf about the \\Ork which
of salaries, hut in theory and in practice
he is expected to do.
he is really and emphatically against extravagance and waste in public expendiLetter from Augusta.
tures.
In the budget he will see that at
Legislature

Maine.

safer precaution against

Influenza could be employed in this manfrom the nearest drug
ner than to get
store a complete Hyomei Outfit consisting
of a bottle of the Pure oil of Hyomei and
a little vest-pocket hard rubber inhaling
device, into which a few drops of the oil
are poured.
You should carry this Inhaler about with you during the day and
each half hour or so put it in your mouth
and draw' deep breaths of its pure, healing
germ killing air into the passages of your
nose, throat and lungs.
By destroying germs before they actually begin work in your blood, you may
make yourself practically immune to infection.
All these suggestions about Spanish Influenza are equally true in the prevention
of colds, catarrh of nose and throat,
bronchitis and even pneumonia. Don’t
become careless.
Do .jour part.
Keep
the germs away. You may save yourself
a
serious illness and the loss of several
weeks work.

Complaint
the

Filed
Eastern

Against
S.

S.

dent is a

Lines.

A complaint against the Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc., for failure to provide
proper

services to points east of Hock-

which it is alleged is causing great
injury to the business interests of these

land,

towns and to Rockland as well, has been
filed with the public utilities commission
at Augusta. The complainants are the
Rockland Produce Company, St. Clair A

John Bird Co., Huston-Tuttle Book
Co., A. T. Thurston Electrical Cp., Livingston Mfg. Co., Thorndike & llix, Inc.,
Great Eastern Fisheries Corporation,Swift
& Co., Armour & Co., and the L. N. Littlehale Grain Co.
The complaint alleges that the respon-

Allen,

common

carr

transportation of pers
between points in tinand that as such comm,
to the provisions
the Public Laws of M
1913, as well as the He
Maine; that the respond,
time is failing in its d t»
carrier to supply comm,
kind whatsoever and
freight and passengers It
various ports eastward
has done, without interim

ject

years

past.

Among the towns allt
continuance of some ol
Inc., are Dark
Brooksville, SargentvillIsle, Brooklin, South B1
North Haven, Stoning!"
Harbor, Southwest Harbor

Lines,
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teiurneil

brief

a

Arthur Sprague of Saco, who is in
training at Camp Devens, enjoyed a few

8°ston

51

i,

been confined to
lt.|es on his neck.
,,

days’ furlough in town recently at the
home of his father, Mr. George Sprague.

j

Mrs. Donald Mathieson and infant son,
who have been visiting friends in Pitts-

is spending the

*

■

Williniantic,

,n

field,

arrived here recently. They have
gone to housekeeping in tTie W. J. Knowlton rent in the Prescott block.

ft Jan. 10th to
...ton for a few

;

The schools in the village are closed on
account of the High school teacher, Mrs.
Newell and one pupil being sick with in-

(isW'1'
his

received

i>

Ensign

the

,ii

trained

a

ept a position
hospital in Bos: own.

0

ing manner, assisted by Mrs. Jessie N.
Luce as Marshal and Miss Ella Greeley as
in. 12th, at. the
Chaplain. A fine program given by Rosented Ex-l’rcsiwood Chapter was much enjoyed by the
whose
oosevelt,
visitors, after which a bountiful supper
•r the world.
was served in the banquet room.
of Searsport,
At a special meeting of Arbutus Chapr since her arter, No. 19, O. E. S held in Masonic
friend, Mrs. F. hall Jan.
4th, the following officers were
improving at installed
by Past Matron Miss Ella Greemled by Dr. E.
ley, assisted by Mrs. Jessie N. Luce as
Marshal and Mrs. Lou Ludwick as Chapbeen received lain: Mrs. Meda Leeman, W. M.; Mr.
Clark since the George Sprague, W. P.; Mrs. Minnie
services

were

1
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!one
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excellent qualiwere
held
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Eva
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pound for
After taking

two
Domes J lelt fino
and my troubles caused
by thatwv kness are a thing of the
past. All women
who suffer as I did should
try Lvdia E

;

Knowles officiat-

Horatio Pattee, Fred Pollard and Delbert Taylor are working fur L. R. Stevcns on his lumber lot.

ently of

of

out

f Mrs. Edson A.
who

Le,

Wilbor Barker and Fred Moulton of
Brooks are hauling their ice from the
pond in Alfred Bailey’s pasture.

\

Miss

was

aud
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datives in town;
Mansur of North
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M mday morning,
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Funeral services
Jan. 10th, Rev.
tnpden officiating.
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Wild Cat Holds

Up

Children

on

school out in Di trict No. 1, South Levant, was all flurried up today and no
wonder, with big ugly wild cats around,
coming right out in the road and scaring
the children.
It wras enough to fuss up
almost any school. This morning the
three children of Stanley R. Grilfin, who
live down the road about a mile, were
hurrying along to school—Forrest who is
14, Madeline 12 and Floyd eight,—when
all of a sudden a big wild-cat jumped out
of the woods.
The cat snarled and arched up his back
made up faces and spit at them and
bounded along ahead in the road.
He
1 didn’t offer to attack the children and
ran
soon
olT into the woods. Then Forrest, Madeline and Floyd scampered for
! the schoolhouse and with eyes popping
and all out of breath and much excited
! told the teacher about it. It was thought
best to telephone down to Percy Teague’s
j where two children would have to come
by the wild-cat place. The Tagues didn’t
j come
to school, today.
People who have
! been in the woods this winter say that
! wild-cats are numerous hereabouts,
j Something will have to be done or the
of education will suffer, out in the
j cause
j Reed district.

j

Remedy to Overcome Catarrh and Catarrhal

Conditions was Dr. Hartman’s Legacy to the
World of Suffering.
The Dcctcr early recognized the insiduous nature
cf catarrh aLd consecrated his life to checking the ravages of the worst of ail health destroyers.

The Greatest

c

f AH Catarrh Remedies

f'nta-ih first attacks the mucous linings in the nosp.
'. li'igs. sum ).•}], bowels or any other part of
b d.\
I'uehecked it finally breaks down the tis•s
m< i
hi itiii
c’hnents develop which, ii' not fatal,
ah. ys difficult to oure.
f.ianl
ur health with
Peruna.
Don’t wait until

t’-i

■■

|I

i'-ii
recuv*iuj

1 conyi^tion of the

>
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F.

MrBRIDEL
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Or,''C.

doubt, write

The
Co-

Dept. S 81.
Dr. Hartman’s
It is free.
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V.
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have 1>cv_ji recorded.

"i*. > \ f •
imo\hi i.n.
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°° IT TODAY
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Way to School.
LEVANT, Jan. IT Miss Doris Drew’s

re.
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E. H. Boyingof Frankfort,

>r.

Sterilize Nose

ix

:>

( \:arrii i\ v.oust torm
had < ijarrli and was all
m
Many claimed it was ccn
fiip'am and l really thought s»
n
f had a pain in my lungs
ii«l left side, no appetite, could not
s'p, always w» K and tiled.
My
wt iidii
was 8i> -pounds.
I took fifteen h«dtl<s of Peruna
a ml
m
entirely cured. 1 now wei^h
I -‘T, pounds
Thanks to Peruna.”
MRS. A. J. NETKOVV&
3»f*4 Tyler St..
Minneapolis, Minn. N. E.
I

<’■

m.

If you want health, insist upon
having Dr. Hartman’s World Famous Peruna Tonic.
IN LIQUID OR TABLET FORM.
Sold

Everywhere.

Ask your Dealer for

Almanao

a

Peruna

Probate

The January term of the Probate Court
of Waldo County with Judge Ellery Bowden of Winterport presiding, transacted

W.

Prescott, late of Liberty; Wilson P
Wentworth, late of Knox; Mary E. Greeley, late of Liberty.

The New York Shipmasters’ Club.
At the annual meeting of the Shipmasters’ Club of New York, Inc., held
on Wednesday, January Bth, the following officers were elected for the ensuing
year: Capt. Arthur B. Conner, President; Capt. James Dalton, Vice President; Capt. James Moorhead, Treasurer;
Capt. Edward H. Cole, Secretary.

Mntol Vapo Cttam.
in l ondon in 1891

Boston, Mass., October, 1918. Physicians here have found the most effective
treatment for the Spanish Influenza is to
apply iiot clothes to the chest and throat
and on the back of the neck and between
Then
the shoulders for 5 or 1U minutes.
rub a mild cream or salve containing such
ingredients as are found in Mintol VapoCream.
Cover the parts with hot drv
cloths and arrange them loosely over the
chest so that the vapors arising may be
inhaled and the healing oils aid in relieving the patient quickly and healing the
mucous membrane of the throat and nosIts action is to sterilize the throat
trils.
and nostrils, preventing the germs from
producing their deadly work. Rub a little
Mintol on the back of your tongue and
this will aid in the sterilizing tieatment
Special Notice.—MIN TOL V A POCREAM, so extensively used ami recommended by Physicians and Druggists,
throughout the country, is a remedy of
exceptional merit and contains Menthol,
Camphor, Eucalyptus and other healing
oils, which Physicians everywhere use
for inflammation and congestion of every
description. The reason this remedy has
met with such remarkable sales is due to
its exceptional merit and wonderlul healing properties. It contains tlie ingredients which proved so successful in combating the epidemic of Spanish Influenza
in England and Spain where the epid mic
originated. It is the best antiseptic for
sterilizing the throats of children and
grown-ups. Have a jar of Mintol in your
home.
It is as necessary for your proA
tection as insurance on your home.
little jar is inexpensive and can be secured from your druggist.

Court.

Petitions for administration were allowed m estates of Henry M. Bennett,
late of Belfast; Etta S. Kimball, late of
Jackson; Charles K. Nickerson, late of
Swanville; Lydia E. Smith, late of Belfast; Medora Marden, late of Stockton
Springs; Mary E. Park, late of Searsport.
An order of distribution was allowed
in t lie estate of Sarah B. Johnson, late of
Belfast.
A petition for license to sell real estate
was allowed in the estate of Susan A.
Hall, late of Brooks.
A petition in regard to the collateral
inheritance tax was allowed in estate of
John Sanborn, late of Belfast.
Petitions for guardian were allowed in
the case of Ida E. and Lou U. l)yer,
minors of Knox; Eva A. tlenderson, minor
of Belfast; Henry Herbert, and Warren
Dell Smith, minors of Belfast'
Accounts were allowed in estates of
Sarah B. Johnson, late of Belfast, lirst
and final; John Sanborn, late of Belfast,
first and linal; Henrietta M. Luce, late of
Belfast, trustee’s first; Joseph Pattee, late
of Monroe,first; Lewis M. Partridge, late of
Stockton Springs, first and final; Ann E.
Webb, late of Swanville, first and final;
Daniel Hustus, late of Freedom, lirst and
final; -ivbbv K. McLane, late of Washington, D. C., lirst and final; Amelia I. Grant
of Franklort, insane, guardian’s first;
Louisa A. Parkhurst, late of Unity, second and linal; Ruth H. Knight, minor of
Belfast, guardian’s second.
Warrants and inventories were returned in estates of Edna L. Roberts, late of
Belfast; Andrew William Johnson, iate
of Belfast; Edward O. Thorndike, late of
Belfast; Marshall J. Nelson, late of Palermo; Alma M. Peacock of Belfast; Edwin Cornforth, late ot Thorndike; Henry
P. Rxhards, late of Searsport; Albert
Conant, late of Winterport; Reuel W.
Rogers, late of Belfast; Abt ie W. Cummings, late of Prospect; John D. Fraser,
late of Belfast; Jane S. Mitchell, late ot
Troy; Maria A. Ordway of Swanville;
1
Ellen T. Dwyer, late of Searsport; John
W. Dwyer, late of Winterport.
f Wills were presented in estates of Harriet K. Clossou, late of Searsport; Elijah
S. Shuman, late of Belfast; Adelaide E.
; Turner, late of Belfast.
Petition for administration was presented in estate of Edwin P. Treat, late
of Winterport.
Accounts were presented in estates of
Aaron l.iroy Fickelt, late of Thorndike,
lirst and linal; Edwin C. Berry, late of
Stockton Springs, lirst and linai; Russell
f Read, late ot Monroe, first and linal,
Lillian A. Simmons, late of Slocktou
Springs, lirst and linal; diaries A. Whitten, late of Montville, tiist rnd linal;
Caroline E. Gilmore, late of Beltast,
lirst; Sarah J. Colson of Searsport,
guardian’s tliir' and filial; Iva L. Coombs,
late ol Repast, first; Maurice E. and
Clayton E. Hall of Brooks, guardian's
linal; Henry Braddork, late of Knox, lirst
and linal.
The petition for confirmation of trustee
was allowed
in estate of Edwin Corn*
forth, late of Thorndike.
Resignation of trustees were presented
in estates of John Ward and William S.
branuagaii, late ol Belfast.

with

During Epidemic
Menthol and Ml Encalyptu.s Proved Most
Effective. Mintol is a salve containing
both Menthol and Oil Eucalyptus, together with other Antiseptic and Healing
Oils which prevents the germs from
spread ing.

Price 60c. at all deaiers.
Don’t simply
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s
Kidney Pills—the same that Mr. Gray
had. Poster-Milburn Co.,Mfgrs.. Buffalo,
N Y.
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He and his wife joined the Baker Memarial M. E. church of Dorchester by
transfer from Emmanuel church, last
spring and was active in church work
He was a member of Boston lodge No.
57, Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers
and Firemen, which order was represented at the funeral by President Charles W.
Jones and Chaplain F. W. Chappelle, and
of City Point Lodge, 507 Brotherhood of
Railroad Trainmen, who delegated G. D.
Bigelow to represent the order in paying
the last tribute of esteem.
Mrs. Brooks was sick at home when
her husband died but was able to get to
the funeral which was held Thursday
afternoon at. the home of his parents, at
the Methodist parsonage on Villa street.
The service was in charge of Rev. J.
E. Coons of Baker Memorial church who
gave a flue tribute to the life of the
Rev. J. O. Haarvig of the
young man.
Congregational church and Rev. Willard
H. Roots of St. Johns’ Episcopal church,
assisted in the service. The commitment
service was performed by representatives
of the railroad men’s organization.
The burial was at Mount Pleasant cemetery, Taunton. There was a wealth of
floral tributes from relatives, friends and
the orders of which lie was a member.
He is survived by his wife, who before
marriage was Miss Florence Dickerman,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. W. T. Dickerman of Taunton, two children, Harold E.,
5 years old, and Dorothy Florence, 3
years old, by his parents and one brother,
Frank O. Brooks of Monument beach.—
Mansfield, Mass., News, Jan. 3rd.

!

J,

^HE

He was 2D years and 7 months old, a
native of East Weymouth.
He attended the Bourne High school and was graduated with high honors from the Eric
I’ape Art School of Boston, winning a
scholarship in the school, He showed
marked ability as an artist and was still
perfecting his studies in this line although
engaged in other vocations for a livelihood.
He was a student and spent much
of his spare time in studies usually pursued in college. He was employed by the
N. Y., N. H. & H. railroad at South Station, Boston, and took great satisfaction
in becoming an efficient trainman, taking
much interest in his work, winning words
of commendation from those in authority.

STOP THE “FLU”

the following business:
Wills were allowed in file estates of
Janies C. Gilmore, late of Searsport; John

Cry
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Freedom.
Fred E Toothaker, Belfast, to Margie
M Hanson, do.; land and buildings in
Belfast.

j

|";'i

place.

Freedom.
George O. Danforth, Freedom, to Frank
H. Brown, do.; land and buildings in

m

Hlp'iljr- ■$

':!i

Mr. Brooks was a young man of promise and had many friends in this town
who held him in high esteem and during
the short time that he had made his home
with his family in Dorchester had begun
to enlarge the circle of friends in that

poration,

1

p
(£i

fluenza.

Stockton Springs.
Louis J. Sanborn, Eastport, to Alberta
Hazel Sanborn, Belfast; land and buildings in Belfast.
William II. Morgan, Readfield, to Patrick Coady, Orono; land in Albion and

■

O. C. Roberts, who been has confined
the house with sciatic-rheumatism, is
better at this writing.

friends and rela-

kitirt

Alma G. Curtis, Belfast, to Ervin W.
land in Belfast.
Elizabeth R. Hamilton, Winchester,
Mass., to Sandypoint Shipbuilding CorStockton Springs; land in

inflammation, ulceration, irregularities,
backache, headaches, nervousness or

1

Sunday afternoon the sad intelligence
was received of the death of Harold Eugene Brooks, son of Rev. and Mrs. Frank
L. Brooks.
He passed from earth shortly after two o’clock at the Massachusetts
Homeopathic hospit al in Boston, of double
pneumonia, following an attack of in-

Wood, do.;

Fmkham’s Vegetable Compound.”—
Mrs. Jas. Rohrberu, 620
Knapp St.,
N. S., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Women who suffer from
any form of
weakness, as indicated by displacements,

to

HAROLD EUGENE BROOKS.

Springs.

...

Be Sure to Get

fails. The genuine box has a feed top
with Mr. Hill'a picture. At All
Drug Stores.

Ralph A. Curtis, Rockland, et als., to
Hannibal Baker, Monroe; land in Monroe.
Mary S Partridge, Stockton Springs,
to Leora Partridge, do.; land in Stockton

me.

the blues,’ should
accept Mrs Rohr
berg’s suggestion and give I.ydia E
rinkham’s Vegetable Compound a
thorough trial.
For over forty years it has been
correcting such*ailm, -its. If you hav
mysterious eomplica iions write for
advice to Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine
Co., Lynn. Mass.

Stxadard cold remedy for 20 years—in tablet
lorm—-safe' sure, no opiates—breaks up a cold
hours—relieves grip in 3 days. Money
back if 11

roe

cerity. The statements of people residing in far away places do not command
your confidence.
Home endorsement is
the kind that backs Doan’s Kidney Pills.
JACKSON.
Sucli testimony is convincing,
investigation proves it true. Below is a stateAubrey Stevens is keeping house for G. ment of a Belfast resident. No
stronger
E. Chase.
proof of merit ca be had.
A.
Guy
of
Gray,
proprietor
barbershop,
Mrs. Ada Tompson is ill with acute in60 Union St., Belfast, says: “I suffered
digestion.
from kidney trouble for about four years
Mr. Arthur V. Ellis of Swanville was and tried most everything to gel relief,
but nothing did me a particle of good unin town recently.
til I used Doan’s Kidney Pills procured
E. E. Morton called on his daughter, from Bank’s Drug Store.
There was a
deep seated pain in my back across my
Mrs. Annie Hadley recently.
kidneys and I was laid up with tins trouble
H. C. Hadley and crew have been pres- for months at a time.
My Kidneys were
in bad shape and the kidney secretions
sing hay in the east part of the town.
were too frequent, in passage ofT color
Mr. and Mrs. M
C. Stevens spent and
contained sediment
Doan’s Kidney
Jan 14th with Mrs. Mary Edwards.
Pills gave me relief in two weeks and I
Almon Brown of Pittsfield is visiting was eventually cured of all symptoms of
kidney trouble. 1 am now sound and
bis grandmother, Mrs. Robena Young.
well.”
to get hurt while working in the woods

she i

woman

Mrs.

Mr. Will Whitten had the misfortune

of the disease,

r.s

■

my

husband bought
thri?e bottles of
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Com-

sign of

'n 2*

Tagland,
ings in Islesboro
Hannibal Baker, Monroe, to Edwar C.
Weston, do.; land and buildings in Mon-

nice Cram, Organist.

orthy of highest

[ *

caused backache
and headaches. A
friend called my
.attention to one of

Sprague,
M.;
Ripley,
i«: be soon trailsSec.; Miss Susie A. Copp, Treas.: Mrs.
He is in May Woodard, Cond.; Mrs. Hattie Wing,
S. A.
Field Artillery Asso. Cond.; Mrs. Helen C. Hurd, ChapWORDS FROM HOME
went overseas lain, Miss Ella Greeley, Marshal; Mrs.
Ethel Sherman, Ada; Mrs. Ida Jackson, Statements That May Be
Investigated.
Testimony of Belfast Citizens.
Ruth; Mrs. Anna Shure, Esther; Mrs.
S., held its an- Clara
Bagley, Martha; Mrs. Bina Berry,
hen a citizen ol Belfast comes to the
lnesday evening,
Mrs. Marilla Carpenter, Warder; front, telling his friends and
Electa;
neighbors of
rmie B. Hill and
Mr. W. D Ludwick, Sentinel; Mrs. Ber- his experience, you can rely on bis sinas installing offimg that he is in

f?"3>

Belfast.
J. R. Mears et ai., Morrill, to Eliza
Pearson, do ; land in Mourll.
T. N. Pearson, MorrrFl, to Ambrose
PearsOn, do.; land in Morrill.
Fred WE Wyman, Providence, R. I., to
Islesboro; land and buildArline

■

the purpose of installing the officers of
Rosewood Chapter.
Tile work was done
by Mrs. Eva N. Ripley in her usual pleas-

iest of Mr. and

!

Pa.-“ For many months

not able to do my work
owing to
a weakness
—.■

By invitation twenty-five members of
Arbutus Chapter, O. fl. S., went to
Searsmont Friday evening, Jan. 10th, for

l

ho is

Pittsburgh,

was

At the first
a cold take

ings in Burnham.
Charles B. Wellington, Unity, to Frank
A. Bartlett, do.; land in Unity.
Mildred I Coombs, Belfast, to Herman
O. Beckwith, do.; land and buildings in

Vegetable Compound.
I

Look out for Spanish Influenza.

The following transfers of real estate
were recorded in Waldo County Reg.stry
of Deeds for the weekending Jan. 21,1919.
J. Frank Partridge, Waterville, to F.
A. McAllister, Burnham; land and build-

From Suffering by
Getting
Her Lydia E. Pinkham’s

also all gatherings of a'ny kind
will be postponed until further notice.

his home in

10

HUSBiftO
SAVES WIFE

fluenza,

the week-end

nl

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
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world:
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PRESTON’S
Livery, Boarding and Transient Stable.
IS SITUATED ON WASHINGTON STREET, JUST OFF MAIN ST FEET.

buckboards,

I have single and double hitches,

Your patronage is solicited.

Telephone—stable.

Careful

etc.

:rivers

if desired

18 2; house, 18-3.

W. G. PRESTON, Proprietor,

“LONG LIVE THE ALLIES”

HOW

MA^Y

BOATS CAM YOU.SEE ?

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S
“T o R i

O A S
EFFECT

OF

WAR

ON

A

WOMEN’S

DRESS.
I .Yak

With the singing of the armistice thousands of American

women

laid aside their

working uniforms. Y. M. C. A.
ers

who

are

war

not to be retained for

recon

i

correct

answer.]

MAGAZINE

Sewing Machines

Comfort, with

lows,

j

the

tell you

POPULAR MECHANICS MAGAZINE IS FOR SALE BY ALL NEWSDEALERS
Ask them to show you a copy or send 20c for the. latest issue, postpaid.
Yearly subscription $2.00 to all parts of the United States, its possessions, Canada and Mexico.
POPULAR MECHANICS MAGAZINE, 6 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

wt men.

!

can

with its four hundred pictures and four hundred articles each month, is bigger
and better than ever. Our correspondents in all parts of the world are
continually on the watch for new and interesting things for our readers.

struct ion war service laid aside their
pretty horizon blue suits. Y. M. C. A.
workers, recalled from the overseas corps,
government employees mustered out of
service and thousands of girls in munition factories are now facing a new’
period in women’s dress. The war has
changed the general trend of styles for

i

He

POPULAR MECHANICS

work-

no unnecessary furbehas been the keynote of the war
worker’s uniform.
Women in war work
discovered to ttyeir great joy that they
did not have to do much thinking about
their clothes. Uncle Sam, the Y. W. C.
A., Y. M. C. A. and the Red Cross did
their thinking for them, and it was done
so well that it is extremely doubtful if
the business women will ever be suited
with anything less practical.
Once having been used to pockets
everywhere in her skirt and in the coat
of her suit, no woman will ever again be
satisfied with only the make-shift of a
hand bag. The war taught women that
pockets in their suits and dresses were
indispensable accessories to comfort. A
shirt waist buttoned to the throat, with
soft collar and tie, rather helped a woman
out of tne habit of wrearing a low cut
waist in a business office.
As for the
girl who worked ig a munition factory,
she has learned to work with her hands
and o wear overalls.
In all probability
she will go on with machine work and
she will not go back to skirts while she
works in a shop.
Dame Fashion, with nearly all of her
creators in the trenches, has been pretty
much out of a job.
But from the war she
has drawn a wealth of new ideas for the
things that women will wear in 1919 She
has put a bit of gold braid here and a
frog there, stuck the feather worn by a
popular regiment in her bonnet and got
her clothes on the military lines of a soldier’s uniform.
This is the first war that has ever seen
women in uniform.
New and straighter
lines and a more direct simplicity in
everything that women wear will he the
first outcome of this innovation in war
time fashions.

your newsdealer.

quarries
Factory

CLEANED by our NEW PROCESS
by EXPERT WORKMAN
Repairs

for all makes of machines.
Pull line
of supplies for SINGERS always on
hand.
Estimates cheerfully given.
Send postal to
GEO. B. SANDERS,
lw3*
27 Pear! St., Belfast, Maine.

A
reniarkuhlb photograph of the
United States Transport Opliir just before she settled beneath the waves in
the harbor of Gibraltar, her signal
tlags saying “Long live the allies.”
The Opliir, known ns the hoodoo ship,
because of her numerous encounters
with submarines, was on fire for two
days while carrying a cargo of TNT and
gasoline, and though she sent up signal
rockets for belli they were not answered, as the slops near by thought
that she was celebrating the signing
of the armistice, which happened on
the day she arrived off the harbor of
Gibraltar. Two of her crew lost their
lives.

Location

Mill Sites, Farms,Sites

l

for Summer Hotels
and

A HORSE FOR HIS KEEP until May
Must be a good driver, sound, kind
not afraid of automobiles.
DR. ELMER
MALL.

|

FOR 5ALF
Household
Including

Furniture

cliamter sets, tables, etc

In Use For Over 30 Years
1

Always bears
the

Signature

ut

For

j
|

Undeveloped
I

or

cathartic medicine
will do, is to take

glass or two of waentirely empty and the

.cleansing action of this good home remedy, tho “L.F.” Atwood Medicine will give you a fine appetite. Take another dose at bedtime
with
more water if you feel the need of
greater action, or wish to overcome a constipated condition of the
bowels. Prevent colds and rheumatic tendency with this money-saving
remedy, the genuine “L. F.”
price 50 cents, made only by the L. F, Medicine Co., Portland, Me.
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influand
enza, Colds
Sore Throats. All

I N il

:k'oiisirial bi
VAINE

5wJ

CiNTRiL

P;U.rrtr.

PORTLAND. MAINE.

Notice

of Portland, Me., offers to young women
of High school education or its equivalent, a two and one-half years’ course of
training which includes six months at Bellevue Hospital, N.Y. City. AddressSupt.
of Nurses, 91 Danforth St., Portland,
Maine.
3w2

i‘<

Waler

A*Air lit V FLOP*

Spanish

The dim's Eesiiia!

■*.

—

*N0

l-ond I

For

Saie

Low price second hand parlor
and kitchen stoves.
J. AUSTIN McKEEN.

WANTED

one

a tcaspoonful au hour before breakfast and drink
a
water at the samo time. Tho stomach is then

f

united Row Valeria!

n

etc

Whereas my wife, MURETTA F. SMITH,
has left me without just cause, this is to
forbid all persons from harboring or trusting her on my account after this date.
Bi Ifast, Jan. 4, 1919.
3w2*
ROSCOE B. SMITH.

to

*11*'
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I

druggists.

cl

I

Apply
9 CO 'MERCIAL STR £T, BELFAST

Caution

The best time to get the full benefit of a laxative
that also stimulates tho digestive
organs, as this

-pp.nut.it>

I(IV>

vtkff

I
For Infants and Children

k

t

MAINE CENT HAL RaILH -i*
»
?

at

CASTORIA

Camps

LiH'ATBP ON I*HI UNI.

wanted
I 1st.
i and

a

HOME EMPLOYMENT
B RAIDING rugs for us is
pleasant, easy
ell-paid work. For particulars, addres
PHELPS & P1NKHAM, Inc.,
302 Anderson St.,
Portland, Me.
14w48

w

*

Gordon. The many pretty flowers spoke
SWANVILLE.
l
Colonial Theatre
in silent language of the love of relatives
was
in
Green Foremost
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Marden are moving
in the
aud friends. The interment
Stan, Superbly Directed
Lawn Cemetery.
Best Plays are Now Being Offered at to Belfast.
ThU Warm,
-Those who have been sick with influCosy Playhouse.

WHEN A FAMILY

MORRILL.

|

Mr. Hiram Ladd has moved his family

NEEDSJ

to Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Barlow have secured
rent in the house of L. F. Nash.

Charleston Friday to visit old friends for
a few days.

needed, they

neigh-

keep

reasonably

are

to

sure

family

in health and prove to
be reliable and always ready friends.
They purify the blood, build up
strength and regulate the system.
Get all, or any one, as you think
you need, from your druggist today.

borhood meeting was held at the home of
Mr and Mrs. Samuel Place in Montville,
Mr. Davis leader. Eighteen were present.
There will

be another meeting at the
place Thursday evening, Jan. 23rd.
Evangelist Davis will he present.

same

a

enza are

Dorothy

his father in the saw mill.

enza.

At the roll call, 66 responded, 27
by letter, a number responding through
Rev. and Mrs. Hunt. A letter was re-

Several of

Mrs. Gladys Dolliver, who recently recovered from influenza is not as well

have remained in

weeks, owing

ceived from former pastor Rev. Clarence again.
Fogg of Bath. Evangelist Greenwood of
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Small of Monroe
Boston, who held special meetings here were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. H.
in the spring and Rev. Mr. Corliss of P.
White.
New Hampshire who assisted him a few
Mrs. Leon Murphy is in Brooks, the
days, sent fraternal greetings. A solo guest of her
sister, Mrs. Jenkins, for
hv Rev. E. Davis.
was given
Mrs. some time.
T.
N. Pearson
reported 48 Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ellis were Sunday
preaching services during the year, 12
of their mother, Mrs. Willard Elguests
conferences and weekly prayer meetings,
of Monroe.
lis,
present membership 100, three deaths,
Mrs. Forest Knowlton of Monroe was
Mr.
Thomas Cushman, Mrs. Alvesta

fore,

as

As

given to Mr. Hunt, also S10 to Mrs.
Hunt, Dr. Pearson with a few well chosen
words presenting 4he money to them.

soon

as

mits there is

ple who

are

a

Voted that Frank Brown he
of the deacons of Morrill

The coldest day so far here has been
14 below zero, although in some parts of
the town it has been as low as 22 below.

raised.

enrolled
church.

standing community vote and
hearty applause was given them.
On
motion, Mrs. T. N. Pearson was elected
mous

clerk

and Dr. T. N.

Pearson,

treasurer.

It

]

!
1

influenza,

an

are

gaining

now.

lowing the influenza.

He was the

Mr and Mrs. Arthur Dolliver

son

His moth-

Mary Patterson, formerly of this
town
He was born in Marblehead,
Mass., and his parents moved here but a
few years before his marriage to Miss
! Gladys Curtis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs,
He

was an

upright,

hon-

est young man, whom all liked and respected and was ever ready to lend the

ers.

i

at

Funeral services were Held Jan

the house.

17th

Rev. Arthur E. Wilton of

Belfast spoke words of comfort to the
bereaved. The bearers were Lee McKeen,

FOR FLETCHER S

CASTORiA

C.

B.

Dicksy

were

Elmer

Thompson,

James Brown, Charles

|
I

The

members

of the North

Church

Guild will have a picnic supper in the
church vestry next Monday evening.
Will all members please bring plate, cup,

knife,

spoon and

their own

sugar and

butter for

use.

of her

Town,
sister,

who

the

men

Touring
Coupe

B. O.

ATTENTION!
full line of

|

t

Fancy and Staple
reasonable prices^ considered

]

We also carry a line of FRESH MEATS and PRO=
VISIONS, and can give you exceptionally good value

j

Groceries at

FRANKFEURTS, PREESED

|

HAM, BOLOGNA,

MINCED HAM and SAUSAGE.
trial order that

we

may convince you,

H. L. WHITTEN CO.'

!

o.

525
650
775
550

b. Detroit.

NORTON,

prevented me from giving this matter earlier attention.

MAIN!

The annual meeting of the Republican
Publishing Company was held at
their office Thursday, Jan. 16th, and the
Journal

following

officers were elected:

President,

Clarence O. Poor; secretary and treasurer,
Charles H. Twombly; directors, Messrs

Poor, Charles
H. Twombly.

E.

Knowlton and Charles

Banish Cold Fee

Chief Engineer Edward Crie of Castine. who has been at the Rockland Naval
Station for some time, has been ordered

With Electri

Heating

Springs Trust Company,

~

Pad

GOING

sleep

with

cold

feet

is

unheal

This pad combines comfort and convenience,
attach it to your nearest light socket and place
bed.
You never know the wire is there. The

Hopkins, Albert M. Ames, S. B. Merrithew.
Organized December 27, 1906.

Young, Monday.

to

uncomfortable and unnecessary. Avoid it
using the ideal bed warming device—the eh
heating pad.

;

rapidly. By an ingenious device you can
the dark, regulate for three different temperature:
shut off entirely. If you leave the heat on all
no matter.
It is absolutely safe. The proof is t
pads have been used in this territory for years
absolute satisfaction.
Three separate heat regul;
warms

LIABILITIES.

Capi'al stock..$
| Surplus.
Undivided profits
Savings deposits.
Demand deposit
| Certificates of deposit.
; Treasurer’s checks outstanding.
1

25,000 00
6.000 09
3,214 86
79 704 38

58.081 .2
5,000 00

protect you.

5 90

The heating pad costs little to operate—two
for one cent on
high,” all night for less than
“
on
low.”

$177,006 86
RESOURCES.
Loans and

; Loans

on

discounts.$ 45,142

94

mortgages of real estate..

7,515 83
101,259 40
Overdrafts.
3.648 07
Furniture end fixtures.
886 00
Real estate foreclosure.
800 00
Cash on deposit.
13.668 33
Cash on hand.
4,C92 29

It is soft, pleasant to feel,
should last a lifetime.

I Stocks and bonds

j

j

comfortable, soothing

Price $9.00

$177 096 86

Penobscot

FRANK L. PALMER,
Bank Commissioner.

!

For Sale

Bay Light & Povvt
Company

“The Model’s

Confession,” Tuesday.
to Belfast audiences,
Mary MacLaren, is olfered Tuesday in
the Universal six-part feature, “The
Another star,

As

New York Bargain Store, Main St.

$500

BELFAS f,

HORSES

new

a

New

lot

W. L.

each

week.

Peace Time Floi
ROYAL LILY

WEST,

Spring Street.

WITH

and

interest and vibrant with patriotic
tervor, “Private Peat,” the great Paramount-Artcraft special picture which
SELL IN MAINE
will be shown Wednesday, has few, if
We quote what wt pay, and pay
any, superiors. It is a photoplay of timewhat we quote.
ly interest, not to speak of its stirring
Portland Rendering Co.,
heart appeal and it instantly demonstratPortland, Me
ed its value as a box office attraction of
the highest class.
The picture is based upon the story
r—
—
written by Mr. Peat and which has met
with a wide sale all over the country.
NOTICE.
Mr. Peat himself played the leading role
“Ordered, the Senate concurring, that
and his smile, of which he speaks in his
the time for the reception of petitions
lamous lecture, “Two Years in Ilell and
and bills~for private and special legislaBack with a Smile,” is constantly in
tion be limited to Friday, January 31,
evidence.
The story, aside from its
1919, and that all such petitions and bills
theme, is absorbingly interesting and presented
after that date be referred to
many of the scenes of war are exceedthe next Legislature; that the clerk of
ingly realistic.
the House cause copies of this order to
Houdini in the fifth episode of that
be published in all the daily and weekly
popular serial “The Master Mystery” will
also be shown Wednesday. Our advice papers in the State until and including
Thursday, January 30th, next.
is to come early for choice lecations.
House of Representatives, Jan. 16, 1919
Read and passed. Sent up for concurKNOX.
rence.
Clyde R. Chapman, Clerk.
In Senate Chamber. Jan. 17, 1919. Read
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Larrabee have
and passed. In concurrence
L. Ernest
taken a boarder. It is a boy.
tern
Mrs. John Curry and Mrs. Giegit spent Thornton, Secretary pro
Respectfully,
the week-end with their husbands in
CLYDE R. CHAPMAN,
Hath.
Clerk of the House.
The next meeting of Waldo Pomona
will
beheld
with
Honesty
Grange
Grange,
CARD OF THANKS
Morrill, Feb. 4th.
We wish to express our sincere thanks
and
dance
at
The school entertainment
Knox Station has been cancelled on ac- to our neighbors and friends for their
kindness and help, at the death of our
count of so much sickness.
and sister. Also for the many
Mr. and Mrs. Will DollilT entertained a daughter
beautiful floral offerings.
party of friends last Friday night. As
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. S. Daggett,
usual cards and refreshments were thorMiss Georgia Daggett,
oughly enjoyed.
Mrs. Stella Flood.
A jolly party of thirty guests gathered
at the pleasant home of Mr. and Mrs. L).
CARD OF THANKS
B. Eastman last Saturday night, the
We wish to express our thanks to our
birthday party of their daughter Edna. kind friends for their
sympathy in our
Delicious refreshments of chicKen sandlate bereavement and to the T. H. Marshall
wiches, strawberry short cake and cream Post, the Ladies of the G. A. R. and
cake, cocoa and coffee were served by Daughters of Veterans for the flags and
the hostess.
Dancing was enjoyed until
also for flowers from our former
the clocks all pointed to Sunday, when flowers;
neighbors in Belfast.
the party broKe up with kindest wishes
I
for
returns of the day to Mrs. Elizabeth J. Wiley and Family
many

Miss Edna.

A

GUARANTEE

After you have used 25 pounds of the floi
you do not consider it well worth the price you

Houdini, Wednesday.
spectacle, throbbing with hu-

Peat
war

FOR SALE

will take back the balance of the flout
refund you the full'price paid, charging you not1
for the 25 pounds used.

paid,

man

A Good Selection to Choose From.

on

Car

These prices f.

are

present
be no
Ford cars

can

Sedan
Truck Chassis

in the ser-

following that

Motor
for the

of

Runabout

Mrs.

ness

Model’s Confession.”
The plot is interesting, and concerns a
girl named Iva Seldon, who poses for an
exclusive gown shop. She becomes interested in Billy Ravensworth, who has
been reduced to poverty by a beautiful
woman named Rita Challoner.
Iva desires to get into society, and makes a
proposal to Billy that he announce their
engagement, and his jealousy of Rita induces him to take this course. Iva makes
an impression in the exclusive
circles,
and it develops that she is desirous of reherself
venging
upon her father, Bertrand
Seldon, who does not know her.
The closing scenes in whic > she accomplishes this are very dramatic. A
Mutt and Jeff cartoon will be shown with
other films Tuesday.

Coats, Suits, Dresses and Skirts

us a

find

we

Miss Young’s study of the chrysalis
wife is one of the most interesting roles
she has created, and is a worthy successor to her long series of successes.

Private

Give

conditions,
change in the prices
there

Swanville boys: Samuel Harvey, Clarence Nickerson
and Maurice Edward
Nickerson. I would say in reply to a
personal note from Mrs. Frost that sick-

in

Mary L., widow of Charles F. Herrick
Monday at the home of George F. company under the direction of Emile
and distributed by Select PicWalker in East Northport, where she had Chautard,
tures which will be shown on Monday, is
lived about seventeen years as his house- a characterization in which this gifted
She was born in Lubec, the actress gives free rein to her whimsical
keeper.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Wilson humor as well as the emotional portrayals which have made her famous.
and her age was 80 years, 6 months and
“The Marionettes” deals with the
]
the
died
of
cancer
of
stomShe
28 days.
transformation of a dowdy wife, conventach, with which she had been ill for some schooled and country-bred, who determines to win her husband’s love.
From
time. Before coming to East Northport
an unattractive little frump with personshe bad lived in Malden, Mass. The fu- al
surroundings as drab as herself,she sudneral was held at her late home Wednes- denly blossoms ojit into a gay Parisian
day at 10 a. m., Rev. A E. Wilson of butterfly and her surroundings take on a
metamorphosis as complete as her own.
Belfast ofliciating. The remains were
As the inevitable result, her husband disinterment.
for
taken to Everett, Mass.,
covers his love for her.

-ON-

in

family

In the list of “Belfast
vice”

Fernande de Ferney, the neglected
girl-wife in “The Marionettes,” played
by Clara Kimball Young and her own

MARK DOWN SALE

a

Therefore, because

ient care of Dr. Foster C. Small of Belfast and Miss Knowlton nurse.

drama, ft resolves itself into a human
well told and strong, preying heavily upon the sympathies, particularly in
its latt»r reels and entertaining from the
very first.
There were many unable to
suppress sniffles after an afternoon showing at the Broadway theatre last week
and when a picture can produce such results on its audience it is deserving of the
highest praise for its realism. And as it
is absolutely devoid of anything objectionable, anything at all offensive and
while it does at the same time carry a
moral—a healthy, digestible moral —under a cloak of absorbing entertainment,
it may well be termed a fine picture.
The last of the series of Vod-a-Vil will
he presented Friday also.

Clara Kitnball

JANUARY

We offer

Laura Preble of Old

with the

cars

with dependable
quality, is too
well known to require comment

Alonzo Damm, for sevenl days during
their recent illness, has returned home,
leaving tnem all gaining under the effic-

! story,

died

of

to

Children Gry

Mrs.

MARY L. HERRICK.

with deep regret that the people
in town learned of the death of Arthur
Dolliver Jan. 14th with pneumonia, fol-

helping hand in lime of trouble. He is
survived by his wife and three small
the three special helps for Christians—
children, who so need their father’s help
prayer, study jf the Bible and active and loving care, and also by his father
service.
Closed by prayer.
and mother, three sisters and two brothas

and

was

er was

fished in the Belfast paper, and then ten
minutes were given Evangelist Davis and
he filled each minute to the brim with

alive, enthusiastic spiritual talk,

Dr.
was

Ford

to sell its

lowest possib’e price, consistent

and daughter

SMton

was

but all

expression of sympathy
be sent Mr. and Mrs. George Daggett.
Voted that the original poem sent by
Mrs. Nellie Thompson Morgan be pub- I Charles Curtis.

Voted that

enjoyed

erson

policv of the

Company

—

the

as one

Voted that the soliciting committee of 1918 be the committee for 1919.
Voted that Rev. and Mrs. Hunt remain
with us this, their fifth year.
A unani-

was

The

Wallace Reid and Anna Little, Saturday
Anna Little, charming heroine of many
Belfast one day last week.
to Boston.
Mrs. Crie, formerly Mrs.
Parmount films in support of Wallace
Aleck Boggs of Warren is visiting his
Reid, is again his leading woman in “The Faunce D. Woodcock, who has been with
Man From FuDeial Range” his latest of- him in Rockland, accompanied him to
sister, Mrs. W. E. Prescott.
Boston.
C. S. Adams eame home from Augusta fering, which will be shown Saturday.
Besides Miss Little some particularly
last week and returned Tuesday.
well known players appear in the cast,
Statement of the Condition of the
W. M. Hudson of Wareham, Mass., including Tully Marshall, Lottie Piekford
and George McDaniel, Willis Marks, and
called on J. Q. Adams one day last week
Phil Ainsworth.
Miss Little has the role
on business.
of a cabaret girl with a wonderful voice,
Stockton Springs, December 5, 1918.
rather a new sort of role for her
Lottie
O. W. Ripley had the apple packers
I’ickford also appears as an entertainer of
R Hichborn, President.
from Brooks last week and packed 80 a different sort.
Mr. Reid lias the part of H.
Charles N. Taylor, Vice President.
barrels of apples.
a young prospector, a two-listed man with
8. B. Merrithew, Treasurer.
splendid
who is thrown into a
principles
Albert M. Ames, Secretary.
Preston Bartlett has moved his family
sea of troubles which nearly cost him his
Directors H. R Hichbor... H. L. Hopkins,
into the Lavelous Fuller house and has life.
M. Ames, S. B. Merrithew, Byron
A.
Boyd,
A Pathe comedy and a Hearst News Charles N Taylor, A. E,
engaged with J. Q. Adams to drive his
Trites, H. C. Mulligan,
will
!
Everett Staples, H G. Hichborn,
complete Saturday’s tine bill.
team.
Ex* cutive Board— H. R. Hichborn, H. L.
Mr.

to join Comet Grange.

called home by the
illness of his brothers and sisters with

There were sixteen

good time

Elwin Adams bought two cows of Fred
a short time ago.

the sickness in town perlarge class of young peo-

Ralph Brown

a

Ramsey

Three and four teams

Mr. Hunt wished the church to do something towards the extension of the mission fund and in a very few moments $50

Jan. 15th.

SOUTH MONTVILLE.

hauling logs into the mill yard.

are

of influ-

by all.

Walter Nickerson of Belfast is at work
for Arthur Ellis.

past two

in their home towns.

present and

N. Smith Clement of Searsport was the

received this year than ever beafter paying the pastor and all

the
cases

town

to several

Mrs. P. ri. Grant gave a whist party to
few friends at her home Wednesday

evening,

guest Sunday of his uncle and aunt, Mr.
and Mrs. H. P. White.

expenses, there was quite a little surplus
left in the treasury.
On motion of Herbert Wentworth, a present of $10 was

was

a

Mrs. Freeman Clark.

t reasurer, Dr. T. N. Pearson, made his
24th annual report.
He reported more
money

enza

Sunday guest of her parents, Mr. and

■Sheldon Woodbury and Miss May Daggett, having passed away this year. The

the out-of-town students

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

Celia, left last week
for Winchester, Mass., where she has
employment as housekeeper.

Mildred Harris (Mrs. Charlie Chaplin)
in the seven-reel feature, “The Price of
SWANVILLE CENTER.
The Red Cross society held a meeting
John W. Hobbs, Sr., who has employa Good
Time,” is offered Friday and we
ment in Portsmouth, N. H., spent a few quote the
at the parsonage Tuesday
afternoon, Jan.
following review from the
Mrs. Wm Curtis is slowly gaining.
days with his family recently.
14th, and voted to continue the organizaleading trade journal, Motion Picture
The
sick in town are slowly improving.
News:
tion with the same officers: Mrs. A. B.
Ira Bowden and son Earle have gone to
Lois Weber’s first contribution to the
H. P. White recently purchased a team Florida for the winter.
Hatch, chairman, Mrs. Nathan Hunt,
Mrs. Bowden is Jewel series
of features based upon a
secretary, Mr. A. B. Hatch, treasurer. horse.
in
story entitled “The Whim,” by Marion
visiting relatives
Abbot, Maine.
A full report will be given next week.
the sound preachment
Mrs. Fred Barden was in Monroe SunLeon Hall, who has been in training at Orth, advances
that in the environment of the home
the guest of Mrs. Guy Twombly.
day,
The 3rd annual Community Roll Call was
Camp Devens, has received his discharge rest the influences that predominate in a
Martin Robertson loaded and shipped a from service and arrived home Saturday. young person’s future life. To score this
held at Morrill, Jan. 16th, and a most expoint she introduces two girls, one from
cellent dinner was served at the Grange car of pulp wood at Waldo Station SaturCapt. Norman R. Cook, M. D., of Fort a happy home and the other from the
hall to about fifty. The afternoon ex- day.
Baldwin, Portland, was the week-end most contrasting surroundings.
The suggestion of a sex muddle carried
Mr. George Beals passed away Jan.
ercises were held at the church, opened
guest of friends and relatives in Brooks
in the title is never a reality in the picture
by music and prayer by Rev. Nathan 18th with pneumonia, following influ- and Jackson.
Hunt.

improving.

all

Gish, Thursday.
Messrs. Russell and Elmer Littlefield
How one quaint little nomad, a girl
Norman Pendleton is at work for J. E.
each have a new dog.
town
with a
Maine
a
bicycle, drifts into
Ellis in his saw mill.
during a Thrift Stamp drive and not only
Miss Ruby Gray’s school has been
to
helps
and
Patterson
put the village over the top but closed two weeks on account of inare
H. B. Bradford
Guy
also rights several wrongs and stumbles
lumbering for E. A. Carpenter.
into a romance of her own, is most de- fluenza.
C. F. Fogg has been confined to the lightfully shown in “Battling Jane, the
Congratulations are extended to Mr.
first Paramount picture starring Dorothy
house the past week with a bad cold.
and Mrs. Chauncy Hardison of Bangor.
Gish, which will be exhibited Thursday.
Mrs. Harry H. Peavey entertained a
Dorothy Gish is a marvel of cleverness It is a little girl.
last
few friends at tea
Saturday evening. an d in this role she is fully as charming
Mr. Augustus Tripp has closed his
as in any of her
previous parts.
Owen Miller is at work for Melvin
Charles Murray in a roaringly funny house and will make his home with his
Roberts loading lumber here at the t Wo-reel Mack Sennett comedy, “That daughter Bertha for the remainder of the
station.
Night,” and the Official War pictures winter.
complete Thursday’s offering.
Herbert E. Ellis has received his disMrs. Flora Holt, who has been the
charge from the Navy and is at work for
“The Price of a Good Time,” Friday
guest of her sister Mrs. Mary F. Nick-

Those wonderfully useful medicines,
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, Peptiron and
Hood’s Pills—comprising the new
combination family treatment—are
warmly recommended.
If taken regularly, Hood’s Sarsaparilla before meals, Peptiron after
meals, and Hood’s Pills at night as

Rev. E. Davis has been in town the past
week occupying the pulpit for Mr. Hunt
He gave us a line sermon
on Sunday.
from John 3:16
He plans to be here a
part of this week.
a

BROOKS

In the Absence of Doctors Nobly Gone
to War, After Influenza, the Grip,—

Rev. and Mrs. Nathan Hunt went to

Wednesday evening, Jan. 15th,

FRIEND

happy

I

Searsmont,

Jan. 18, 1919.

we

A. A. HOWES & CO.

Real Male Owners Attention
I{y direction of the State Assessors, an entir
vision of the form of l) ESC RIP 11 ON of Real Estoi
the Assessment Inventory must be made tor thi>
subsequent

yean.

Ycu may be required by the Local Board to
them in “bounding” the various parcels of real
standing in your name, and will consequently lx
pared, it called upon, to furnish up-to-the-mmut'
formation relative to names of abutting owners oi
boundaries, the acreage and character ot the land
what part wood lot, pasture, mowing field, etc.
It possible, a rough sketch of suburban propi
should be made and submitted.
BELFAST BOARD OF ASSESSOR

Shoats for Sale.
We offer for sale 20

shoats weighing

from 50 to 100 lbs each.
B. O.

FOR

NORTON,

RENTAL^

TYPEWRITERS.
For

particulars apply

ANGORA OR COON CA 1
All colors.
MRS. HENRY S. U 1
lw4
Moor.

TENS,

Belfast, Maine.

2w4

WANTED

to
SAMUEL ADAMS.

FOR SAI i
Heavy double runner deli'
first class condition.
H. L. Willi

N

Edna Proctor, wife of Everett Knight
The W. C. T. U. will meet
Friday afterBelmont, who was recently operated noon with Mrs. Minnie
Coombs at her
on at the Tapley
hospital, left Tuesday bungalow near Commercial street.
for her home greatly improved in health.
Scott Gray has returned home
from
The City Government has bought 500 Brunswick and now has
the city confeet of new hose for the fire department. tract to remove the brown
tail moth
nests from the city trees.
Charles E. Knowlton will have charge
The Dorcas Guild of the
of the insurance office of W. A. Mason in
Methodist
Hayford Block, during his absence in church will entertain members of that
parish at a sociable to be held in the vesFlorida.
try Tuesday evening, Jan. 28th.
Letters from Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Casof

ORDS
the

oar

We

each month

t

pleased

e

to

and

in

Mine

D. JONES

\ews ot Belfast

i

|t

_

•,

Messrs. Fred Hall and Allie
Stimpson

Ralph I. Heald, who recently returned
from Isle au Haut. where he was emclerk iD the
has returned as

Luville Woods, who has been with the
Dickey-Knowlton Real Estate Company

in their office in the past year, has gone
Waldo, where he will assist his father
in the lumber mill for the winter.
He is
succeeded in the office by Orland Orchard
of this city.
Capt. and Mrs. Wm. V. Pratt of this
city have tendered the use of their beautiful home to Major General Clarence
I.,. Edwards of the Northeastern Department for his visit to Belfast as a guest of

ployed,

to

Howes' grocery store.
There will be a special meeting Jan.
29th by the Rebekah Lodge when the
officers will be installed by D. D. P., Mrs.
Alice Palmer of Monroe. There will be
an

entertainment and refreshments.

The status of draftees who have been
returned without seeing actual service is

not generally understood. Having been
Brockton, Mass., arrived Tuesday
the local board they are connight with the remains of Ambrose A. accepted by
in service from the time of ensidered
that the weather has been very uncom- Hail, a former resident of Morrill and of
trainment, and are entitled to compensafortable a great part of the time, and that Citypoint.
tion. Lawrence Robbins of Belfast enthe houses are not built to suit conditions.
Clerk of Courts James H.
Cilley, who listed in the service when in Gardiner
has been critically ill at the Waldo
The Belfast Teachers’ Association are
and his name has been added to the honplanning for their special event of the County Hospital with pneumonia, fol- or roll. The name of Maurice Edward
lowing influenza, is now considered out Nickerson on the roll is to be taken off, as
season, when they will entertain the
of danger.
he is a Swanville boy.
school committee and their ladies at a
Eugene L. Pierson has a cucumber in
banquet in the Peirce school building at
The Belfast Boy Scouts, who have been
their February meeting. It is postponed his possession that he raised early last
very active in the past five years an 1
from next Saturday on account of so summer. It has kept perfectly without
who have always been ready to respond
the use of preservatives and looks
much illness.
good to the call for work free of charge, are to
Miss Inez I,. Barker of Centre Mont- enough to eat.
make a drive the first week in February

new

Records.

0

sens, Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Russ, Mr.
and Mrs. L. H. Southard and other Belfast people in the South this winter, state

I

pi'v ERTISEMEN rs.
.mal Bank publishes
1111 ion.

ud costs little to oper-

Wellington L. Dunbar of East Belfast
has returned from over seas duty with
the 26th division.
He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. W. E. Dunbar and has been in
France for some time.

ville and Belfast, who is now in charge
of the nursing department of the hospital
at Lake View, Maine, writes that they

having

a return of the
influenza, but
of pneumonia have developed.
The hospital is maintained by the Ameriare

Hay Light and Power
electric heating pad.

of

no

cases

Charles C.

Havener, son of

Mrs. Charles

Co.

can

Thread

that he

The boat will leave Camden at 10
for sale shoats
100 lbs. each.
advertise

their
yal Lily.
Try 25
T vou are not satisred.

:

fell

recently

way to

one

his work in

.vs’ shoe factory and
wrist.

luding the Penobinpany,

■sday

in Bel-

was

on

the

business,
Associated

I at the Municipal

lay, January 29th,
ave

the welfare of

art should be pres■vho came home

Billings,
.rated for
vd

a

sev

Mont.,
number

last Monday
al.
He has been ill
s
home on Cedar
on

of

e

Paso,

m.

the

traverse

books for the B. 11. S. seniors at the library for the next two weeks. Each

pupil will be given four lessons and there
will be two classes daily. All interested
in the school will appreciate Miss Barr’s
built at Essex in 1000 and is about the
endeavor to make the library's reference
same dimensions of the steamer Golden
books of value, particularly to the young.
Miss Grace II. Hall, assistant at the

Mr.

Belfast Free Library now on ieave of absence and employed in the Home Wel-

a

most delightful outing last Friday evening in a moonlight sleighing party to

brary at Washington, D. C., has introa
branch work similar to that of
East Belfast with the Belfast library. It
met with immediate approval of all con-

duced

supper was furnished by the ladies of the
party and whist followed. Pretty souve-

cerned and is

nirs of the game went to those holding
the highest score, Mrs. William H. Hall
The
aud Capt. Herbert H. Stevens.

Kai,
Craig;
a; China, Mrs. James

Capt. Herbert H. Stevens, Irving T. Dinsmore and their wives, Mrs. John C. Pillsburv and Miss Clara B. Keating.

for the purpose of securing funds to keep
the organization going in the coming
The city will be organized with
year.
teams and citizens asked to aid in this

great movement. This is the first time
that the boys have asked any aid and it
is hoped that their work in the past may

urge, the 15-monthse
Mr. and Mrs. Ray

Wednesday

and

were

ving tomb at Grove
parents.

He died of

just

week from

"

a

of his parents.
He
ind intelligent little

good home with his
funeral will be held
ihe Knight home in
ir E. Wilson of Bel-

e

den; Guard of Tepee, Mae Black; Guard
Forest, Walter Juan; First Runner,
Louie Wentworth; Second Runner, Lena
Mank; First Warrior, Almeda Robertson;
Second Warrior, Georgie Juan; Third
Warrior, Ethel Whiting; Fourth Warrior,
Lottie Crosby; First Councillor, Myrtle
Smith; Second Councillor, Josephine Barton; First Trustee, Thomas Flannagan;
Second Trustee, Mary Robbins; Third
Trustee, Lottie Crosby; First Brave, Edwin Perkins; Second Brave, Charles
Young; Third Brave, George Darby;
A lunch
Fourth Brave, Arthur Robbins.
of doughnuts, sandwiches and coflee followed the work.

a

credit to Miss Hall in her

a

i
•

or

TRy

j
!

French
Rondeau.

Phillips
Pinette

88
86

85
93

99 86
97 103

91
84

1

thirty-eighth year of Alabastine
id by more than thirty thousand retail

"

Sf->ld it for twenty years.
ah this over again.

Fred D. Jones.

winter

has

BELFAST, MAINE.

pos-

and Annie B. Carter of Belfast will

hold

Spiritualist services at Redmen’s

Hall Sunday, Jan. 26th, at 2 and 7.30 p.
m.
Through mistake Mrs. Smart was
not notified at her right P. O. address by
Mrs. Carter the 5th of January, conse-

ClTYPOINT.

French

are

Mr. and Mrs.

Mr.

very

Mrs.

and
ill with

Charles

influenza.

Raymond Collins, who

quently she was not here on that date.
She will lecture and give messages both
afternoon and evening. A reception at

ceiving congratulations

the Mathews home at 47 Bridge St. will
be given the popular medium upon her ar-

daughter....Rex Havener spent last Sunday at the home of his grandmother. He

in Belfast Saturday evening the
25tli, where she is to be entertained by
Mrs. Carter during her stay in Belfast.—

steadily improving from his recent
severe illness....Little Harold Keech was

rival

A. B. C.

spending the winter in

Belfast,
on

a

are

re-

the birth of

is

sick this week with

are

severe

cold.

a

Ralph H Cunningham of North Belseriously ill with pneumonia following influenza.
fast is

Captain Wm. V. Pratt, who

was

While it is Still

174178 196 189 178

915

84 96 113
90 105 102

Total 505
483

201 197 174 201 215

988

95 117
106 80

has been ordered to command the dread-

naught New York.. This was the ilagship of Admiral Rodman’s division,which
cooperated with the British Grand fleet,
in the North Sea during the war.

a

Bargain!

Announcement

was

SmS‘V^|"1 O^ck

made Jan. 16th by

When

Wages

went up in

rill,

that the Maine Division of the Food

Administration will be discontinued Jan.

31st, and demobilization of the great volunteer army of food workers in this State
has already commenced. On Jan. 31st
all County Food Administrators, executives at the headquarters here, CountyChairmen and Vice

Chairmen

of

the

Conservation Organization
and other workers will be released from
Maine Food

City Marshal

M.

R.

a

very

After lunch Miss Stella Sel-

lers read a very suggestive parody on
Katie Lee and Willie Gray and the waiters produced a very well filled basket of

dainty gifts for the surprised guest of
honor. The other guests were Misses
Emma Robertson, Mildred Trask, Mabel
and Anna Swett, Laura Morris, Louise
Ellis and Mrs. B. L. Robertson.

TAKE
from

a

man

#$.00

example.
^Before the

days’
life.

went up the Cost ot almost

everything else

proportion-Everything except Investments

whose wages increased
day to #5.00 a day, for

a

it took say #1?, or live
wages, to provide the necessities of
Now it takes #$0—still five days’
war

wages.
But not so wi h securities. To buy a
share of Central Maine Power Company
7 % preferred stock before the war cost
the #$-a-diy man approximately $6 days’
work. Now it costs him only 18 days’
work 1

This, therefore, is surely the time to
high wages in sound securities.

store up
er

Money invested in Central Maine PowCompany preferred pavs 6» °7o net—a

commercial rate of i.ireresf. Your investment has behind it a strong, well man
aged company. It is located right in \our
State—some of it right in your own town
It is managed by Maine men, owned largely by its customers. It weathered the test
of war and is now straightening out for
the growth and devel jpmer
bound to come with peace
struction.

Centra’ Maine Power Company Pieferred stock sells for $iU7.bO a
share—and nets 62 %. If you wish up-to7the-minute information about
this popular Maine security, please use the coupon.

Central
Power

Maine

care

Mail this to Central Maine Power
Company,
Penobscot Bay Electric Co Belfast, Maine.
Please send me the latest information about the
Company 7 percent preferred

Central Maine Power

Company

Of which the Penobscot Bay Electric
Company is a part.

just

detached from duty in Washington as
Assistant Chief of Naval Operations,

Buy Yourself a Steady Income

Federal Food Administrator Leon S. Mer-

Eva Hall.

dealers.

this

commendation

Mrs. Nettie Whitcomb Smart of Monroe

Total 452
463

Miss Louise M. Webber gave

IT ANO SEE FOR YOURSELF

work

every

NORTON,

sible in the minstrel field.

At the Ward alley last Monday evening the Pinette team won from the French
team by 73 points. The score was as
follows in a five string game:

pretty party last Wednesday in honor of
Miss Anita N. Trask, whose engagement
was recently
announced to William T.
Norris. The parlor was decorated with
green and white, the colors of the High
school class of 1918, of which the young
ladies were members. The dining room
was in yellow and white and the table
was lighted with large and small yellow
candles. From the center of the ceiling
a large white bell was suspended with
streamers extending to the corners and
ribbons to the place cards. Cocoa, sandwiches, olives, ice cream and cake were
served by the Misses Emma Webber and

wall decorative materials.

his

brought him

B. O.

held many offices in the Regiment and

ures.

the “vogue,” that is durable,
and sanitary, at less cost than

„

and

years

heavy.

Battalion commands.

his thanks to all who assisted him in
carrying out these most necessary meas-

‘Economy Year,” when you
best results at the least cost,
ages similar'to this you can seflat, matt-like surface th^t is

in two sizes, medium and

O’Leary of Bangor. It will be one of the
greatest events of the kind staged in this
city in a long time and there will be
original songs and joke hits. The affair
is given as a benefit to the Company
fund, for there are busy times in store
for Company F. this season. Mr. O’Leary
has staged a large number of excellent
productions in Maine in the past few

rank of Major and is next

further service.

Health, Sanitation and Thrift.

shipment of the famous
Maine State Prison Pungs,

a

Co. F. Third Infantry of this city, are
planning the presentation of a two night
minstrel show at the Armory early in
February under the direction of Frank E.

to the highest appointment on the stall
of General Miller.
Major Dickey hae
been prominent in the local Canton and

Knowlton wishes The Journal to extend

!;H Better Acquainted
This Package

We have also just received

structor.

Patriarchs Militant of Maine Odd Fellows.
This carries

The Osceola Council D. of P. held their
installation in Redmen’s hall Tuesday

of

heavy weight horses, accli=
mated and ready for work.

brother, the newly installed president of
the Circle responded, paying a fine tribute
This was followed by a fine
to the flag.
program rendered by Mrs. Dora Bridges,
Department Patriotic Instructor and Mrs.
Nettie M. White, the Circle Patriotic In-

Orrin J. Dickey of t ris city has been
recently appointed as the Assistant Inspector General on the staff of Brigadier
General Will C. Miller of Augusta in the

guests were Morris L. Slugg, Clyde B.
Holmes, Norman A. Read, Wm. H. Ilall,

term of the Suwho was taken ill

Mrs. C. M.

We offer 25 medium and

Bridges made the presentation in a very
pleasing manner and Mrs. Rose Fair-

work at Washington.

ry

i

Marshall Circle has been

presented with a very fine service flag,
The gift was from
bearing 24 names.
Charles B. Eaton, Past Patriotic Instructor of
A. E. Clark Camp. Mrs. Dora

fare Division of the National Public Li-

Swan Lake, where they spent the evening at the Sherman cottage. A delicious

evening, Jan. 11th. District Deputy G.
of P. Georgie Juan, assisted by Senior
Stella
Past Chief Great
Prophetess
i. court and was carYoung, raised the Chiefs as follows:
'•unty Hospital, left !
Pocahontas, Mary Flannagan; Wenonah,
up in Winterport.
Blanche Bickford; Prophetess,
Bessie
ib will meet Tuesday
Hubbard; Powhatan, J. A. G. Beach;
with Mrs. Charles Keeper of Records, Ada
Robbins; Keeper
lie following program
of Wampum, Edith Danforth; Collector
will he given:
paper, of Wampum, Minnie Perkins; First Scout,
'Hotte W. Colburn; Mary Robbins; Second Scout, Edith Mar-

with them.

Miss Annie L. Barr, librarian, has ara
special course in reference

appreciated and patronized. The Governor Douglass was formerly the Empress

and Mrs. Raymond R. Sherman gave

which is

ranged for

den at 3 p. rr.. This schedule will make
good connections for other points at both
ends of the line and the new boat will be

A Delightful Winter Outing.

Infantry,

Texas.

Rod.

of Augusta, the adf the Maine Ce itral

of

a.

arriving at Belfast at noon; returning
leave Belfast at 1 p. m., arriving in Cam- I

was

Thomas H.

■

rs

of the Third

expected to take place at some date in
February. A reception will be tendered
the noted officer and he will give a talk
here on the experiences of the Twentysixth Division in France during the time

Company for men*in their C. Havener of
this city, returned Monday
ter publishes moving
employ. Dr. B. L. Larrabee, formerly of
be rewarded with liberal contributions.
arrived home with the 301st field
having
week.
the
Islesboro, is the physician in charge.
Mis. Edward F. Littlefield gave a party
artillery in the medical department. He
has for sale a good
Frank B. Luce, mailing clerk in the has been in France for the past live Tuesday evening to announce the engagement of her daughter, Miss Julia Gladys,
advertises Book Belfast Post Office, has heard from his months.
and Mervin Lloyd Ames of Pittsfield, the
brother, George E. Luce, formerly of LibArthur W. Coombs has sold his farm in
e S. Daggett, Miss
sub-master of the Belfast High school in
erty, for the first time in five years. The
North Belfast to Herman O. Beckwith
Mrs. Stella Flood letter was written from
which the bride-to-be was a member of
Wash. I
Ellensburg,
and will buy the P. D H. Carter house
nks.
Mr. Luce has been in the lumber business
Mrs. Littlefield and
the class of 1919
on Waldo Avenue
rtises the Ford car
Mr. Coombs is R. F.
for the past sixteen years and has visited
Mrs. Ernest S. Webber, servdaughter,
iie different models.
D. carrier on route four and makes the
ed ice cream, cake and fancy cookies on
nearly every State in the Union, but has
Power Co. adverchange to be nearer the city.
not
returned
home in that time. He has
the dining table centered with beautiful
ir preferred stock,
•u a share and nets
married and his wife is now deceased.
Major Ashworth of Bangor, who re- cerise and white carnations. Green and
l their adv. on this
returned from France, will speak white ribbons ran trom the place cards to
E. S. Grant o[ New Haven, Conn., a ! cently
in the Belfast Armory next Monday the centerpieces under which were conhber, Monroe, wants former Waldo County man and a Journal
under the auspices of Co. F. of cealed attached envelopes with the en> ud kittens.
subscriber, sends the following paragraph evening
the Third Maine.
He will give some of gaged couple’s names, while on the ribadvernow
of
Thomaston,
pertinent interest: “Does The
his experiences in the front line trenches. bon pulled by Miss Littlefield was her
stitchers.
Journal realize that in less than a span of
diamond ring. The evening was spent
ugs Trust Co., pub- human life, ‘three score years and
Mrs. Charles Bradbury, chairman of
ten,’
ohdition.
around the open fire and with music.
from the framing of the first ‘Maine Law’ the Waldo County Women's division of
oilers for sale a
The guests were Misses Eleanor Bruce,
by General Neal Dow in 18.10, more than the Fifth Liberty loan, has received
•livery pung.
Caroline Havener, Katherine Kittredge,
three quarters of the United States of notice of a meeting of the county comises aiaoasune ior
Bernice Harriman, Lillian Dexter, Doris
America have ratilied a Constitutional mittees to be held in Bangor
as, and also advertomorrow,
Hazel Heal, Geneva Stephenson,
id records. He has Amendment forever prohibiting the man- Friday, to make preliminary plans for Allen,
Alice Spear, Ruth Wiley and Ethel Dexh and invites you ufacture and sale of
intoxicating liquor the drive which will be made the last
ter.
Miss Littlefield has left school as
in this country? And we have been told three weeks in
April.
w lot of horses for
her family will move soon to Haverhill,
that ‘only fanatics favored such a condiIn a personal note from F. A. Conant Mass., where Mr. Littlefield has employtion!’
f Assessors publish
No date has been given for the
of Santa Barbara, Calif., formerly of ment.
of
the description
Steamboat connection with Camden Belfast, we learn that his two sons are in wedding. Among the parties to be given
sessment inventory,
will be resumed Jan. 27th by Capt. W. D. j the service: Heath Conant is a warrant 1 is the linen shower this, Thursday, evenCo., Portland, adBennett, the veteran steamboat man. machinist in the Navy now at San Fran- ing by Miss Eleanor Bruce.
Wiley and family The steamer Governor Douglass will cisco. Captain Frederic W. Conant has
nks.
make daily round trips between Belfast command of a company of Mounted En■rtises typewriters and Camden for passengers and freight. gineers, and is at present stationed at El

f6

F.,

25
Hi >rses

stock.

Name_
Address_

Town___

FORMER KAISER IN HOLLAND

CELEBRATING “POOR
RICHARD’S” BIRTHDAY

The Prohibition Amendment
Ratified.

by the prospective stoppage of the manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors,
as hundreds of millions of dollars derived
from nternal revenue will have to be obLaws for enJan. 16. Ratification tained from other sources.
today of the federal constitutional pro- forcement of the amendment also will
hibition amendment made the United have to be passed by congress.
States the first great power to take legisOnly a minimum of unemployment is
lative action to permanently 6top the expect'd to result, as the cumulative
liquor traffic.
! severity of successive restrictive measNebraska’s vote gave the necessary ures adopted since the war began already
affirmative three-f urth majority of the has caused many distillers and brewers
States to make effective the amendment to seek other uses for their plants. Hunsubmitted by Congress in December, 1917. dreds of millions are invested in distilIt was followed
by similar action in the leries and breweries.
More than half tne territory of the
legislatures of Missouri and Wyoming,
making thirty-eight States in all which United States already is dry through State
have approved a “dry” America.
Af- action or local option elections. Until
firmative action by some of the ten State recently the movement into dry States of
legislatures yet to act is predicted by limited quanities of liquor for personal
prohibition advocates.
use was permitted, but the supreme court
Under the terms of the amendment, ruled several days ago that the Reed
1
the
bone-dry” amendment made such traffic
manufacture, sale and importation of
intoxicating liquors must cease one year illegal.
after
ratification, but prohibition will be
a
fact in every State much earlier be- MUNITIONS SENT VILLA IN 1915
cause ol the war measure forbidding the
BY GERMAN AGENT.
manufacture and sale of alcoholic beverages after June 30th until the demobiliEvidence deWASHINGTON, Jan. 7.
zation of the military forces is completed.
Under the war time measure, exporta- signed to show that Francisco Villa, the
tion of liquor is permitted, but the great
Mexican bandit leader, received $380 000
stocks now held in bond warehouses will
of munitions paid for by a German
worth
have to be disposed of before the federal
amendment becomes effective.
agent throuuh the Mississippi Valley
Discussion as to whether the new Trust Co of St. Louis in 1915, was preamendment becomes a part of the con- sented today to the Senate committee institution cow that thirty-six States have
vestigating German propaganda, by Maratified it or whether it becomes a
part
jor E. Humes, in charge of the investiof the basic law
only when each State
has certified its action to the
secretary of gation.
state led today to a search for precedent
Major Humes said the money was sent
which showed that the only two amendby F. A. Sommerfield, now interned as
ments rati ticd in the last half century— an
enemy alien, who received credit to
provided for income taxes and direct elec- that extent from the St. Louis bank
tion of senators—were conddered effecthrough t.he Guaranty Trust Co. of New
tive immediately the 36 States had taken York. The munitions were manufacturaffirmative action.
Senator Shepperd, ed by the Western Cartridge Co. at Alauthor of the prohibition amendment,
ton, III., and shipped to llipolito Villa, a
held that national prohibition becomes a brother of the bandit at El Paso, Texas,
permanent fact January 16, 1920.
according to the documents presented by
New problems of government are raised Major Humes.

Washington,

Government Has Pictures Ready for
the
in
Family.
Member
Every
Benjamin Franklin Gave Us Gifts
We Shall Never Cease Using.

Benjamin Franklin, whose picture
adorns the 1919 or Franklin issue of
War Savings Stamps, receives unique
recognition from the country which
him birth and which he, in turn,
helped to make a nation.
Born in Boston on January 17, two
hundred and thirteen years pto, he
began his career at the age of ten in
bis father's trade of tallow chandler
Dissatisfied, he
boiler.
and scan
in his
one
an apprentice
later h
ga\e

brother's printing office and such was
his character that he quickly rose to
an influential position and subsequently became one of the most illustrious
figures of all times.
wealth
He
not
amassed
only

through wise spending, sane saving
and secure
investment, but saved
time to give himself a complete education developing his gifts to the utmost as a writer, philosopher, scienHe founded the
tist and statesman.
the American
Philadelphia library.
Philosophical Society and the University of Pennsylvania: he discovered that lightning is a discharge of
of
he was Postmaster
electricity,
Philadelphia and later on Deputy
Postmaster General of the British
Colonies in America; a signer of the
Declaration of Independence and Minister Plenipotentiary from the United
All this when
to
France.
States
there were no typewriters, no telephones and few facilities for traveling.
ascribed
his
Franklin
always
achievements to careful saving and
spending of money, of time, of enA great part of his writings
ergy.
were
devoted to the happiness and
other benefits resulting from thrift,
and he took pains to make clear the
distinction between miserliness and
sane saving, just as he did the difference between leisure and laziness.
In Franklin s day the almanac was
the most popular form of literature,
and for many years Franklin eras the
author of an almanac signed by one
Richard Saunders, in which informalion regarding tile weather, etc,, was
mingled with wisdom emanating from
These sayings are
"Poor Richard
familiar to every American.
For instance, “Poor Richard” said.
“Time is money.
Lost time is never
found again.
that
He
waits upon
fortune is never sure of a dinner.
Look before or you’ll find yourself behind.
Beware of small expenses; a
small leak will sink a great ship.”
So. on Franklin's birthday anniversary, the United States pays to it»
great counsellor the fine compliment
of putting his teachings into practice.
Judicious buying* wise saving
and safe investment are to be the
watchwords foj individuals aivl the
nation durmg-sj1919. And that they
■may not. he mere words the governis issuing another series of Savings Stamps »“ a stimulant to saying
and an absolutely safe and profitable
Hu each stamp appears
'investment.
ment

the picture of Benjamin Franklin
YOU PAYING TOO MUCH FOR
YOUR V. I3TLEV SEN FRANKLIN on ONCE.

ARE

When

in

a
child
of
lot of pennies
one ho"-ay
'Listening into a nearby toyshop he voluntarily gave all he
had for a whi'lle.
A little later he
discovered
th.r he
had paid
four
•..times too much for his toy.
Realizing how many other things he might
have had in addition, he wept with

seven

I

/■' -ink!

v

a:

:

iven

was
a

vexation and apt no more pleasure
from thy. wliistle.
He never forgot
the incident.
Afterwards whenever
he v as tempted to make too great

This is tne nrsi picture received m tins country of tlie arrival oi the
ex-kaiser at the little railroad station of Eysden in Holland on his way to
Count Bentinck’s castle at Amerongen, Holland.
Wilhelm, marked with a
cross, appears in rather a jocular mood.

The
By

Aeroplane

ami

Mail.

H. H. Windsor, in the February
ular Mechanics Magazine.

Pop-

the present type of the strongest
planes requires favorable conditions for
rising ar.d landing, and even for flying.
Only a day or two ago a naval hydroplane
rising in a fog collided with the top of a
clubhouse. However, all these are incidents usual to development of a new idea,
and already several successiul flights
have been made by compass—one of 407
miles—and long-distance flights would
probably be made at high elevation* to

A lot of progress has admittedly been
made in the world in other than post
office affairs, since the day when the old
stage and its six-in-hand lumbered up to
the tavern with its passengers and—important event—the mail. The mail is the
avoid clouds and treacherous earth curone big lottery approved alike by church
and State, and in a way mildly satisfies rents.
Until a dependable night service is posthat spirit of gambling which seems inert in even the most correct, for one sible, there would seem little present adnever knows
what may come next—a vantage to business interests in an air
mail service which requires nine daylight
bequest or a bill.
lhe history of letter carrying has al- hours, for at present air mail between
been an interesting picture.
ways
It New York and Chicago must be posted
starts with the solitary messenger, on either long before, or received after, busifoot, braving the dangers of wild animals ness hours. Both the 18-hour trains, in
and wild men. Then the mounted cour- service for years up to the war, and the
ier, first a plodding horseman on an in- present 20-hour trains, are far more serdifferent beast, and later
regular Paul viceable, for a letter leaving New York
Revere witli infrequent relays of fresh, at noon reaches Chicago at 0.15 a. m. the
fleet horses. Next the stage with its next day.
Allowing one hour in which
impressive function, whose airival was to deliver and two hours for reply, the
m. and
really an event. From stage we div ge answer leaves Chicago at 12 20
to steamboat and railroad (ram, and some reaches New York at 9.45 the following
a
total
of less than 16 hours,
look forward to a near future in which morning:
even these two shall converge in
those against 72 hours business time required
air
service—unless
letters are to be
by
the
air
swil't vehicles of
which are hoped
to leave behind ell previous carrying written and posted before six o’clock in
agencies as a mere speck on the horizon. the morning.
With the return of peace and the opporEver since that British airman carried a
piano as ballast from somewhere in Eng- tunity to develop the plane under conland to another somewhere in France, ditions of deliberate experiment, the same
anything short of moving a house via the spirit of inventive genius which evolved
a heavier-than-air machine, can be countair route seems possible.
The service is so new and inexperi- ed on to perfect it. There will naturally
enced, however, we should not be too be some days in every year in which no
impatient ot immediate results, for obvi- plane can navigate, just as there are now
ously,a general’s important orders which some days in which trains are stalled by
must reach a distant point regardless of snow or water, hut a few unusual storms
danger to life or loss of machine, if only do not constitute the average weather,
minutes can be saved, is quite a different although there probably would be more
proposition from the great bulk of busi- such days for planes than railroads.
The perfection of planes in the next
ness and
personal correspondence which
can
already be transmitted between few years will be one oi the most interIn the
points a thousand miles apart in as many esting features of a lifetime.
minutes by telephone or telegraph as an meantime we must not demand nor exaeroplane would require hours to accom- pect too much.

Mere business documents will never
warrant the peril to life and limb wh.ch
is an accepted risk in warfare.
The few attempts with long-distance
mail planes which have been made during
the pjst dO days suggest the need of considerable perfection of air craft before a
regular, dependable air service is possible.
The attempted flight from the P.-.c lie
coast to Washington with only two scheduled slops got no farther than Arizona,
while the attempt to start daily planes
simultaneously form New York and Chicago was a complete lizzie. In each case
the mail eventually was brought by railroad the second half of its journ y, and
consumed from twice to three times the
time it v/ould have made on a fast mail
To accomplish even this, Car!
Smith, a balloonist and aviator pf It
train.

was

Former

'I ribune

A

THRIFTY

PAIR.

Ben Franklin was a thrifty man,
To this you’ll all agree;
Instead of squandering what he got,
He used frugality.
His

wealth

increased

from

year

to

year.
He won fame and position,
But not alone did he succeed
ln.itaining his ambition.

Coughs

preparation

Lane’s Cold&6ri[rTablets

Children

Cry

CASTORIA

A true copy.

family
favorite

A true copy.

Attest:
Chas. E

Grippe
Cramps

and external

—

and many other ills

use

At a Probate Court, hem at Belfast, within ard
for the County of Waldo, on the second
Tuesday of January, A. D. 1919.

WALDO

named therein.Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in The
Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
Belfast, in said County, that they may appear at
a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, wdthin
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of
February next, at ten of the clock before
n >on,and show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not be proved, approved and
allowed ard petition granted.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
( H/s. E. Johnson, Register.

Ordered, that the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three Weeks auccesBively in The Republican Journal, a new spaper
published at Belfast, in Baid County, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the 11th
day of February. A. D. 1919, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not
be granted.
true copy.

WALDO SS.

Belfast,

|

same

may be
as

A

Attest:
Chas. E.

a

true copy.

!
!

Springp, in
A.^Simmons,
County, deceased, having presented his
late of Stockton

and final account of
estate for allowance

administration

of

said
first

said

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
successively, in The Republican Journal,
said
a
newspaper published in Belfast, in
County, that all persons interested may attend
at a Probate Court, to be held at Bel ast, un
the 11th day of
February next, and show
cause, if any they have, why the said account
should not be allowed
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge,
weeks

A true copy.

Attest:
Chas. E.

Johnson, Register.

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 14th day of January. 1919.
Emma J. Whitten, executrix of he will of
Charles A. Whitten, late of Montville, in said
County, deceased, having presented her first
and final account of administration of said es-

con-

provid-

tate for allowance.

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,on the 11th
day of February next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be
ELL ERY BOW DEN, Judge.
allowed.
A true copy.

Johnson, Register.

Attest:
Chas. E.

Johnson, Register.

W'ALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the l4th day of January, 1919 Fred
W'. Braddock, executor of the will of Henry
Braddock, late of Knox, in said County, deCHARLES 0’< ON NELL, one of the trus- ceased, having presented his second and final
tees under the will of John Ward, late of Bel- ^account of administration of said estate for
fast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, hav- I allowance.
ing presented his resignation as trustee.
!
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
Ordered, That me saiu petitioner give notice J weeks successively, in The Republican Jourto ail persors interested by causing a copy of j nal, a nevipaj • r published in Belfast, in Baid
this rider to be published three weeks sucCounty, that all persons interested may attend
cessively in The Republican Journal, a news- at s Biobate Couit, to beheld at Belfast, <n
at Belfast, that they may apthe 11th day of l ebruary next, and show
paper published
to be held Bt Belfast,
cause, if any they have, why the said account
pear at a Probate ('curt,
within and for said County, on the lltb day of should not he allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge
February, A. D. 1919, at ten of the clock beA true copy. Attest:
fore noon, and show cause, if any they have,
be accepted,
not
E. Johnson. Register.
Bhould
Chas
said
resignation
why
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the Cc unty of Waldo, on the 14th day of
January. A, D. 1919

also at the same time ar rf place
other trustee sb hiB successor.

to

appoint

an-

1

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.

A true copy.

Attest:
Chas. E.

Johnson, Register.

j

At a Probate Court held ai Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of
January, A. D. 1919.

j

ROBERT F. DUNTON, trustee under the
will of William S. Brannagan, late of Belfast,
I
said County of Waldo, deceased, having
in
SS. In Court of Probate, held at
presented a petition praying that his lesignathe 14th day of January. 1919.
of the estate of tion as trustee under said will be accepted,

|

WALDO
|
Belfast, on
|
Elmer O. Hall, administrator
Ordered, that tl e said petitioner give notice
Iva L. Coombs, late of Belfast, in said County i
first account of to all persons interested by causing a copy of
his
deceased, having presented
for allowance.
order to be published three weeks succeaestate
this
said
of
administration
be given, three ] sively in 'ihe Republican Journal, a newspaper
Ordered, that notice thereof
at Belfast, that they may appear at
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, published
a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
in said Couna newspaper published in Belfast,
a* a
and for said county, on the 11th day of Febty, that all persons interested n’•*
on the
ruary, A. D. 1919, at ten of the clock before
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast
cause
ahow
and
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
11th day of February next,
should the prayer of said petitioner siuutd not be
if any they have, why the said account
granted.
B#t b* “l0WedELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
A true eopy. Attest:
A true copy,
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
Regi<t„.

atten^

^tteet:
«

Att< st:
( has K.

copy

STATE Of
Judicial Couit, next to 1
fast, within and for sail'
seventh day of January, i
Mabel L,t Gibson of Belfast,
of John Gibson of i.
\

wife

sbeetfully

represents: that
married to said J hn F
our ( ounty oi S< me*
t
September. A l>, lt99; tli

gether es husband «i:«.
said county uf
Somerset,

ar

>.
.*

about the first day oi
add Jotin !• Gibson uti.

on or

confirmed habits
of

HAROLD H.

v.\-

County of Oxford; that
always cor duct* d herself
a
faithful, true and all

use

payment immediately.

■

-,

and

Attess•

John

CO I’M Y OF WALDO
To the Honorable Justice

that a!i i ersoi s inler«et« d may attend ut a
ty
Prt bate Couit. to be held at Bt Ifast, on the
11th day of February next, and shew cause,
if any they have, why the said account should
not tie allow ed

v

and sbid uttei
tmued for three eonsecui1vto the filing of this libel

Second:—Said

John F Gib

ficient ability and being ablt
vide

h

}

r

er,

grossly,

wai

refused and neglected
neglects to provide su t
her.

Third;—Said John

l

ar
I

(Jibsro
ot

mi*.

intoxicating liquors

That his resider.ee is uriki
lant and cannot be obtained
ger ce; that the re is n.
*.

libellant and the said Jo/,
y.our libellant believes it re
er. conitucive to domestic
tent with the peace and n
that the bonds of matrinio
her said husband should he
Wherefore your libellan
divorce may may be deer*
«

MABEL L G1K
Subscribed and sworn to hr
day of December, A D.*1918
0RR1K J

SMITH

N

Belfast, Me., Jan. 14, 1919

|

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE, The subecriber hereby gives notice that he has been
duly appointed administrator of the estate ot
ETTAS KIM BALL, late of Jackson,
in the County of V\ aldo, deceased, and given

All persons having
bonds aB the iaw directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
ai d all indebted thereto are requested to make

payment immediately.
DANIEL M. KIMBALL.
Frankfort, Me., Jan, 14, 1919.
me suDscrinera
EXECUTORS NOTICE.
hereby give notice that they have been duly
appointed executors of the laat will and testa-

ment of

Liberty,
JOHN W. PRESCOTT,
County of Waldo, deceased. All perestate of
the
demands
sons having
against
said deceased are desired to present the same
are
thereto
for settlement, and all indebted
requested to make payment immediately.
MARIA J PRESCOTT. Liberty, Me.
EVERETT N. PRESCOTT, Union, Ne,
January 14. 1919
late of

!

ELLERY EC V
A true

libellant,

are desired to prt sent the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make

ELLERY BOWUEN, Judge.
Attest;
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 14th day of January, 919 Walter F, Kimball, executor of the will of Lillian

1

Johnson. Register.

(has. E Johnson, R*gistej.

successively, in The Republican Jour
newspaper published in Belfast, in said
County, that ali persons interested may attend
at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, o:
the 11th day of February
next, and show
c use, if any they have, why tne said account
should not he allowed.

|

ELLERY BOW DEN, Judge.

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby gives notice that he haH beer
duly appointed administrator of the estate of
LYDIA E SMITH, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs
demands against the estate of sa.d deceased

estate

Ordered, that notice there
successively in 1 he H
newspaper publish* d in r
tv, that all persons interest,
Probate Court, to he held at 1
day of February nex'. and si
they have, why the said a,
be allowed.

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 14th day of Jai uary, 1919,
Waldo E. Hall, administrator of th estate of
Susan A. Hall, late of Brooks, in said C unty,
deceased,having resented the final account of
Susan A Hall, guardian of Clayton E Hall,
f r allowance.
Orders* that notice thereof Lt given, three
wet Is successively,in The Republican Jour* al,
a newspa) er publish* d in h* Ifast, in aid Coun-

A true copy.

Ordertd, that notice thereof be piven, three
nal,

ELLERY BOWDEN,Judge.

A true copy.

said

Attest:

at a

El LLRY BOWI EN, Judge,

weeks

Ordered, that the said petitioners give notice
to all persons inieeeUd by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks Bucceobe Republican Journal, a newspaper
Biv ly in
published at Belfast, that they may appear at
a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the 11th day of February, A, D. 1919, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioners should not be

granted.

In Court of Prohate, held at
14th day of Jar uar
1919,

final account of administration of
for allowance.

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of
J\nuary, A, D. 1919.
JG\tiN E. CORN FORTH and Hattie M. Cornf rtll, named as trustees under the will of Edwin Cornforth, late of Thorndike, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented

that the

the

Margie F. Reed, admit istratrix of the estate of
Russel F.
eed. lute of Monroe, in said County, deceased, having presented her first and

At

petition praying

on

j

Attest:
has F.

Attest:
( has E.

1

a

be allowed.

A true copy.

tend at a Probate C< urt, to be held at Belfast,
the 11th day of February next, and show
cause, if any they have, why the said account
should not be allowed.
ELLERY BOW DEN, Judge.
A true c jpy.
Attest:
Chas E Johnson, Register.

Chas. E. Johnson. Register.

a

not

on

Attest:

firmed and they appointed trustee*
ed in said will.

ol

Ordertd, that notice thereof be piven, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
County, that ail persons interested may at

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge,

A

In Court
the 14th day of

his first and final account of administration of
said estate for allowance.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within a"d
for the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of
January, A. D. 1919.

EDWIN
TREAT, son and he r-at-law of
Edwin P. Treat, late of Winterport, in said
County'of Waldo, deceased, having presented
a petition that he, Edwin F. Treat, or some
other suitable person he appointed administraivT of the estate of said deceased, without
bond..

bS.

I

weeks

Johnson Register.
WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, he. 1 b!
Belfast, on the 14'h day of January. 1919.
Waldo E Hall, administrator of the estate of
Susan A. Hall, late of Brooks, in said County,
deceased, having presented the final account
.»f Susan A. Hall, guardian of Maurice E. Hall,
for allowance
O tdered, that notice thereof be given,three
we eks successively, in The Republican Journal*
a
ntws|iiper j ublished in B* Mast, in said
C« in' \, that all persons interested may attend
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
11th day of February next, and show iause,
if any they have, why the said account should

probate, held at
Belfast, on
January, 1919 Sidney A. Berry, administrator of the estate of
Edwin C. Berry, late of Stockton Springs,
in suid County, deceased, having presented

A cer'ain instrument, purporting to be the
last will and testament and codicil of Harriet
K Closson, late of Searsport. in said County
of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for
probate with petition praying that said will be
allowed and that letters testamentary issue to
Ahxander H. Nichols, he being the executor

1

Sprains

—

(

Wonderfully
Soothing
Healing
Anodyne

Chills

true copy.

\

said County, deceased, hav.,
first and final account of ado
estate for allowance,

Probate Court.to be held at B< Ifast, on the 11th
day of February next, and show e use. if any
they have, why the said recount should not
be allow ed,
ELLERY BOWDEN, judge.
A

\
\

WALDO SS. In Court of
Belfast, on the 14th day
Peter Harmon, administrate
Aaron Leroy Fickett, late

Johnson. Register.

that all persons interested may attend

ts

f

('has. E. Joh

ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.

WALDO SS. In C< urt of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 14th day of January, 1919
I. Mortland, guardian of the estate of
J Colson of Searsport, in said C< unty,
having presented his third and final account of
guardianship of said estate for allowance.
Order* d, thht notice hereof be given, three
w * eke successively in The R* \ ublican
Journal,
a newspaper pubbshed in Belfast, in said Coun-

A

Colds

—

Sore Throat

for internal

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County, ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that, he is
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney
Some folks attribute wealth to luck, & Co., doing business in the City of
Ai a Prolate Court held at Belfast, within and
Toledo, County and State aforesaid, and
'Tis fortune^ known foundation—
for the County of Waldo, on the second
that said lirm will pay the sum of ONE
His luck to find a thrifty mate
Tuesday of January, A. D. 1919.
for
and
DOLLARS
each
HUNDRED
Was Ben’s interpretation.
A certain instrument purporting to be the
every case of Catarrh that cannot be
will and testament of Adelaide E. Turner,
cured by the use of HALL’S CATARRH last
of Belfast, in said County of Waldo,
late
FRANK J. CHENEY.
MEDICINE.
deceased, having been presented for probate
Sworn to before me and subscribed in with petition praying that said will be allowed
and that letters testamentary issue to Asa
my presence, this 6th day of December,
A. W. GLEASON,
A. D. 1886.
Turner, he being the executor named therein,
Public.
I without bond, it being so provided in said will.
Notary
(Seal)
Hall’s Catarrh Medicine is taken inOrdered, that notice be given to all perI temally and acts through the Blood on sons interested by causing a copy of this
the Mucous Surfaces of the System. Send order to be published three weeks succesfor testimonials free.
sively in the Republican Journal, a newspaper
F. J CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O. published at Belfast, in said County, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
At nrst signs or a cold or grip take
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Belfast, within and for said County, on the
Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
second Tuesday of February next, at ten of the
clock before neon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, apDon't wait.
Delay often leads to
proved and allowed and petition granted.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
Results
are
pneumonia.
guaranteed.
FOR FLETCHER’S
A true copy. Attest:
At your druggists.
Chab. E. Johnson, Register,

this!

first aid

Years

CITY_

«

”

—

Direction* of Special Value to Women are with Every Box.
Sold by druggists ihr^uarhout the world. In boxes, 10c., 25c.

Stop

NEW YORK

a

County, on the second Tuesday of February next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they nave, why the same
should not be proved, approved and allowed
and petition granted.

Costs more than any other to produce
yet the price to you is the same as you must pay
for iuferior preparations.

Re-

Notices.

COMPANY,

Probate Court held at Helfast, within and
WALDO 5SS.— In Court
the County of Waldo, on the second
Belfast, on the 14th day of
Edith Danforth, admirustra
Tuesday of January, A. D, 1919
of Caroline E. Gilmore, late
A certain instiument, purporting to be the
last will and [testament of
County,
deceased, having pElijah S, Shuman, account of
administration
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, d<
allowance.
ceased, having been presented for probate
with petition praying that said will be allowed
Ordered, that notice ther«
and that letters testamentary issue to H, Fair
weeks successively, in the h
Holmes, he being the executor n imed therein, a newspaper published n
Ordered, that notice be given to ail persons County, that alt persons int.
interested by causing a copy of this order to at a Pr( hate Court, to t <
the 11th day of
be published three weeks successively, in The
February
Republican Journal, a newspaper pub'iehed at cause, if any they have, wh.
Belfast that they may appear at a Probate should not be allowed.
< < urt, to be held at Belfast, within ani for
ELLERY 1CV

ANODYNELiniment

Make Pure Blood
Probate

For Over 30
CENTaUR

for

Joiinson’s

Keep
corpuscles, and

To smooth the way, to help along
There stood his saving wife,
And ’twas this partnership of thrift
Gave them a happy life.

At

famous

private
prescription

over

F.

of Hanford

Use

Frank
Sarah

your liver active, by
healthy, red
which
remove
Beecham’s
Pills,
using
poisonous matters
from the system, assist the stomach to assimilate its
A worldfood, and the food to nourish the body.
famous remedy to strengthen the vital organs and help to
full of

doctor’s
reliable

100 years

killed,

eyes

A

remarkable
success

those among the British aviators who predict that air travel will
broaden ano soften the minds of men as
no other form of travel has, or can ever
accomplish. Seen from the sky, the rapidly passing panorama below reveals great
cities as mere spots, and vast railway
systems as the taint lines of a spider’s
web.
Large lakes become ponds, and one
country blends into another in that harmonious whole which the Creator intended.
Under these impressions the ego of
the individual, and the petty selfishnesses
of trie human mind, fade into insignificance before the grandness of it all, while
a
vision of the millenium steals upon
one’s consciousness.

and his
ported Killed.
Other aviators were
machine wrecked.
1
and machines damaged.
News has just
Sanford, Jan. 11.
ime. or money, or en- injured,
an outlay in
In our impatience of results We are apt been received here that Miles H. Dodge,
to
he
would
himself,
"Don't
say
ergy,
to lose sight of tile fact that air travel
formerly editor of the Sanford Tribune,
pay too much for the whistle."
wilt always be handicapped by sterms has been killed in action in France.
Lots of folks are using up all their and air conditions which do not seriously Young Dodge enlisted in the marines
energy on some showy thing that interfere with either a railroad train or a when war was declared. He was one of
Some are | steamship, both ot which have a sub- the first to go across with General Doyen.
gives them no comfort.
lavishing valuable, time on a few un- : stantial body on which to travel. An It is said that, of the original 8000 men
2000
important tasks
Others willingly express tram can reduce its speed, and that he went across with, only
I
make headway; but an air vehicle escaped being killed.
“blow in” an entire week’s salary on yet
cannot drop below a certain minimum |
Previous to coming to Sanford he was
ons
evening of frivolity, robbing speed and remain afloat. In the present connected with the Lewiston Daily Sun,
themselves of all manner of pleas- stage of the
art, the high-speed gas en- i Brockton, Mass., Times, and Rutland,
ure for an indefinite period.
gine; the only present available power for Vt., Herald. He was also connected at
Others sacrifice the best of their planes, is not only a delicate machine, the time of his death with the Rochester,
talents 'in pursuing some fruitless but very sensitive to atmospheric changes, N. Y., Herald.
Still
others
ambition
forego the
simple, natural joys of life in worshipping a snobbish ideal.
They are all paying too much for
their whistle.
How is it with you?
Are you paying too much for your
■whistle? Or ar° there
some
1919
War Savings Stamps in your life?
Good blood makes firm tissue, strong nerves,
Franklin’s picture is on them; his
ideas are back of them.
and clear brain.
steadv
y our blood pure and

years’ experience,

A
for

are

Editor

In

__T*-E-

said

plish.
There

©astoi-ia is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, p *'*
Boric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It contains i„.j„
Opium, Morphine nor other narcotic substum-,. dlp
more than thirty years it has been in constant is,.
|(ll,.'lp
relief of Constipation, Flatulency, Wind C.>:;
J?*
Diarrhoea; allaying Feverishness arising t!i<
m
and by i*egulating the Stomach and Bowels, aid. ti,
siniilation of Food; giving healthy anal natural
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend,

in the

The subscriber
EXECUTOR'S NOTICE.
aphereby gives notice that be hBS been duly
pointed executor of the last will and testament of

JAMES C. GILMORE, late of Searsport.
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
de
having demands against the estate of said
setceased are desired to present the same for
tlement and all indebted thereto
to make payment immediately

are

rtquested

AMOS NICHOLS.

bearsport, Me., Jan

14, 1919

1 be subADMINISTRATORS NOTICE.
scriber hereby gives notice that he has been
estate of
duiy appointed administrator of the
MADORA MARDEN, late of Stockton
Springs,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
b« ds as the law dirtcts, All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
for settlement,
are desired to present the same
and alt it oebteo thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
ALBERT M. AMES.
Stockton Springs, Me., Jan. 14. 1919
The subADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTL E.
scriber hereby gi ves notice that she has been
the estate of
duiy appointed administratrix ot
HENRY M REN NETT, late of Belfast,"
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs
demands against the estate of said deceased
same for settlethe
to
are desired
present
ment. and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
GLADYS M.CARTER,
Belfast, Me Jan. 14, 1919

ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE.

The subgives notice that she has been
administrati ix of the estate of

scriber hereby
duly appointed
CHARLES K. NICKERSON* late of Swanville,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law dirtcts. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
for settlement
are desired to j resent the same
and all n debted thereto are lequested to make
payment immediately.
V
ALBERTA L NICKERSON.
Swanville, Me Jan, 14, 1919,

STATE OF MAIN
Waldo,

[l,

vSS.

s.

Supreme Judic
In Vacatio

Belfast, Dec

Upon the annexed libel, it irthe undersigned a Justice of
notice be given to the libelee t
attested copy of the same,
thereof, together with this
three weeks successively in
Journal, a newspaper printe
the County of Waldo, the )a
be thirty days at least bet
said Court, to be holden at Be
for said County; on the third 1
next, that he may then and ti
said Court and answer theret.
WARREN C. PH 1

Justice Supreme
A true copy of this libel and
thereon.
Attest, CiEO. I. KEA

Notice of Foreclc.
M.

Brown

H,
WHEREAS,
both of Brooks, in the

ai

t

and Stale of Maine, by their t.
dated the fourth day of March,
recorded in the Waldo Regi.Book 295. Page 442, conveyed
dersigned. a certain parcel <f
ated in Brooks, in the County
State of Maine, and bounded
wit: Bounded on the north by
Barker; on the east by land oi
C. E Lane and 11. E. Clement
by the road leading from Lr
Monroe to a stake and stone
side of the old farm road; <>n t
1
I
faim road on land of l
of R, A. Hall; thence by line
W.
to
land
of
O.
land
Lane,
erly by line of said O. W, l.ane
of E. P. Dearborn; thence 1
born’s land to land of H. B, Bi
by land of said Bradford to lai
thence by said Ellis’ land to
ginning, containing one hundr
acres, more or less; and where
ot said mortgage has been broh
Now, therefore, by reason of
ihe condition thereof 1 claim a t
said moitgage.
Dated the seventh day of ■'
CllARLI
1919
D. &

3w3

M.

E. H.

BOY1NGTON

Eye Sight Speu^1'
OF

THE.

BOYINGTON OPTIC .-G
44 South

.Main Street

Winteiport, Maine.
V
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TRANSPORT SIERRA BRINGS WOUNDED SOLDIERS

DUTY DEVOLVING

UPON ALL

Control your Heat

and
Protection of
Care
Trees Is a Prime Requisite of
Good Citizenship.

Planting,

Supply
Perfection Oil Heaters save money, work
and discomfort. You have instant heat
always on tap—you control your fuel
supply—avoid coal hod, ash pan slavery.

Choice varieties of our native deciduous and evergreen trees have suffered
greatly from depletion due to the almost unchecked ravages of pestiferous
insects and destructive fungi, the noted
scarcity of bird life in many sections
plainly adding to the complexity of
the problem of protecting the trees,
writes a correspondent of the New
Trees such as the chestYork Sun.

Carry a Perfection

were

brought home

steamer Shlnnecock in New York harbor.

-1■

THE FINISH

GET SLOAN’S FOR
YOUR PAIN RELIEF

of the letter written by
of Battery F, 135th
\. E. F.
in

o’clock that after

two

You don’t have to rub It In
to get quick, comforting relief

:nd with

a young French
started out for the

on

the transport Sierra is shown being

The

Red

Cross.

I he

Belfast Chapter has received the
following letter:
The New England Division of the American Red Cross is today
facing the most
serious crisis since it come
into existence

a war relief
agency. The women of
New England have
always responded
with extraordinary enthusiasm to
every
limb arrived at what
call put upon them and New England
has
age of Mousson, on the
never failed
yet to accomplish all and
e village was not much
more than has been asked
of it.
Once you’ve tried it on that stiff
of ruins and at. the very
Today Northern France and Belgium,
Joint, sore muscle, sciatic pain, rheuis of the church
from
freed
from
the invader, lie absolutely
matic twinge, lame back, you’ll find
be seen on clear days,
prostrate. A million and one half refua warm, soothing relief you never
seen for miles around
have
gees
returned
or are returning to
thought a liniment could produce.
(Germans would take a
the places that were t heir homes.
HunWon't stain the skin, leaves no muss,
uck and then shell the
dreds or villages and over
twenty large
v
there were a lot of wastes no time in applying, sure to
cities have been
absolutely destroyed.
A large bottle
But when give quick results.
jp there.
1 hese people are living under the most
Your own or any
coming over we just means economy.
terrible conditions and these conditions
and waited for them
are such
that a considerable length of
I was at Mousson
tinv* must elapse before they are bettered.
13th, when we got
In the meantime the weather is cold and
k to our batteries, so
! the refugees are still wearing such clothes
<»t :.!e*
mine, which had
ttl Hieii recent
captors have allowed them
he front that week,
!
!
fetaln. In order to relieve these con;m-Val and had a
the
Red
diiions,
Cross undertook, starting
j
v':t bout being distrublast fall, a very large program of
garment
Fhe next morning the
With the signing of the Armisj making.
inlander’s) detail left
conditions abroad became increastice,
ri
position, and that
e a German position, so w
lived in •
worse, as the n unber of homeless
tery moved up into German huts, which were well
equipped. refugees increased rather than decreased.
lived the week be- On
There
are no stores in which
my birthday, Nov. 6t.h, we went down
they can buy
an old
French gun the hill and took
up a position a couple of clothes, they have no homes in which
gilt hack of the in- miles nearer the German lines and very to make clothes and no f
ilitie for maknear an old German ammunition dump.
ing them if the material were available.
"•! quarters, as oui
All this territory had been taken from 1 he only thing that st inds between these
We had twc the Huns
dry
during the St. Mihiel drive and people and suffering or death from the
an;! the Huns left us
this part of it had been in their hands lack of necessities of living, is the Ameri;nes during the next
There was a lot of artil- can Red Cross. The Commission for Revery recently.
: '<!
shelled was when
lery in this sector, both American and lief in Belgium is undertaking the feed;s*3on with the
captain, German, and it was some hell hole, be- ing of these people, but the
clothing so
-nally in the afternoon lieve me. We were there until
peace was sorely needed, must be made quickly by
t an hour or so of shell
declared and got very little sleep during the Red Cross in order to be available
i* gilt of Oct.
16th, just that time, for the guns and bursting shells this winter.
~.ed our supper and l would
1 he New Lngland Division as its
shake the whole earth. There was
share
the captain’s dugout a
big drive planned, to start the day peace of this work has been asked to make
a
shell
carne over
dd,
was declared, and we had started with
about 300,000 garments.
Speed in the
■-mi exploded a few hunthe artillery preparations, but got orders completion of the garments is
absolutely
.: rear.
It was a whole to cease
essential if they are to be of use this
firing.
had heard before, for
1 lie tenth of Nov. there were four of winter.
The garments are being shipped
ins used 77 mm and 150
us from the Battery Commander’s detail
abroad as rapidly as received at the Diviwas a 210 mm.
During who went up to
Woel, nearly four miles sion Warehouse and cable requests from
ur shells landed every
nearer the Germans and very close to abroad call for more and more.
By March
*e road over which our
them, and located a new position into 1st, the bulk of these garments must be
i and ammunition was
which the battery was going to sneak either in our Division Warehouse or on
’’-He; hut the captain got that
night The Huns were shelling the their way from Chapters, This is as im■1 it up, and so it wasn’t
town and the German anti-aircraft bat- portant a Drive as
any we have had so
.r an hour they threw
teries were firing continuously at a large far and every eifort must be
put forth by
1 •> on the commumcatbunch of our planes which were flying Chapters and Branches to arouse their
hdn’t think much of it
over our heads, and the shells were
right
and
present
former
workers
to
the import• ted and oegan
putting landing all around
us, so you can bet ance of this situation and to get in ail
lion. Pretty soon we
that we didn't stop long looking for sou- new workers possible.
Speciai attention
trees falling and the
there were a lot of them. wiil be paid to this matter in the next
rain down on the roof venirs, although
We never thought the war would be over issue of the Bulletin. Slides
i < next tning we knew
calling atso soon or we would have taken a few.
tention to the importance of this work
f• mu the other
dugouts
The worst time we had was the night are being prepared for all Movie
Houses
ours and said they had
of Nov. yth, for the Huns shelled us the in New England. Advertisements
should
trie dugout caved in’
whole
in
be
front
night
of
inserted
behind
in
all
long,
us,
the local papers calling
j
>mg too close for comus and on each side.
One shell landed on attention to the vital necessity for
speed.
ets weren’t made for
D battery’s No. 4 gun, putting it out of Ministers should be asked to
give this in■hs.
A 210 mm. shell
one man and woundcommission,
formation
killing
from
the
pulpits and every
the ground nearly ten
ing another. Back of us were a bunch of possible opportunity should be taken to
v
feet in diameter. I fi
inch rifles and ti inch howitzers and arouse the women of New
to
''”lye inch tree down, they were giving the Huns two for every the need of the moment. SoEngland
far as we
.-tain found out that no
one, so we just lay there in our pup tents, can see at present, this will be tie last
njured, he ordered us with no protection and waited for mornlarge work of this kind asked from the
a iili was
only a couple ing to come. The next
night we moved women of New England.
«>ut of range, ana stay
into some old German ammunition dugThe Red Cross has held before it as an
e left all of our
equip- outs and felt a little easier.
ideal in its War Work the a!leviation.-.cf
position, so the next
Hostilities ceased at eleven o’clock the suffering for the people of our Allies as
h, before it was light
of the 11th, and up to that time well as work for own
in the firing, we stole morning
Army or Navy.
I both sides kept up a continuous hammer- Our
Army and Navy fought for an ideal
the horses to the guns,
as if they were trying to
ing
in
as
and
it
now remains for the Red Cross to
get
nti,ing and equipment [ many shots as
could before the hour demonstrate its belief in its ideal
’v
iyeel or buried and went of eleven came they
by
around.
At eleven along carrying on the work with the same
Val
The dugout that the
front, it became as quiet as a country magnificent spirit shown in the past and
1 slept and as my bunk
| church yard,—so quiet that it seemed as complete this order on time.
I lost most of my
if something was wrong, and everyone
A large portion of the garments on
■toss kit, which I
found, went around in a kind of listening atti- this order have
already been shipped out
''ling landed on it. The
for
that
tude,—listening
wicked
whiz to Chapters. The balance is being cut
d ha ve our r^yige down
that precedes the roar of a bursting
shell; and shipped as rapidly as possible. All
they had been there but none came and later that
day we got of the order will probably be cut, assemthat was the part of
orders to pack up and move back to our bled and
shipped to the Chapters before
of Metz that hasn’t
home on the hill.
the 20th of January. All other work
We had a regular Fourth of July cele- should be laid aside
and these orders for
ir observation
post that bration that night and the
next, fo. all Refugee Garments should be pressed to
some roads of theirs
along the line rockets and star shells completion as rapidly as
possible, unless
they didn’t like it very were sent
up by the thousands, and as special orders for
any particular article
hdn’t have any heavy
were
varied
they
colored it was a mag- are sent from Division
js up and
Headquarters. All
they had all nificent sight.
work on Hospital Garments must be
-hree men bunged up,
We did nothing but sleep and eat for
stopped until the KefugeeWork is finished.
mk with us again.
ten whole days and it surely did seem too
The Bureau of Supplies is today cutau-Val about eleven
to be able to sleep all night and
good
ting, assembling and shipping an average
arved and dead tired, as
know that you wouldn’t tie shelled out of of over
i’' sleep at all the
12,000 garments a day. There
night
bunk any minute. It also seemed
d nearly ten miles to your
have, in the past, been delays in obtaingood to have a bunk to sleep in, for down ing raw materials, but at the
u‘ niy dinner
present
and turned on the
plain we slept in the mud, on the moment we have in our Warehouse suffi•he next morning.
We cold hard
On the 21st we pack- cient materials to
ground.
11
next day and left for
practically complete
ed up and, as our horses had been turned all orders that
•'
will be issued.—Raul W.
’i, where we remained over to some
I
other outfit, we got into
Kimball,
Department
Director,
when
Developwe again
dOth,
trucks and were hauled to the place we ment.
: tliwest to
Avrainville,
are now in, reaching here that
|
night.
v. ,iere we had
quarters
When we move again, I don’t know, 75,000,000 Gallons of Liquors in Waren we went
up to the
but there is some talk of our leaving this houses When Nation
Goes Drv on July 1.
week.
Well, here is hoping that 1 will
•:!v
midnight when we be home soon and be sure and
have
a lot
Jan.
tin ville. I was on horse*
Washington,
Despite the heavy
I of cake and pie laying around loose, be- withdrawals in the past three months,
as if vve had robbed a
cause I can use a lot of it in my business revenue
officials
j
now
believe that at
I mg I owned wasstrap- just now.
least 75,000,000 gallons of whiskey and
r. 1 was riding a cute
I am aiive, well and as happy as can be other
spirits will remain in warehouses
asl she looked real cute
so don’t worry.
The war is when the nation goes dry next
aed to get in range of expected,
July 1.
finished.
This will have to be converted into al! then she
gave an imiGood night, and lots of love to you all. cohol or
spirits largely for industrial uses
uhtning, for she surely
or shipped to other countries.
Lloyd
•he ail that
%
we

passing through Atten

as

Ugly

made

a

camp

in

a

APremount.
1
slept for

After mess
a couple of
supper at five o’clock,
Ms and rolled
up in our
1,f‘xt thing I knew
they
“to breakfast at five

:

t:

,r

camp a little after
'"d,e
hours later we
lojir
«‘»p where part of the bat-.
travelled by truck were.
',n,y long enough to get
i
water our horses,
,,

»•'••

l
t

,ail<l

.We travel!
o’clock that night,
made camp near Deux-

KfivetS11

we

witnessed

a

fight

Wednesday night
k'^ecamr, a'1"*) ,ailestook
a

kj-'’"1ed !,j|^

quitf.

position on
St. Maurice.
Ve!’,l°°king
a
lively, place and was
up

THE MOST
DANGEROUS DISEASE
No organs of the human body are so
Get some GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil
important to health and long life as the Capsules at once. They are an
old, tried
kidneys. When they slow up and commence to lag in their duties, look out!
preparation used all over the world for
Kind out what the trouble is—without centuries.
They contain only old-fashWhenever you feel nervous, ioned, soothing oils combined with
delay.
weak, dizzy, suffer from sleeplessness, strength-giving and system-cleansing
or
have pains in the back—wake up Hbrbs, well known and used by physiit once.
Your kidneys need help.
These cians in their daily practice.
GOLD
are signs to warn you that your kidMEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules are imare
neys
not
performing their func- ported direct from the laboratories in
•ions properly.
They are only half Holland. They are eonvenient to take,
doing their work and are allowing im- and will either give prompt relief or
purities to accumulate and be convert- your money will be refunded. Ask for
ed into uric acid and other poisons, ; them at any drug store, but be sure to
which are causing you distress and will get
the
original
GOLD
imported
destroy you unless they are driven MEDAL brand. Accept no substitutes.
I In sealed packages.
from your system
Three sizes.

Deadlines in City Streets.
For the purpose of trying out the
Idea before adopting it generally, New
York city officials have laid white lines
of tile and marble, six inches wide, in
the pavement at certain street Intersections to serve as deadlines for vehicles.
Considerable trouble in connection with the control of traffic by
the police has been experienced in trying to get motorists to stop at an ImWith a broad, white
aginary line.
marking set in the pavement, there
can be no mistake as to where cars
should stop.
Both tile and marble
have been used in making the trial
marks to ascertain which is the more
durable.—Popular Mechanics Magazine.

Origin of Meteorites.
In contradistinction to the theory
of the earth-origin of meteorites, It
1 as been argued that they may have
been shot out of the giant volcanoes
of the moon in long past ages, but
there are some very serious diflicultier
in the way of this hypothesis.
Mr.
Chamberlain, the inventor of the
planetesimal theory of the origin of
t olar systems, has the interesting suggestion that meteorites may be the
fragments of bodies (planets) broken
up by the passage of some immense
mass near enough to produce disruptive tidal strains. To sum up, the real
origin of meteorites remains to be (lioco-ered.

Dr. Wilbur F.

Berry Tenders Resignation.

Waterville, Me.,
22nd annual
F.

Jan.

15.

by hardware and general

■£?

I--—

j

help yourself

Help

and

BOY

jt

stores

your country
the same tide

WAR-SAVINGS
STAMPS

Maine osNim mm;)
BSL'+AST

AND

BUtiNilA.Vl

meeting of the Christian
held here'today, Dr. Wilbur

has been superintendent
for 13 years, tendered his resignation. He
was
succeeded by Dr. C. E. Owen of

Waterville, who has been field secretary
of the organization. Officers were elected as follows: President, M. S.

O^rrsDt

SJUM

On and after Sept. 29, 1913, trains connecting at Burnham and Waterville with
through trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston, will ruu
daily, except Sunday, as follows:

Hig’1331:
I an it priijit
pricss passible for

Removal

P. ic33

th; hi'Hast
iro 1, rmtils,
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cStops to leave passengers.
Fare from Belfast to Boston, $7.61.
M. L. Harris, Gen’l Pass. Agt

D. C.
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General Manager, Portland,

Drug
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Store
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former firm’s prescriptions

the

par carefully filed by

the new proprietor and
be refilled at any time.
Everything
drug supplies on han i at all times.
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GEOIGE F. KiNT. DIUG313T.

Tel. 17-21, Lincolnville.

TRUCKING
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am

prepared

to

do all kinds of

tricking

Eurniture and piano moving a specialty
T-r-ry s'n o',1 Include ln«*-nc"„n in
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Commercial Hrancher. Shorthand K1j | Leave orders at
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Boston,
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MILTON B. HILLS.
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Belfast

WITH
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$193

at

cord while they last.
mons' farm, Belfast.

7.36
7.45

Unity,

Boston,

Dry Slabs

1.42

DRUG STORE

WILLIAM A. BAHAI, Prop..

For 3a'e

+1.26

CORNER

IS NOW

FROM BELFAST

SHAW BUSINESS COLLE3E

Telephone

connection.

PGtiTLAXD, BANQOR AND AUGUSTA \* the
only school in New England which offers such

W. W. BLAZO.

lelegrarhy

a course,

also taught. Free catac
Icane.
F. L. SHA'V President.
f____

Male Help

Wanted.

Valio Weans, Seifait.

125

CHICHESTER S PILLS
M.

SEAMEN

1
A

2

Chance for Advancement—FREE.

>

U. S. Shipping Board free navigation school
at Rockland trains seamen for officers' berths
in new Merchant Marine. Short cut to the
bridge. Two years’ sea exoerience required.
Native or naturalized citizen* only. Course
six weeks. Apply at school, Federal Building,
Rockland.
tf 14
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liRAND F2 LI S, f.,r 25
years known as Best, Safest, A ,nvs Rr'
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DIAMOND

SOLD 6Y DRUGGISTS Ll'JwHHLRE

WANTED
OEJOND HAND GOODS of every descripO cion. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stovea,

Maine.

Antique furniture a specialty. If you
have anything to sell drop me a postcard and
you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H .COOMBS.
Corner VV ishiagton and Bridge Streeta,
Tel. 253-5
Belfast, Maine.
ecc.

ill QCctA&r

k iM*

§

J

iF YOU

Seed

Portland
Meat

Scrap

Portland Cracked Bone
Portland Bone Meal
Portland Bone and Meat Meal
Feed 'em

liberally

Are

your share of profits, for fresh eggs
worth REAL money these days,

J)emand Portland Brcuu$
of Your Dealer
Portland Rendering Co., Portland, Maine
--

JLADIES’

V*

OF THE

New York World in 1919
Practically

a

of
No Other
so

Daily at the
Weekly.

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Dissolved in v/i ter for d niches stops
pelvic catarrh, ulceratio.i and inflammation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkhani Hied. Co, for ten years.

Price

A

a

Newspaper

in the World

Much at

Low

so

a

for r.&sal
catarrh,}
throat and gore eyes. Economical. I
Has exfraoroinacy JfAuriny ,,i ! pcnnicidal power. I
Sample Frees. 5Uc. ail
of postpaid by
\
Top Paxtoo T■ .il^t». inipiny, D<-3iou,
Mass^^^

Price.

The value and need of a newspaper in the household was never
greater than at the present time. We
have been forced to enter the world
war, and a mighty army of ours is
already in France lighting great battles and winning magnificent victories.
You will want to have all the
news from our troops on
European
battlefields, and 1919 promises to be
the most momentous year in the history of the world.
No other newspaper at so small a
price will furnisii such prompt and
accurate news of these world-shaking events. It is not necessary to

PATTERNS
AT

Fred D. Jones’
BOYS WANTED

DR. W. (L LIIsisY
DENTIST,
Masonic Temple,

Belfast

Me

|

The Thrice-a-Woek World's regular subscription price is only $1.00
per year, and this pays for 156 papers.
We olTer, to all who pay in advance,
this unequalled newspaper and The
Republican Journal together for one
year for $2.50. The regular subscription price of the two papers is $3.00.
Address, The Republican Journal

Publishing Company.

Girl Wanted

healing v/onder

sore

say more.

Home Journal

smis'Y

The Ihrice-a-Week Edition

Gives

“The Eggs Pay For It”
Increase

WE HAVE EVER OFFERED

cm

At the

League
Berry, who

Civic

1

-I

Bangor,
Enrich Your Garden Soil.
This is the time to apply coarse
manure-—not
commercial
fertilizer,
which should only be used during the
growing season. You tire not likely to
apply too much compost or manure.
Truck growers use as heavy a coating
as six incites.
On a plot 20 by 20 feet
400 to (300 pounds can be used. Stable
manure is so scarce, it is more than
ever important to save and use all
available
leaves.
The
burning of
leaves is rank waste. Manure is hard
to obtain, hut every effort should be
made to get it and put it on in the
autumn instead of in the spring.
Arrangements should be made, if possible, for line, well-rotted manure or
for commercial fertilizer for use next
spring. There is a shortage during the
war of commercial fertilizer and it
should not he put on before its plant
food is needed or when it will seep
away.
Quick-acting fertilizer applied
in the spring will give plants an early
start and help to produce early crops
—a result ail gardeners desire.

|

we

Sold

or Ili-Kept Houses Do Much to
Retard the Development of

and women away from them instead of
attracting them are, to say the least,
not making it easier to maintain good
homos. Houses that are ill-kept or rundown are setting a constant pattern of
shiftlessness and slovenliness before
the child.
Monotonous rows of pine
boxes or even of brick or concrete parallelepipeds are not adapted to cultivate taste for beautiful things nor to
supply the basis for the expression of
individuality. And
individuality is
somehow a very real element not merely in the attractiveness of life, but in
the formation of character and of
family standards. Fortunate is the
small city or large town that has no
great amount of housing of this kind,
if communities set themselves the task
of building schoolhouses that shall impress good standards upon children
during live hours of the day, can they
afford to take the risk of having patterns of hideousness or dilapidation before the eyes of children during the
rest of the day?

■

night, only
akfast at three o’clock A.
1
hour, and until noon the

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
OF NEW YORK

Morals, manners-and taste are important as truly ns health. Houses
that are ugly, that tend to drive men

1

1

easy

Ary Community.

30c., 60c.} $1.20

1

are

BEAUTY GREAT CIVIC ASSET

'•

■

Perfection Oil Heaters
light and clean.

duty.

?

1

room

low temperatures to the comfort
point. It runs full blast for 8 hours on
one gallon of SO-CO-NY OIL—the inexpensive fuel.

brings

the maple, hickory, oak, pine, hemlock, etc., are beautifully characteristic of the wonderful resources of our
deciduous and evergreen varieties, and
these should he planted freely wherever opportunity offers. The American
chestnut should not be permitted to
disappear from the list.
I had intended to say more about
street tree planting in the several boroughs of our city, where in many sections trees may be used with a great
advantage to property and for the
adornment of a neighborhood.
For a
comoaratively small expenditure a good
tree is a paying investment.
The period of defoliation in the deciduous
tree is at hand, and indicates the season of safety in transplanting, and this
work cun now shortly be undertaken,
lasting till early frost. All interested
in
this
inviting enterprise should
take occasion to plant a tree as a civic
nut.

severely wounded American soldiers that

Oil Heater from

by its ever-cool handle. It quickly

to room

To sell Vanilla Flavoring, after school
Holway,
Augusta; vice president, A T. Laughlin, hours and Saturdays. For jl.Ou we will
Portland; treasurer, Horace Purinton, send you 8 bottles that retail for 25c. each. To do general housework. No washing
Send postcard for free sample bottle. Ad- or ironing.
Inquire of
Waterville; clerk, Dr. C. E. Owen, Water- dress WAKEFIELD EXTRACT CO.,
MRS. E. A. SHERMAN
ville.
8wl
Tel 25
Sanbornville, N. H
3tf

CORD WOOD
FOR SALE.
Inquire of
F. M. or WALTER B. DUTCH.

GEO. t. JOHNSON,

Attorney at Law
BELFAST, MAINE.
Practice in all

Courts.

Probate practice

tpsdattn211

held

SEARSPORT.
Bangor.
Capt. B. F. Colcord returned from Augusta Friday.
Miss Kathryn Dow was
tor in Bangor Thursday.

The Utu Camp Fire Girls enjoyed
coasting party on Saturday.

a

Sidney M. Webber returned Saturday
week’s visit

from a
Boston.
Mr.

in

Portland

and

James H. Duncan and

and Mrs.

daughter Martha left Monday for
days’ visit in Bangor.

county

An impressive ceremony was held in
the upper vestry by the Kanetota girls
last Sunday afternoon.
Hymns were
sung with Miss Frame at the piano and
passages of Scripture appropriate to the
Camp Fire Law were read by the girls.
Three stories illustrating the teaching of
honor, willing service and love, were told,
Miss Frame telling the story of Miriam,
the girl who could be trusted; Miss Elsie
Bell, Rebekah, the giver of willing service, and Miss Gladys Rose, the story of
Ruth’s devotion to her mother. The
thirteenth chapter of First Corinthians
chalk talk
was read by the group and a
given by the guardian upon the culture
of body, mind and spirit. The tapers of
work, health and love were kindled by
Misses Marjorie Towers, Valma Webber
and Annie Rogers and extinguished by
Miss Christine Eames.

business visi-

a

a

Miss Eames was entitled to
attend this meeting. This is the second
high honor to he won by a Kanetota
Camp Fire Girl during the war garden
work.

W. Gilkey spent Monday in

Mrs. E.

planned in December. As

as

champion,

a

few

Dofiald Russell returned Friday after a
month’s visit with his sister, Mrs. Ralph
I ong of Gardiner.
Miss Myra Ordway of Haverhill is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. James L. Cunningham of East Main street.
Mrs. James Butman has returned from
Sharon, Mass., w here she was called by
the illness of her sou Gordon.

SPRINGS.

STOCKTON

News of the death of Mrs. Everett
Curtis of Marshfield, Oregon,was received
Saturday Obituary notice n< xt week.

Richard Connor

was

in

Castine

last

week, called by the death of liis grandmother.

At a special meeting of Mariners Lodge
the M. M. Degree was worked upon Cliftoii Foster
Refreshments were served.

W. H. Morrison and George Fletcher
have been absent all the week on a business

Miss Henrietta Gilkey is recovering
from an attack of influenza. Miss Gilkey
is an assistant in the Hampden Academy.

trip.

Leonard LaFurley, recently home from
Camp Devens, has found employment at
the Sandypoint yard.

Mrs. Burton Larrabee (Eunice Whittling* left for her home in Lakeview,
after a week’s visit with relatives in
town.

O’Mahoney of Belfast was
in town Thursday, called by the tragic
event of the previous day.
Rev. T.

Wilbur Carver arrived in town
Friday from Norfolk, Va., and will be
the guest of her mother, Mrs. Henrietta
Young, for a few weeks.
Mrs.

Chester L. Bailey was in’ town Thursday on his way from Camden to Ellsworth
to attend the funeral of Mrs. Roland Bonsey, Mrs. Bailey's mother.

J.

was burned to death in its cradle in
fire which totally destroyed the home
of the couple, a short distance from the
village on the Mill road, Wednesday i
Mr. Nickerson is employed
afternoon.
at the Sandypoint yard, and the young
mother was alone with her four children, I
An errand to her
the eldest aged five.
Mrs. Landry, took her
near neighbor,
a
few
from home but
moments, when a
cry sent her rushing back to lind the
; kitchen in flames.
Mrs. Nickerson suffered terrible burns in a desperate attempt to rescue her baby, and the whole
house was burning fiercely when help arrived. The young mother seeking medical aid, which with only one physician in
town was not immediately available, was
met by John McLaughlin who took her
Later she was
to the hotel for first aid.
taken to the home of her father, E. B
Arnold at Lowder Brook, where she was
attended by Dr. Britto, who found her in
a
The
pitiable and serious condition.
following day Mr. Nickerson’s brother
Harry searched the ruins and discovered
that which could be identified as the remains of the infant. The destroyed house
represented a single-handed effort on the
part of Mr. Nickerson to build a home for
liis family. That the interior required
much to be done of a permanent nature,
accounts for the appallingly rapid spread
of the flames, which consumed everything even to a portion of the clothes
drying on a line attached to the house.
The universal sympathy of the community in this domestic tragedy was speedily expressed in something besides mere
words, and the results speaks volumes
for the spirit of our people and Mr. Nickerson's fellow employes at the Sandypoint shipyard. Monday afternoon, when
this correspondence is written, Mrs. Nickerson is reported as being m a fair way
to recovery after an extremely critical

day,

Miss L. S. Wheaton of Waterville,
eastern Maine agent for the New England Home for Little Wanderers, was in
town last week.

period.

Mrs. Earle R. Richards with her two
children returned Thursday afternoon
from a visit of several weeks with her
parents in Boston.

Mrs. Walter Gordon of Dexler is at the
home of her sister, Mrs. E. I’. Goodiich.

MONTVILLE.

CENTER

a

Frank Oxten has received

discharge

and is home from

an

honoraole

Maryland.

Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Jaquith

were

Freedom,
and Mrs. James F. Burkill arrived
from New York, called by the

16th,of pneumonia.

Jan.
been

a

active,

very

Mildred Nason of Hampden has
been the guest of friends here the past

She had

capable

a.
m.
Mr Foy leaves live sons,
Robert M., Ernest A., Fred, Carl and
Ralph, and a daughter, Miss Margene.
Mr. Foy’s first wife died some twelve

George Penney

Mr. E. F. Banton
on

M.

in Augusta last.

was

business.

Mrs. Julia Taylor from Freedom visited Esther Banton last Saturday.

Johnnie Nutter bought

Capt. Albert Norris of the Bull S. S.
Co., returned to New York Monday after
spending a few days with his wife and
child at the home of Mrs. Norris' parents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Ellis on Cape Jelli-

Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Clements of White’s
Corner visited his parents, Mr. and Mrs

Mrs. E. F. Banton returned home from
Fairlield Saturday, where she has been
caring for her daughter, Mrs. Henry

R. L. Clements, Saturday.

Soule, who has

Miss Nellie Bailey died at her home in
Monroe on Saturday, January 18th. Miss
Bailey has been employed in Searsport
far nineteen years and by her quiet,
cherry manner made many friends. She
vas closely identified with the Methodist
church of which she was a regular attendant.
Funeral services were held at her
late home on Monday.
At the regular meeting of Mariners
Lodge No. 68 F. & A. M. held Tuesday,
Jan. I4th, the following officers were
elected: W. M., A. S. Trundy; S. W.,
Harry Merrithew; J. W., E. D. Fairchild;
Sec’y, J. P. Nichols; Treas., J. H. Duncan; S
D., G. R. Wilson; J. D. D. W.
Finance Comm., W. M. Parse,
Vaughai
A. E Trundy, J. E. Wentworth. These
officers will he publicly installed January
28th.

j

a

week at her old home.

Miss Freda Knowlton, a sister of Mrs.
A. A. Varney, who has done exceptional
work in the emergency at Prospect Ferry,
responded to a Red Cross call and left
for Bingham Monday, where it is said influenza conditions are serious.

D D. G. M. Allen Curtis of Belfast installed the following officers of Pownal
Lodge, F. \ A. M., in the presence of the
members and a smali assemblage of invited guests Wednesday evening, Jan.
loth: Isaac Littlefield, W. M.; Clyde;
Merrithew, S. W.; Robert Andrews, J. !
W.; Albert M. Ames, Tieasurer; Lincoln
A. Gardner, Secretary; Freeman Harri- j
N( w> >i the death of Mrs. Roland Boriman, S. D ; Earle Littlefield, J. D.; Arthur.
ses of iJlsworth was received in town
S. S.; Hadley Scott, J. S.; Rev. :
Iasi Thursday.
Mrs. Bonsey had been in Smith,
Harry
Hulley,
Chaplain; Charles K.neehealth
for
and
sometime
failing
although
Marshal; A. C. Treat, Tyler. A
mil personally known in town, her death ! iand,
short program followed, and a bountiful
is regretted. Sue is survived by her huswas served in the banquet hall, |
band Capt. Bonsey, and by their twin supper
hut the health conditions of the commudaughters, Mrs. Chester. L. Bailey of
nity detracted from the usual success of
Searsport and Miss Ethel Bonsey of Ells- this
annual event.
worth, a son Frank and their youngest
son, Sidney M. Bonsey, recently returnA large circle of relatives and friends
ed from service in France.
will be
of the reminder that Mrs.

glad

Miss Valma Webber and Miss Isabel Caroline Staples Berry celebrated her;
Frame are in charge of a little play to be 88th birthday on 1he 10th at her home |
presented by the Blue Birds and younger i with her son Willard. “Aunt Callie” to
Grammie
Camp Fire Girls in the near future. The a host of grown-ups and
play, “Gustav’s New Cap,” appeared in Berry” to an endless number of young j
people, may well be known as the grand i
a recent number of Primary Plans and is
old woman of Stockton, for in all of her
an an adaptation of a Swedish folk lore
tale. A frw necessity changes have been long and useful life no one ever heard
made in he original arrangement to suit her repine over the sorrows that befeil
the cast. The pan of Gustav will be her, nor manifest ill temper over any
A really wondertul
played by iittle Miss Ellen Frame, young- sort of irritation.
woman, whose closing years are an exer daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Frame.
ample of serenity, while she retains the
Miss Christine Helen Fames, daughter vigor of individuals
many
years her
of Mr and Mrs. Charles Eames, has been
junior and reads and discusses with rare
announced a State Champion in the
understanding the stirring topic of this
Large Garden Project under the exten- remarkable period.
sion work of the University of Maine.
Owing to the second outbreak of influThe infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
enza the State contest at Orono was not
Robert Nickerson, ten months old to a i
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Battles
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not all fought with cannon and
The most vital are the everyday battles

shell.

are

against the debilitating tendencies that invite weakne5>s.
For nearly five decades

MTS MUSKM

has bt
&>

*

en a

b
jn
siren
i

definite help

to

millions in the trying
Scott’s is as rich

xttles against weakness.

blood-forming properties and
t^b-supporting qualities now

as

powerful in

as of yore.
tott’s Emulsion help you win
your battles.

4

Scott St

Bowne, Bloomfield. N. I.
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help
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mac,e now has

make 1200

the homeless
rthern France.

A

the time

G. A. Palmer is able to sit

R. L. Clements, who has been a sufferer
for live weeks with several carbuncles on
his neck, two being on the exact center

neck,

is beginning to
be more comfortable, although still confined to the house.
of ihe back of the

The officers of Mizpah Rebekah Lodge
were impressively installed
Wednesday

evening, Jan. 15tb, by Mrs. Lorina Atwood, I). IJ. P., and Mrs. Bertha Ken-

dall,

D.

D.

G.

M.,

both of Vashti Re-

bekah I odge of Orrington. The officers
are, N. G., Mrs. Stella Foley; V. G.,
Mrs. Clara

Cole; secretarv,

Mrs. Estella

Campbell; treasurer, Mrs. Maud Young;
warden, Mrs. Mattie Carleton;conductor,
Mrs Mary Ilunton, chaplain, Miss Juanita A. Hill; R. S. N. G., Mrs. Annie B.
Hill; L. S. N. G., Mrs. Alice Arey; R. S.
v.
tj., Mrs.
Miss Grace

Mrs.

mien

ivaton; L. s.

v.

u.

Thompson; inside guardian,
Katharine Philbrook; outside guard-

Mr. Jesse Bates
for the week-end.

was

’t

tn>

Cw! made

SSoSaa^jL sS^LSLJLjSto_

"S2E

George E. Beals of Swanville died Jan.
18th, aged 68 years. He was born in
Monroe, the son of George and Beihania
(Dickey) Beals. The funeral was held at
his late home last Tuesday at 1 p. m.,
with Rev. Arthur E. Wilson of the Belfast First Parish Church officiating.

At

“The Model’s Con
MU I I

and JEFF.

Private Harold Peat

and Back with
a Smile”

“Private Peat"

COMM

HOI

—lN

A

MAS
MVS

Play from his Own Book

at home recently

Mrs. [della Rich of Belfast is with Miss
Lena Rose helping her care for her motl
er, who is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Ccombs and Miss
Leola Coombs of Castine were in town
last week for a brief visit.
Miss Elizabeth Bates returnee Jan. 17th
from Worcester, Mass., after a visit of
several weeks with her sister, Mrs. E. O.
Williams.

Notices.

Probate

FIRE

noticeT""
ESTATE OF HENRY P. DIXON.

We

are

closing

out

SALE
our

entire st

Public notice is hereby given tl at Clayton
were
v
G. Dixon of Philadelphia, (formerly of Wallingford) Pennsylvania, was on the tenth day
v
! of December, A.D 1918, by the Probate Court,
within and for the < ur ty of Waldo, Mate of
around
see
M line, duly appointed and qualified as executor of the will of Henry p, Dixon, late of Walwe are
State
of
Penn
of
Delaware,
lingford, County
sylvania, deceased, but without bonds in ace\
cordance with the provisions of said will; that
said executor b* ing a resident out of the State
of Maine duly appointed in writing Hannibal
F, Hamlin of Filsworth, Maine, his agent in ;
the State of Maine for all purposes required
by the Laws of the State of Maine, such appointment (duly accepted by said Hat mbal F.
The sul
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
Hamlin in writing) being duly filed and rescriber hereby gives notice that he has been
corded in the Registry of. Probate for said
estate
administrator
ot
the
duly appointed
C mnty of Waldo on said tenth day of D« cetr«ST AT
HATTIE L. ^TEPi ENSON. late of Belfast,
ber, A. D, 1918. ai d esp< cially containing all
| the requirements provided by the^Chapter 133 in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given County of vY aj o*
By virtue ol a dee:
j of the Laws of Maine for the year A D. 1917 bonds as the law direct-*. All persona havi g
CHAS E. JOHNSON.
Attest:
dicial Court, within
demands against the estate of said deceased
C
of
for
said
Probate
Waldo.
of
>unty
Waldo, in the kSt<.'
Register
are desired to present the same for settleDecember tenth, A. D. 1918
ment. and ail indebted thereto are requested tered on the eleven
1919, in the case
to make payment immediately.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and i
CHARLES E. THOMPSON,
Equity, vs. Mary E
Thomas P. Logar
for the County of Waldo, on the second !
1919.
Belfast, Jan, 14,
Margaret C. Logan
Tuesday of January, A D. 1919.
shall
sell at public
A certain instrument, purporting to he the
der for cash, at tin
last will and testament of Lemuel B. Jel'erson,

groceries,

■

which

recent

agea by fire, at very lo
in and look
and

price?

offering. Open 6
gains
enings.
YOUNG’S GROCERY ST
--

BELFAST

PRICE

CL RRF.NT.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
MARKET

PRODUCE

Apples,

bbl.,

PAID

PRODUCER

Hay,

$18 00
S3 00a4 00 | Hides,
15
11 Lamb,
25
11 1-2 Lambskins,! 00a 150
50a55 Mutton,
10
16a 18 Potatoes,
1 25
15 Round Hog,
22
32 Straw,
10 00
35 Turkey,
26a32
39 Tallow,
2
35 Veal,
20a22
64 Wool, unwashed, 70
30 Wood, hard,
9 50
32 Wood, soft,
6 50

per

Beans, pea,
Beans, y. e.,
Butter,
Beef, sides,
Beef, f. q
Cheese,
Chicken,
Calf Skins,

MAGEE. In Unity, Jan. 17, Roscoe
Simon Magee, aged 34 years, 11 months
and 21 days.
MASON.
In East Belfast, Jan. 19, Mrs.
Susan L. Mason, aged 81 yearB, 8 months
and 18 days.
WILEY. In Searsmont, Jan. 14, Ephraim W. Wiley, formerly of Belfast, aged
81 years, 9 months and 23 days.
In Belmont, Jan. 21, Mrs.
WHITE.
Mary E. White, aged about 81 years.
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Notice

1

•»

j
ian, R. Ii. Snow; Miss Louisa A. Smith,
STATE OF MAINE
j
pianist. The degree master will he Chas. Duck,
late of Winterpori, in said County of Waldo, j
COUNTY OF WALDO, SS.
deceased, having been presented for probate i
C. Moody. The lodge received live ap- Eggs,
with petition praying that said will be allowed | To the Honorable {Justice of the
Supreme
plications for membership. Mr. and Mrs. Fowl,
and administration of said estate, with the
Judicial Court, next to be holden at DelA. P. Ritchie of Loyal Rebt'kah Lodge, Geese,
will annexed.be granted„to Sophia B. Jellerso.n,
said deceased having omitted to appoint an
fast, within and for the County of Waldo
RETAIL MARKET
RETAIL PRICE
Monroe, were present by invitation. A
executor in his said will, and she further prays
on the third
1
90
Tuesday ot April, in the
past matron’s jewel was presented to Beef, corned, 35a38 Lime,
that she may be pel milted to stive without
98 bond.
18a22 Oats,
year of our Lord one thousand nine hunMrs, Etlie A. Barrows, the retiring noble Butter, salt,
8
1 85 Oat Meal,
Corn,
dred and nineteen:
Oidered, That notice be given to all persons
grand. A delicious supper of cold meats, Cracked corn, 1 69 Onions,
5 interested by causing a co; y of this order to
W. WING o' Belfast, in the County
17 be published thiee weeks successively in The OK1N
1 69 Oil, kerosene,
salads, beans and all the trimmings were Corn meal,
of Waldo and State of Maine, respect15 Republican Journal, a newspaper published at. fully libels and
38 Pollock,
served by the refreshment, committee.
Cheese,
gives this Honorable Court to
Belfast, in said County, that they may appear be informed, that he was lawfully married to
32
Cotton seed,
3 50 Pork,
to be held at Belfast, with
Probate
at
a
Court,
The officers of Garfield Lodge, 1. O. O.
8
Lillian H Wing of Belfast aforesaid, at Mon23 Rye meal,
Cranberries,
for saul County, on the second Tuesday
roe, County and Sti.te aforesaid, on the sixth
2 80 in and
F., were installed at the first regular Clover seed, 37a42 Shorts,
of February next, at ten of the clock beof March, A. D, 1903, by E. L. Palmer,
day
10
1-2
12 50a 14 00 Sukar,
Flour,
fore noon, and show cause,if any they have.why
meeting of the year by D. D. G. M
Efq.. a Justice of the Peace duly authorized
1 35
H. G. seed,
5 00 Salt, T. L,
the same should not be proved, approved and
to
solemnize
W.
assisted
Chas.
C.
Frank
by
marriages; that they have lived
Carleton,
8 allowed and petition granted.
32 Sweet potatoes,
Lard,
together in the State of Maine since said marELLERY LOW DEN, Judge.
Moody, D. D. G. Marshal. The list folriage; that since said marriage your libelant
A true copy. Attest:
has conducted himself towards the said Lillian
lows; Noble Grand, Frank C. Knowles;
Chas, E. Johnson. Register.
BORN
H. Wing as a faithful and affectionate husvice grand, Raymond Tainter; secretary,
band; yet the said Lillian H. Wing, wholly unChas. C. Moody; treasurer, James A.
mindful
of her marriage covenant and duty,
at Belfast, within and
BENNER.
In Gardiner, .Ian. 14, to Mr. At a Probate Court held
fifteenth
for the County of Waldo, on the second since *said marriage, to wit, on the
Carleton; warden, Joshua Treat, Jr.; and Mrs. Perle Benner, a son, Perle Sanday of April, A. D. 1918, at said Belfast, and
Tuesday of January. A, D. 1919.
on divers other days and times and places
conductor, Ralph W Lane;chaplain, Wil- born.
A certain instrument, purporting to be the since
said intermarriage and the filing of this
fred H. Lord; R. S. N. G., Edward B.
last will and testament of Charlotte M. Spring- libel has
committed the crime of adultery with
j er, late of Winterport, in said County of Wal- one Chester
Nealley; L. S. N. G., Roy Chandler; R. S*
MARRIED.
Campbelle.
do.deceased,having been presented for probate
Libelant
avers
hat the residence of said
V. G., George W. Cole; L. S. V. G., John
with petition praying that said will be al- libelee is not known to him and cannot be asIn
ANDERSON-MAYHEW.
Belfast,Jan.
issue
to
I.
lowed and that letters testamentary
G.,
Boyd; O. G., Reuben H. Snow;
certained
reasonable
diligence.
by
15, by Fred Waldo Brown, Esq., Enoch F. Herbert I. Cole, he being the executor named
Wherefore your libelant prays that he may
Leslie W. Mayo. After the installation Anderson and Mrs. Lena E.
Mayhew, both therein, without bond, it being so provided in be decreed a divorce
from the bonds of matriservices a clam stew was enjoyed by the of Belfast.
the will.
mony now existing between him and the said
INNES-BURGESS. In Belfast, Jan. 20,
members.
Since Dec. 1st, six candidates
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons Lillian H. Wing.
of
this
of
Philbrook
a
S.
order,
Rev.
interestid
Dated at Belfast, this twenty-eighth day of
Augusta,
copy
Eugene
by causing
have been received into the order and by
Alexander Duncan Innes of Belfast, f r- to be published three weeks successively in December, A. D. 1918.
in
the
for
more
near
prospects are good
publishORIN W. WING.
merly of ScottsblulT, Neb., and Miss The Republican Journal, a newspaper
future. The following are degree mas- Edith Louise Burgess of Belfast.
j edat Belfast,that they may appear at a Probate
! Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for*
ters for the current year;
Initiatory
said County, on the second Tuesday of FebruPersonally appeared the above named Grin
Frank C. Knowles; first degree, Carrol
ary next, at ten of the o’clock before noon, and
W. Wing and made oath that tne allegations
DIED.
show cause, if any they have, ^hy the same
contained in the above libel by him signed are
Young; second degree, Elvin M. Arey
should not be proved, approved and allowed.
true, before me, this twenty-eighth day of
BEAl.S.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge,
third degree, Chas. C. Moody. The lodge
In swanville, Jan. 18, George
December, A. D. 1918
Attest:
A
true
68
E.
copy.
years.
aged
Beals,
j
H, C BUZZEL'
is entering upon the new year under au( has. E. Johnson, Register.
CASTON.
In Gardiner, Jan. 14, Ray
Justice of the Peace.
a
for
circumstances
prosperous
spicious
Caston, formerly of Pittslon, aged 25
year’s work, with new members coming years.
STATE OK MAINE.
WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
CASTON. In Gardiner, Jan. 14, Mil- ! Belfast, on the 14tn day of January, 1919
in and older ones manifesting a renewal
Wai.do, sp.
of
dred Knight, formerly
Supreme Judicial Court,
Belfast, wife of I Waldo Trust Company, < xecutor in the State
[l, s.
of active interest. The past week wis
In Vacation.
Ray Caston, aged 24 years and 6 months. i of Maine, of the t-state of Maitland B Smith,
Monone of much activity in the lodge.
Belfast, Jan. 20, A. 1). 1919.
In Swanville, Jan. 14, Ar- late of Hartford, Connecticut, deceased, havDOLLIVER.
Upon the annexed libel, it is ordered by me,
d ay evening,the regular meeting was held thur Dolliver, aged 29 years, 11 months, ; ing presented their second account of adminthe undersigned a Justice of said Court, that
istration of said estate for allowance.
and 19 days.
and candidates given the first degree.
be given to the libelee by publishing an
notice
Ordered, thaLnotice thereof be eiven, three
CASTON. Ill Gardiner, Jan. 20, George
al)9truct
Tuebday evening, a special meeting was
I weeks successively, in The Republican Jour- attested copy of the same, or an
15 months.
aged
Caston,
thereof, together with this order thereon,
in said
a newspaper published in
Belfast,
nal,
held for initiation. Friday evening, a reFOY. In Montville, Jan. 16, Willis N.
three weeks successively in The Republican
County, that all persons interested may attend
in Belfast, in
he arsal of the desrees was held. SaturFoy, aged 62 years.
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on Journal, a newspaper printed
to
Jan.
Montvi
In
HARRIMAN.
!e,
15, the 11th day of February next, and show the County of Waldo, the last publication of
day evening, a special meeting was held
Mrs. Ellen (Ford) Harriman, aged 78 cause, if uny they have, why the said account be thirty days at least before the next term
at which time final degrees were given to
and
said Court, to be holden at Belfast, within
should not be allowed.
years.
for said County; on the third Tuesday of April
two candidates after which a picnic supELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
HERRICK.
In East Northport, Jan. 20,
next, that she may then and there appear in
A true copy. Attest:
per was enjoyed by about 50 of the brethMary L widow of the late Charles F.
said Court and answer thereto, if she see fit.
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
WARREN C. PHILBROOK.
Herrick, aged 80 years, 6 months and 28
GfcCRGE E. BEALS.

Special

A

and his

days.

h

in Universal

Superb Story Gorgeously Produced

ren.

6

MARY MacLA

Wednesday
“Two Year^ in Hell

George Feavey is at his home, having
received his honorable discharge.

up
critically so, will be
many friends hope to meet him in the
pleased to know that she is slightly im- store soon.
proved at this writing, having had a bad
ill turn Saturday.
NOR!H ISLESBORO

part of

rUESDA\

And Her Own Company Presents

lands is with Mrs. Lizzie York.

The many friends of Mrs. E. P. Goodrich, who has been Hi over five weeks,

Pathe Nt
Pathc

“The Marionettes”

Mrs. Bruce of Belfast is still at Merton

M;..

An All Sta
Stirm

Comedy.

Clara Kimball Young

MONROE.

itt|e

Funerai

MONDAY

baby daughter.

Miss Nellie Bailey passed away at her
Moving pictures were shown Thursday
father’s home Jan. 17th.
evening for the iirst time since Dec. 26th
There will be pictures at the Town Hall
Miss
and will be shown each week.
Jan. 24th.
Doris Campbell was the pianist and also Friday evening,
Miss Emma Clark of Hampden Highplayed for the social dance which fol-

Mrs. Eunice Avery, who has been visiting her son, William Avery for several
months, returned to her home in North
She was accompanied
Lubec Tuesday.
by Mrs. William Avery, who will visit lowed.
for

a

“The

War Pictures.

got his discharge from

Haley’s.

school Jan. 20th.

Sennett Two-Keel

many friends of Walter Banton
were glad to welcome him home last
the Army.

Anna

W eekiy
Vod-a Vil

A stirring, thrilling play of
patriotic theme.

The

The village schools are all open for the
winter term. The High and Grammar
schools opened Dec. 30th, the Primary

13th, and the Intermediate

“Battling Jane’

yoke of Holstein steers last week of James Ramsey.

Thursday, having

a

Ada :,,I tv I-MS Jf'EBRR from
“TUI.
If HIM." from "Breezy
FroStones" by Marion Orth.
IOfS
WIDER and
due cd bv
Fill LUES SMALLEY

-IN-

a

Farwell Bros, of Thorndike bought a
yoke of steers of W. D. Bowler last week.

mysteries of

the age-long desire of the moth
for the flame. A powerful play
that every father, mother and
young girl should see. A picture of lasting force, driving
home a message that will demonctrate its worth as it unfolds
itself before the millions who
wul see it.

is working in Albion.

Maynard Hall is working for W
i Vose, cutting wood.

The

young girl’s heart laic!
bare.
A revelation cf

NORTH MONTVILLE.

wood, the past week.

school Jan.

I

years ago, and his life has been devoted
to his children.

shipyard.

Mrs. John Decker has stored her household goods and with her daughter and
son
joined Mr. Decker at Biownville,
Junction, where he has employment as
engineer on the Canadian Pacific Railroad.

REID

at 10

Miss Ruth Chipman of Carmel has been
the guest of her sister, Mrs. W. H. At-

Mrs. H. B. Whittier recently received
of the illness of her daughters, Miss
Miriam and Miss Annie Whittier, who
hold responsible positions at ihe HampBoth
ton Institute, Hampton, Virginia.
young women have suffered from inlluenza and are now recovering.

WALLAd

Willis N. Eoy passed away Thursday,
Jan. 16. Funeral from the house Sunday

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Parker of Frankfort are occupying the summer home of
Dr. H. G. Hichborn for the winter, Mr.
Parker being employed at the Sandypoint

news

RdJH

SAT I

kept

Herbert N. Dyer writes that, his mother, Mrs. Dyer, has had the misfortune to
fracture her right hip and is at the Peter
Bent Brigham Hospital for treatment.

son.

FRIDAY

last illness.

Sewell White has received his discharge at Camp Devens and with his week.
wife is visiting Mrs. White’s parents, Mr.
Ered F. Barden of South Monroe visited
and Mrs. G. L. Tinney.
his mother, Mrs. A. A. Barden, Wednesday cf last week.

PROiECfljTN

DOROTHY
GISH

Miss Myrtle Penney closed her school
in Halldale last Saturday.

Mrs.

PHOTOPLAYS PERFECTLY

woman, and very helpful in times of illness and death She leaves one daughter,
Mrs. James F. Burkill, and one son, Olin
R
for whom she
house until her

Saturday

WIlSTERPORT

^

THEATRE

THURSDAY

illness and death of her mother, Mrs.
Eden Harriman.
Funeral service was
held at the house Saturday at 10 a. m.
Mrs. Ellen Ford Harriman died Wed-

nesday,
always

^

_PLEASING

Thursday

Mrs. John Davis suffered an ill attack
on Sunday. Mrs. Da vis was convalescing
from a recent sickness and her many
friends regret that she is again ill.

Owing to necessary repairs upon the
furnaces of the First Cong'l Church, the
Sunday morning services were held in
the vestry. An especially appealing sermon was delivered by the pastor, Rev.
Thomas H. Martin.

at

Wed-

in
nesday guests of Mrs. Eliza J. Penney
Mr.

POLONIALT

Matinee
2.30
Prices. 6c.—11c.

Daily

j

ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby gives notice that she has been
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
MARY E. PARK, late of Searsport,
in the Countyof Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directa. All persons having
demai ds against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment

immediately.

Searsport,

ALBERTA C. PARK.
Me,, Jan. 14,1919.

Supreme Judicial

in Belfast, in said
fourteenth day of 1
o’clock in the forei
ed real estate be! >i
Logan, Mary E i.-ga
Thomas P. Logar., .)■
Margaret C. Logan a
A certain lot or
viz;

1

buildings thereon, s<
bounded and deser tning on the east* r!>

'I

its

J

intersection

Street; tl
at

]
!

5

w

]

ence east-

Baid Grsen

terly

;

tr* et

ti»

right angles

nine and one half
rods to said Bridge st
ly by said Bridge str*
to the place of begn
homestead of Thom*.

i
;

Belfast, deceased.
Master in Clin:
Court.

Special

LEGISLATIVE
JIJDU

(l

The committee oi
j public hearing in i'
House in Augusta, .la
An Act to create 11
er Commission

.?

FOKt
The Committee
Forest Preservation
hearing at the Stai
Room 60, in the oil
and Forest Comm

Tuesday, Januarv
on

the (>

Resolve providing
of the book of Plan

FOR S
A

Good,

Che

STOCK'D
2w4

Stock1

LOS
Deposit Book No 2Trust Company, B<
will please return sain
T. FK \

Belfast,

Jan 20, 101"

Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of this libel and order of Court
3w4
thereon.

Attest.

FOR

GEO. I. KEATING,
Temporary Clerk,

SALE

Heavy double runner delivery puntf in
I
first class condition.
|
H. L. WHITTEN CO.

FOR EXPERIENCED

>Hulltli

Steady work guarani
chines only vacant. Apr
J. B.
2w4

FEAKM

„

Lt'

N,a,u«-

Thoniw*®"^^

